
 
 

ABSTRACT 

KING, JOEL DAVID. Consuming or Consumed at the Fred Graves Site, 31AM448: Economic 

Strategies and Consumption Behaviors on a 19th Century Farmstead and Community Hub 

(Under the direction of Dr. Dru E. McGill). 

 

 How we have interpreted the past has affected our understanding of the present. The 

current consumer culture is increasingly profit driven. Marketing methods attempt to convince 

consumers of what products they need to be successful and happy. How and when did this 

culture begin in rural communities in the southeastern United States? This historical archaeology 

project sought to rescue from obscurity, the lives of the forgotten ordinary. Using archaeological 

data, combined with historical documents and oral histories from the descendant community, I 

unraveled the story of three rural, non-plantation based southern farmstead households. I 

examined the changing consumption patterns at a multi-generational site in southwestern 

Alamance County, North Carolina. My research design was to investigate consumption behavior 

changes at this farmstead founded in the Carolina backcountry. I located and excavated three 

middens uncovering the material culture of these households. These households occupied the site 

during circa 1820-1846, 1846-1895, and circa 1910-1928, respectively. Their refuse, in the form 

of ceramics, container and window glass, and nails, revealed households who intensified their 

participation in the rising consumer culture of mass-production. This project helped further the 

creation of a regional synthesis of rural farmsteads to compare to global trends. Such 

comparisons assisted in revealing the disparate effects consumer culture has had on past 

populations. These effects have continued, and populations still lack equal access to avenues for 

economic success. We form our identities in part based on how we judge those who came before 

us. If we fail to investigate the everyday folks of the past, we fail to see how we create the “us” 

of today. 
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INTRODUCTION 

To explain situations encountered in the present, to avoid engaging with possible 

alterative outcomes, or to come to terms with one’s lot in life, people may employ the adage “it 

is what it is.” Historical archaeology does not seek to change the past—it is what it is. However, 

not all aspects of the past are equally represented or recognized in the historic record.  For 

several decades, historical archaeologists have had the goal to uncover the sets of interrelated 

articulations that form the conjuncture that exists between a hegemony and dominant and 

subordinate classes. The relationships of power that form hegemonic ideas and practices, and 

often uphold and further stratify social classes are ultimately relationships of wealth and profit 

(Leone and Potter Jr.1999, vii). By exposing and understanding these relationships, historical 

archaeologists can then use their results to inform modern populations of how past peoples made 

decisions in response to economic and social structures. To accomplish this goal, archaeologists 

must first determine what issues faced past peoples, and then examine their choices. 

An examination of choices made in response to the rise of consumer culture is one way 

we can uncover hidden histories. Although consumer culture is now a global phenomenon, at 

least in the Global North, there was and is unequal access to this shared culture. Geographical, 

economical, and/or social obstacles exist that affect people’s access to consumer goods and 

markets. Those in support of capitalism attempt to convince people that they do in fact have 

equal access to goods and services, if only they work hard enough. Scholarship in material 

culture studies and materiality have repeatedly demonstrated the connections between objects 

and their consumption, and personal and group identity (Beaudry and Hicks 2006; Bindley 2016; 

Cook et al. 1996; Henry 1991; Mullins 2008; Pluckhahn 2010; Steen 1997; Veblen 1899). 

Historical archaeology of consumption sites can provide valuable information to investigate the 
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various strategies of how people interact with capitalism, a part of our culture not equally 

experienced by all (Leone and Potter Jr. 1999, vii). Identities shaped in the past have had 

profound effects on our identities today. This is clear since our current lived experiences are 

shaped by our knowledge of the past (Connerton 1989).       

The focus of this thesis is consumerism and the choices people at one North Carolina 

farmstead made in response to the rise of consumer culture. Capitalism played a key role in the 

rise of consumerism in such communities. Its drive for profit laid the path for the increase in 

goods and services made available to the public. Since capitalism, and thereby consumerism, had 

disparate effects on different populations, a focused approach on individual actors is appropriate 

in order to compare the choices made by individuals to larger shifts in modes of production and 

consumption.  

Rural southeastern America is an excellent location for such a narrow archaeological 

project. Several prior archaeological studies have analyzed capitalism and consumerism in 

nineteenth century urban neighborhoods (Cheek and Friedlander 1990; Chidester and Gadsby 

2009; LeeDecker 1994; Lukas and Shackel 1994; Stewart-Abernathy 1986). Urban 

investigations benefit from detailed maps (e.g. Sanborn insurance maps) that show the proximity 

of neighbors and retail locations for goods and services. Researchers studying consumption 

patterns in these areas can compare refuse deposits between families measured in distance of feet 

but also must deal with potentially comingled family middens and the transformation of 

archaeological deposits from later development. Rural nineteenth century areas of the same 

comparisons may need to be calculated in miles. Rural maps do not reveal neighbors living in 

such proximity to one another. Often, we can define the boundaries of an urban community by a 

single street whereas a rural community might be contained within an entire township. One 
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example is Coble Township in southwestern Alamance County, North Carolina. Coble Township 

was formerly known as the Stinking Quarter community, its namesake is the creek that bisects 

the community and was its lifeblood. Nineteenth-century maps that exist for this community do 

not show all residents of the community. However, we can use these challenges to our 

advantage. We can focus on a single household without the distraction of what was going on in 

the neighborhood as a whole. Since rural households are underrepresented in historical 

archaeology literature, relative to their nineteenth-century predominance and their roles in 

defining regional identities in many parts of the United States, a study of individual rural 

households adds to our understanding of the largest segment of the population prior to the 

twentieth century.         

Due to a number of historically and contextually specific factors (including rising 

capitalism and altered modes and access to production and transportation), the result for many 

small rural communities of the 19th century was the disappearance in the historic record. People 

remember some of these deserted locations when those locales are connected with myths and 

legends. However, the lives of ordinary people rarely rise to legendary levels. Photographs are 

invaluable as they allow us to keep intact connections to sites no longer physically visible (Braga 

and Tostoes 2013; Feuchtwang 2010). However, photography was not widespread among rural 

farmers during the nineteenth century. Oral traditions are often the sole record of the history of 

abandoned communities, and these traditions only survive if they hold the interest of successive 

generations. Rural life has been portrayed as an idyllic setting where life was simple and its 

people lived an anxiety free existence (Groover 2008; Wurst 1993, 1999). In reality, the spark of 

American history was ignited in rural America by ordinary people making decisions about how 

to navigate daily life (Deetz 1977; Hahn and Prude 1985). Examining such communities is vital 
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if we are to understand issues of community longevity and success, addressing why some 

communities thrive, and others suffer downfalls. While the stories of these locales may vanish, 

portions of their material culture often remain.  

Historical records do not alone provide enough evidence to understand the lived 

experience of past people. Often times, the working-class, working-poor, illiterate and the less 

prominent, are absent from written sources (Little 2007; Nosal 2016). Historical archaeology can 

locate and recover the material remnants of a community’s history and analyze these data to 

uncover the deeper meanings and stories within now lost rural places. An approach using the 

complementary methods of archaeology and documentary research is best able to decipher such 

historic periods (Little 2007; Nosal 2016).  

The historic and archaeological records contain numerous examples that demonstrate 

how as profit driven capitalism created new products for the public in the nineteenth century, 

some families, particularly rural farm families, struggled to stay active in their local economy 

and maintain their status (Henry 1991; Leone and Potter Jr. 1999). As they found themselves 

unable to compete in the new cash economy, many farmers sought loans to afford what they 

otherwise could not (Stine 1989). As debts continued and grew, some farm families found 

themselves forced to seek off-farm employment to attain the necessary currency to stay afloat.  

When outside employment was not sought, debts were often satisfied by land forfeiture, resulting 

in the loss of family farms that had contributed significantly to the development of many 

eighteenth and nineteenth-century rural communities throughout the United States.   

This project investigates, through historical research and the archaeological record, how 

members of an intergenerational farm family at the Fred Graves site in Alamance County, North 

Carolina, interacted with the rising consumer culture in their area during the nineteenth and early 
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twentieth centuries, and the consequences of those interactions. These interactions may be acts of 

conformity, and/or resistance to the rise of capitalist consumerism. I supplement the 

archaeological record of these interactions with historical records related to the families. 

Additional research on this topic is important to reveal how small communities were affected by 

an increasingly profit driven economy. Results of this research will also be useful in 

understanding decisions we make today in response to our current consumer culture.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This thesis proceeds from an understanding that a holistic approach to historical 

archaeology is invaluable. A holistic approach as used in this thesis, is the combined use of the 

archaeological and historical records. Several authors have successfully used such combinations 

in their examinations of material culture (Bindley 2016; Brennan 2009; Groover 1998; 

LeeDecker 1994; Mailhot 2011; Nosal 2016; Sayers 1999). As this project examines changes in 

the consumption behaviors of three consecutive households evidenced through refuse deposits, 

historical documents help provide context for the artifacts recovered. Discarded items found at 

the Fred Graves site were either homemade, or products acquired as a result of consumer choice. 

Admittedly, some items may have been acquired as gifts but should represent only a fraction of 

the total. Consumer choices are partially constrained by geographic and financial accessibility to 

products. Probate inventories, census records, and wills help establish a baseline standard of 

living for a community as well as reveal items a family owned, yet not discovered 

archaeologically.   
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Capitalism and Consumerism   

Capitalism is a determining force for what products are offered for consumption in the 

marketplace. Therefore, capitalism plays a role in what evidence historical archaeologists will 

find related to consumer behaviors. Leone (1999) provides succinct explanations of capitalism 

and capitalist societies: capitalism is a set of relations that exist among people, including people 

who do not own land nor possess wealth needed to sustain themselves (Leone 1999:4). The 

capitalist society itself is comprised of owners who introduce changes that alter the structure of 

labor and force these changes into areas where they did not previously exist, or where these 

changes are intensified (Leone 1999:4). Owners push these markets further into the periphery in 

search of consumers and resources.  

Archaeologists can interpret the effects of capitalism on families through examination of 

consumption patterns evidenced in the material record. Consumerism and consumer culture are 

bound together through the act of consumption. Consumption itself is the actual use of goods or 

services. Through consumption people form a sense of self and society. Some authors argue that 

archaeologists have been slow to accept the importance of consumption as a focus in their 

investigations (Cook et al. 1996; LeeDecker 1994; Mullins 2008). This lack of focus seems 

strange given the long temporal span of consumerism beginning with the industrial revolution. 

However, Mullins’ (2008) argument is that researchers have been unable to grasp the social 

meaning of consumption. Cook et al. (1996) think consumption has been nothing more than a 

means to an end with some other topic as the focus. It would seem that capitalism used as a 

framework to study consumption, eventually subsumes and obscures the smaller, more local, 

forces at play (Mullins 2008).  Through our acts of consumption, owners and their agents are 

able to produce more, which is pushed back out to the workforce. Consumerism can also be 
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understood as the idea that our satisfaction and well-being are dependent on our continued 

consumption of market goods and services. Consumer behavior is what we display while 

acquiring, using, and disposing of products and services (Henry 1991; Schiffman and Kanuk 

1987:6). So, capitalism is the motivation, consumption is the vehicle, consumerism is the ideal, 

consumer behavior is how we live out that ideal, and consumer culture is the intangible location 

where we find ourselves.   

Consumerism within the nineteenth and twentieth century households, like that within 

this study of multiple families at the Fred Graves site and the surrounding region, is connected to 

historical trends that can be tracked with respect to the Industrial Revolution, the growth of 

capitalism, and the shift from producer-consumer to strictly consumer households (Groover 

2008). Consumption does not need capitalism to exist, but the number and variety of items 

available for consumption are increased by capitalism. For this project, I examine capitalism as 

the mode by which households were exposed to new, mostly mass-produced products and 

enticed them to consume them. In addition to material goods found in my excavations of the 

Fred Graves site, I also examine capitalism as evidenced in news advertisements to see the 

outward manifestation and increase of capitalism. In this study, I am looking at the consumer 

behaviors of individual rural farmstead households who were one piece of their community 

consumer culture which itself was part of a larger consumer culture.         

Rural farm households were a part of consumer culture just as their urban neighbors 

were. They just may not have had the same accessibility to products. The commodities they 

purchased became the trash they threw out. Locating and excavating refuse deposits is a 

demonstrated archaeological method for getting an inside view of the products people made or 

purchased, used, and eventually discarded. Material culture remnants, when set in their proper 
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temporal context, allow us to better understand how and whether people conformed to consumer 

trends through time. Populations experienced the effects of consumerism utilizing various 

strategies to navigate the economic climate changing around them. Decoding the strategies used 

on a rural farmstead helps build a more holistic view of consumerism’s effects on a larger subset 

of the population. These results can then be compared to evidence from other populations to 

determine how and why consumer decisions were made. Evidence of how different populations 

dealt with consumer choice in the past can illuminate how some economic activities and changes 

have disparately affected certain populations. 

When interpreting artifactual evidence it is important to understand the social, and site-

specific context within which the artifacts were deposited (Majewski and O’Brien 1987). A close 

examination of the historical record helps define these contexts. Context in this thesis goes 

further than just placing an artifact in its proper time period and physical provenience. I use the 

definition of context explained by Klein that context places an object in its “historic social and 

economic milieu in which materials were produced, used, and discarded” (1991:78). Hurry and 

Miller (1983) provide an example of this context in their explanation for the low ceramic value 

of an assemblage found at a nineteenth-century frontier site in Ohio Western Reserve. Their 

attention to a more extensive definition of context prevented them from interpreting the 

assemblage’s owner as having a low economic position. Knowledge of a family’s socioeconomic 

status alone is insufficient to be able to decode changing consumption patterns. In fact, 

socioeconomic status has been shown to have little impact on historic sites’ assemblages. 

Consumption is a social behavior as much as it is an economic behavior. 

Choice, and thereby agency, may play the most vital role in interpreting an 

archaeological ceramic assemblage. In some scholarly circles, agency may be at war with 
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structure. I believe, somewhat, but not exactly like Giddens (1984), that agency and structure 

combine to create social space. More clearly, I believe in the existence of “situational 

structuralism.” Agency is always at work, but some in certain situations human beings resort to 

binary reasoning that restricts them to either/or decisions. A simplified example is that the 

brain’s first decision is a choice between agency or structure based on the situation. If structure is 

chosen, only socially preconditioned strategies are employed. We can decipher these structures 

once we find the meaning of signs and symbols. However, we must use caution as these can only 

be understood in their appropriate historical context. However, if agency is chosen, these 

decisions are incorporated into the evolving social structures. These newly developed decisions 

are part of what causes cultural changes. In this project I attempted to locate changes in 

behaviors associated with consumption patterns. An additional objective of this research is to 

contribute to an understanding of thoughts behind these behaviors. Combining evidence of 

consumer choice with documentary history about households may lead us to a theory of the mind 

(Glassie 1975).  

Agency, when viewed in its enactor’s historical context, may be the driving force in 

shaping the archaeological record. In one example of a review of studies of intersite ceramic 

assemblage, no simple correlation was found between social and economic position, and the 

value of those ceramics (DeCunzo 1987; Garrow 1982; Klein and Garrow 1982; LeeDecket et al. 

1987; O’Brien and Majewski 1989; Wise 1985). Cabak and Groover (2006) had similar results 

with their excavations at Bush Hill Plantation near Aiken, South Carolina. The assemblage 

produced by four generations of wealthy land owners indicated a predominance of inexpensive 

goods over expensive luxury goods (Pluckhahn 2010).  In other words, a combination of factors 
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such as household size, external economic conditions, household life cycle, household structure, 

and income strategies are more impactful to value of ceramic assemblages (Klein 1991). 

Some have proposed that previous studies of consumption have neglected the 

characteristics of individual households, and deliberate actions of consumption, in favor of 

focusing on socioeconomic status as a determining factor of consumption (Cook et al 1996; 

LeeDecker and Friedlander 1985). In fact, using consumer behavior as a tool to get at 

socioeconomic status has served to divorce behaviors from those who exhibited them (Henry 

1991). We can examine consumption itself through quantitative methods alone. To understand 

the reasoning behind consumer behavior is another matter. It requires a more narrowly directed 

approach. We need to go further than simply determining which products were used by what 

population. The approach used in this thesis links commodities to individual acts (Cook et al 

1996; Henry 1991). A multigenerational farmstead allows for a detailed look at consumption 

behaviors as enacted by individual households.  

 

Farmsteads 

A farmstead can be viewed as the “center of operations on the American farm” 

(Trewartha 1948, 169). This center includes all of the domestic use area surrounding the 

farmhouse (e.g. springhouses, kitchens, and outbuildings for storage). In this thesis, I use the 

term farmstead to describe family occupations at the Fred Graves site, but expand Trewartha’s 

definition to include the entirety of the farm. The totality of the farm system is important in order 

to place the farmstead into its proper context.  
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During the second half of the nineteenth century, merchants filled the credit gap left by 

national banks that were forbidden to accept land or crops as collateral for loans (Stine 1989). As 

a result, small farmers (mostly living on farmsteads) were vulnerable to the effects of a growing 

consumer culture. State banks could accept land or future crop profits as collateral. However, 

financial arrangements left little wiggle room in the event of nonpayment. This left farm families 

to seek loans from neighbors who may have been more forgiving with loan extensions. However, 

these loan extensions carried the weight of growing interest. These neighbor loans may not exist 

in archives. Therefore, an examination of available personal correspondence at the community 

level is required. Due to a number of factors, including re-organization of farming industries and 

increasing access to consumer goods, farmsteads became less common over the last 200 years. 

Today their material remains are rapidly disappearing due to development and decay. 

In a thorough examination of archaeological noted as farmsteads and plantations, 

historical archaeologist Linda Stine notes that a regional synthesis is needed for farmstead 

archaeology (2011). My project stands to contribute to this synthesis. My focus on the Fred 

Graves site will allow comparisons between farmsteads in other regions. For example, Mark 

Groover (1998) conducted an analysis of excavated material culture from the Gibbs family site in 

eastern Tennessee. The Gibbs site was a multigenerational farmstead occupied from circa 1792-

1913. The Gibbs family moved, along with members of the Graves family, out of the Stinking 

Quarter area at the end of the eighteenth century. These two German American families were in 

fact neighbors while the resided in the Stinking Quarter community. These farmsteads offer an 

excellent comparative view of the behaviors of individual households within larger communities 

(Stine 2011).  
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The study of farmsteads increases the usefulness of other social theories. World Systems 

Theory is one such theory that can benefit from small-scale farmstead investigations. As noted 

by Groover (2005) in his study, a weakness of World Systems Theory is that its large geographic 

scale allows for broad trends to be understood yet fails to grasp the effects of globalization on 

individuals, households, and communities. Farmsteads are an avenue that allow for a detailed 

household view of the penetration of consumer culture upon rural areas at the extreme of the 

periphery. Another important reason for the study of farmsteads is their predominance in the 

American South. We normally think of plantations when we think of southern archaeological 

studies. However, small farmsteads were the dominant farm type in the nineteenth century (Orser 

1990). This is particularly true in the Piedmont of North Carolina.  

 

 Households 

“We have all experienced life in some form of household” (Pluckhahn 2010: 333). The 

fact that this connection exists helps build the basis for why households are a valuable unit of 

analysis in archaeology. We can all relate to the basic, generic lived household experience, 

regardless of whether it was in an urban or rural setting. A household can be considered the 

“smallest grouping with the maximum corporate function (Hammel 1980: 251). Pluckhahn’s 

definition is that a household is an “activity group engaging in one or more of the following 

practices: production, consumption or distribution, reproduction, coresidence, and transmission 

(see also Ashmore and Wilk 1988: 4; Wilk and Netting 1984: 5). Another approach used by 

historical archaeologists is to view a household as including all persons, whether biologically 

related or not, living within a single house at the same time (LeeDecker 1994; Mailhot 2011). In 

this thesis, because I am examining consumption behaviors of three successive farmstead 
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families who lived at the Fred Graves site, I will use Mailhot (2011) and LeeDecker’s (1994) 

definition (who were also examining rural farmsteads). At the very least, people in each 

successive family lived under the same roof and consumed “things” at the same time.  

Evidence of consumption behaviors are frequently visible in the remains left behind by 

individual households (Beaudry 1984; Deetz 1982; LeeDecker and Friedlander 1985; LeeDecker 

1994). We cannot hope to excavate an entire region to get at the nuts and bolts of consumption 

for that region. A preferred method is to focus on smaller units of study, such as the farmstead 

household, and then compare our results (Deetz 1982). Each household had a unique situation 

and thereby unique methods to resist or conform to consumer culture. Klein (1991) has 

suggested that the household is an excellent study focus since it is the “middle-man” between 

domestic sites and societal level processes. Henry (1991) goes further to say that consumption 

studies from a household point of view is an absolute necessity. She reasons that since the 

majority of the archaeological record is generated by the household, they and their idiosyncrasies 

must be understood individually before we can aggregate the data into a clear synthesis. The 

focus of investigation must be small in order to claim we have done due diligence to the subjects 

of our study. Even more worthwhile are investigations of single sites with multiple periods of 

occupation and consumption.  

A site with more than one occupation period can reveal more about local social and 

economic systems than can a single occupation site (Scott 1990). A multigenerational farmstead 

like the Fred Graves site is a type of site that lends itself to such small-scale investigation. The 

consumer behaviors of one generation were likely influenced by the previous generation. What 

they viewed as success or failures would be used to make future decisions. Even more telling is 

we when we can see changes in what was important to each family. We see their identities in 
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part through the commodities they purchased (Majewski and O’Brien 1987). These commodities 

accumulate over time, in a tight spatial zone, offering a detailed view revealed by small-scale 

investigations.   

 

Evidence of Capitalism and Consumption in the Archaeological Record 

By the middle of the nineteenth century mass produced commodities were reaching rural 

America. At this time, handmade items of folk culture were slowly giving way to commercially 

made items (Zug 1986). The first generation of the Graves family to occupy the Fred Graves site 

lived there during the first half of the nineteenth century. Evidence of their refuse, and the refuse 

of the next two families who lived at the site into the 1920s, provides views into how these rural 

families dealt with the local versus imported economy. Were they adhering to folkways or was 

their desire more commercially trending globally at the time? Folkways as used in this thesis 

refers to the normative structure of values, customs, and meanings that exist in any culture of 

preindustrial or preurban groups expressed through architecture, foodways, and craft traditions 

(Deetz 1977, 92-93; Fischer 1989, 9; Groover 1994, 43; Yentsch 1990, 31-42; Yoder 1991). For 

historical archaeologists, two principal artifact categories available to examine consumption and 

folkways are ceramics and bottle glass.  

Ceramic artifacts survive the taphonomic processes of decay suffered by less durable 

items. Historical archaeologists frequently employ ceramics in their examination of consumption 

behaviors as they are direct evidence of a household’s chosen commodities. Historical 

archaeologists use the attributes of ceramics to assist in establishing site chronologies, 

determining wealth and status, and in examinations of agency in consumer choice.  
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Ceramic ware categories based on manufacturing techniques help historical 

archaeologists examine occupation dates (even if trained archaeologists may disagree on ware 

distinctions and can misidentify wares [e.g.- creamware, pearlware, and whiteware categories are 

not separated by concrete physical differences but rather exist as a color continuum]) (Majewski 

and O’Brien 1987; Miller 1980). Vitrification and body composition evidence on ceramics are 

easier to identify with confidence. In the American Southeast, historical archaeologists generally 

distinguish ceramics by the categories, coarse earthenware, refined earthenware, and stoneware. 

Coarse earthenware gave way in popularity to stoneware, which was itself overtaken by refined 

earthenware and glass containers. This known progression allows archaeologists to compare 

consumer choices to market trends.  

American made earthenware ceramics from the late eighteenth century and early 

nineteenth century were individually decorated by hand. We can expect ceramic assemblages 

from these periods to vary in decoration and style. The presence of locally made ceramics might 

indicate a family favored local artisans’ wares over imported wares. Another factor influencing 

types of wares found on a site is what the family or community viewed as acceptable. The 

absence of more expensive imported ceramics does not have to mean a lack of financial 

resources. However, farm families in rural settings often operated on a barter and trade economy 

(Majewski and O’Brien 1989; Stine 1990). They could trade surplus agricultural products with 

local potters. Therefore, there may have been no desire for more expensive wares.  

The multigenerational Fred Graves site allows us to follow trends over time and see if 

successive families adhered to traditions of consumption or changed with the times. For 

example, American made stoneware began to take off around the 1850s. The second generation 

of the Graves family occupied the site from 1846 until 1894. Evidence from their refuse deposits 
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can show if and when they switched from coarse earthenware towards a reliance on stoneware. 

An increase in stoneware alone can be the result of several factors. Local potters may have 

abandoned coarse earthenware and begun stoneware production to meet consumer demand. The 

family could have found the benefits of stoneware warranted a shift away from coarse 

earthenware. The effects of lead poisoning from lead glazes used on coarse earthenware vessels 

were already known at the time. A switch to stoneware could reflect increased concern for family 

health. Coarse earthenware present in at least some amount would seem to indicate a level of 

continuation of prior folkways. Rural people often preferred earthenware baking dishes over 

stoneware. These older forms were superior at withstanding the repeated heating experienced 

during baking (Zug 1986).  

Since the second Graves generation, survived to the late nineteenth century, this site has 

the added benefit of offering a view of the acceleration of mass production. The price of 

European refined earthenwares dropped faster than other commodities during the nineteenth 

century placing them within reach of just about all consumers (Majewski and O’Brien 1987; 

Miller 1980, 1991). I expected to find evidence of refined earthenware in smaller quantities than 

stoneware, yet greater than coarse earthenware. Most of the Fred Graves household’s tenure was 

during stoneware’s dominance. A dearth of refined earthenware could reflect a household who 

lacked the resources needed to purchase even the lesser priced items of mass production rather. 

Conversely, a lack of refined earthenwares could represent a household continuing to purchase 

stoneware from local potters outside the mainstream markets.   

The last generation, the Cobles, resided at the Fred Graves site from 1910 until 1928. 

This family was by far the most exposed to the rising consumer culture. Capitalist penetration 

and mass production increased throughout the years and they lived during the latest occupation 
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period. No evidence exists to indicate this household used any of the commercial infrastructure 

at the site while they occupied it. The original home, turned former kitchen, had fallen out of use 

at least by 1920, evidenced by the accumulation of twentieth century surface refuse within the 

foundation ruins and around the fallen chimney. Additionally, at some point the western chimney 

of the house was altered to accommodate a stove. It is likely the family transitioned to cooking 

within the house. I initially interpreted surface artifacts to represent refuse from the final 

occupation period. I expected to find very little, if any coarse earthenware, and a substantial 

decrease in stoneware, beneath the surface within the foundation ruins and under the chimney 

rubble. The Coble’s hastily abandoned the site in 1928 when another family home became 

available closer to the main road. By local accounts it does not appear this family had an interest 

in maintaining folk traditions and their refuse should reveal a reliance on mass produced goods. 

Archaeologists frequently use bottle glass from consumables, storage vessels, or 

medicines, to provide temporal evidence for occupation dates as well as consumer behavior. 

Patent dates are easily obtained for nineteenth-century patent medicines. Further, changes in 

trademark display, packaging, and technological advances in bottles assists dating. In addition to 

dates, glass storage containers, such as Mason jars, can show a shift in storage vessel preference. 

Glass jars more efficiently preserved freshness but needed to be acquired from retail market 

locations. Off-farm employment would have been necessary in most cases to procure these 

containers. These newer jars would allow the family to stockpile and store food longer than 

stoneware vessels used in the past. Storage vessels may represent an increasing desire for 

accumulating “stuff.” However, surplus food could equally represent a family’s fear of hard 

times. In addition to the above glass containers, glass vessels used for consumption can tell us 
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something of the value placed on the aesthetics of products. Plain drinking glasses are utilitarian 

whereas ornate vessels provide an added outward stylistic display. 

Medicine containers are not expected at refuse deposits attributed to the earliest Graves 

household during the first half of the nineteenth century. Patent medicines were not great in 

number during the early nineteenth century. The second generation of Graves may have been 

exposed to the marketing of any such products. Their exposure can thus be used as a gauge for 

an increase in the local availability of mass-produced products. Further, an increase in patented 

medicines could reveal yet another abandonment of folkways. The family may have been 

forgoing traditional homeopathies in favor of advertised medicines.  

 

Archival Documents 

Combining the historical record with the material record is what makes historical 

archaeology particularly holistic. Combined these data sources can correct inaccuracies in and 

provide broader contexts within which to interpret historical events. In this project 

advertisements from newspapers, probate inventories, wills, census records, and personal 

correspondence were used as complimentary data sources to archaeological evidence.  

News advertisements tell us what products were marketed toward which regions. Local 

newspapers were able to target their audience more directly. Some towns lacked a hometown 

publication. Therefore, producers were forced to rely on more broadly focused marketing in an 

attempt to reach those on the periphery. I expected to see a correlation in products advertised 

locally and those found at the site. I expected to find an increase in the number and type of mass 

produced non-local items over time. Capitalism tries to convince consumers of what they need to 
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survive and thrive. Not all members of the public buy into the propaganda put forth by profit 

driven producers and merchants.  

For example, Nosal (2016) compared advertisements from the Roxbury Gazette with 

archaeological assemblages from Tremont Street and Elmwood Count in Roxbury Massachusetts 

(2016). In this her nineteenth century samples she found few similarities in the products 

advertised and the actual material remains recovered. This discrepancy could have been due to 

consumer choice. Alternatively, she reasons that archaeological methods and resources may have 

failed to locate the advertised items and recycling of products by consumers may have also 

played a role. The time period she investigated was during a time of transition for advertisements 

in America. During the 1850s advertising became more aggressive (Jones 1936). Additionally, 

advertisements during this time began to infer that the “pleasures of consumption” were actually 

food for the nation (Cohen 2014, 163).  

Advertisements seen by a household would have been available to their community as 

well. A desire to belong to a community can also cause assimilation into a rising consumer 

culture. Cusick (1995, 61) treats community as a “locale linked with social interaction”. For this 

thesis a more detailed description is appropriate. Community is a more encompassing and 

includes “a complex network of people, institutions, shared interests, locality, and psychological 

‘belonging’” (Warren 1972, 6-7; in Cusick 1995).  It is easier to feel a sense of community 

belonging when we look similar to the community in which we live. Appearing similar involves 

acquiring possessions similar to our neighbors.  

Probate inventories, wills, and census reports can give us an idea of what the subjects of 

our study owned and of their personal worth. Examining the probate inventories and wills of 

neighbors help establish what standard of living was enjoyed and by whom. However, probate 
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inventories are only a record of what artifacts were not discarded and those unclaimed by family 

members. Similarly, the archaeological record only reveals what items were tossed out. Family 

heirlooms may not make it to sale list. An expensive piece of China for example may be claimed 

by a child before reporting the deceased’s belongings. However, historical archaeologists still 

consider probate inventories a general indicator of comparative wealth among neighbors. Wills 

may provide information not contained in probate inventories. These documents can reveal what 

items were gifted and thereby avoided sale. Further, wills can indicate tracts of land owned by 

deceased persons not discovered during deed searches. In this study, I examine these types of 

historic documents within their social climate and with due consideration to the motivations of 

the authors. The written record can leave out what as important to the illiterate. Government 

documents were products of the system and not the work of the working poor, nor rural farmers.  

 

BACKGROUND 

Alamance County 

The Fred Graves site is located in Alamance County, in the north-central area of North 

Carolina (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Map of North Carolina with Alamance County in Red. Credit: US Census Bureau. 

  

Geographically, Alamance County is included in the Piedmont Plateau of North Carolina. This 

area is generally flat with rolling hills. Land near the Haw River and its tributaries can be rocky 

and clifflike. Within this Plateau, Alamance County is located inside the Carolina Slate Belt 

which is a belt of eugeosynclinal rocks varying between 25-70 miles wide (Carpenter III. 1976). 

The Carolina Slate Belt provided former indigenous populations with raw material for stone 

tools (Stuckey 1965). Numerous soils types are noted in Alamance County. The Fred Graves site 

is situated upon Cecil Clay Loam soil. This soil is common on eroded slopes and gullied areas. 

The house at the site sits on a raised plateau and the surrounding area slopes to a creek on one 

side and into a gully on the other. 

Human occupation in Alamance County extends into prehistory (Long and McManus 

1986). This area was no stranger to travelers as it was home to a section of the Great Trading 

Path. The Path, initially an Indian trail, was traveled by European travelers as early as the 

seventeenth century (Long and McManus 1986). The Great Trading Path began in Virginia and 

ran south crossing the Haw River and then west Crossing the Great Alamance Creek near 

Stinking Quarter Creek. Stinking Quarter flows east from Guilford County and joins Alamance 
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Creek a few miles from the Fred Graves site. From there, the lower section traveled into area 

controlled by the Catawba. With the influx of traders, Europeans began to document what would 

become Alamance County. Their descriptions paint the area along the Haw River as beautiful 

land with the highest commercial potential (Lawson 1709). Specifically, observers noted the 

many rivers and streams that would support European milling endeavors. During these initial 

European visits, Native Saponi, Sissipahaw, Shakori, and Ocaneechi, among others, occupied 

this territory. The Tuscarora War of 1711-1715 left the Stinking Quarter area mostly devoid of 

native populations, leading the way for European settlement.   

In the eighteenth century, the Great Wagon Road led from Pennsylvania directly into the 

Carolina backcountry (Figure 2).  The Path was a main route in the eighteenth century for 

migrants traveling from Pennsylvania, through the Shenandoah Valley, and into the Carolinas 

(Dobbs 2006). The Great Wagon Road and the Great trading Path intersected in modern day 

Salisbury, North Carolina. Salisbury lies approximately 70 miles to the west of Alamance 

County. Many of the thousands that utilized this route were German immigrants seeking 

opportunities for their families through the acquisition of cheap land (Breen 1997:25).  
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Figure 2. Great Wagon Road. Map credit: Open source. 

 

The Graves family were part of the European influx into the Carolina backcountry. Population 

data for Alamance County does not exist prior to the county’s formation in 1849. However, in 

1850 during the tenure of the second Graves generation, the population of Alamance County was 

11,444 (United States Department of Commerce [USDC], Census Bureau [CB] 1850).     

The Fred Graves site is located within the western section of Alamance County south of 

the city of Burlington.  This section of the county was carved out in 1849 from what was then 

western Orange County (Troxler and Vincent 1999,77). People commonly refer to the area 

surrounding the Fred Graves site as the Stinking Quarter area due to a local creek of the same 

name.  In 1893, local resident and engineer, W.L. Spoon mapped the Stinking Quarter area of 
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Alamance County, known after 1868 as Coble Township (Figure 3). The Fred Graves site is 

listed as “Widow Graves” on the map just below the junction of the north and south prongs of 

Stinking Quarter Creek.   

 

Figure 3. 1893 William Luther Spoon Map of Coble Township. 

 

Several unsubstantiated claims exist for the history of the creek’s name. One claim is that 

Native tribes dumped large quantities of slain buffalo into the creek causing a foul odor (The 

Daily Times News 1972). A second is that European settlers disposed of deer carcasses there 

causing a stench. A third suggestion is that the creek was named for a former resident by the 

name of Stankins (Greensboro Daily News 1922; Daily Times News 1953). A last theory is that 

Stinking is an alteration of a former plantation owner in the area, Mr. Stalkings. In this theory, 

the Quarter is a reference to the plantations’ slave quarters. Based on descriptions of the land 
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recorded by travelers, and described in local newspapers, I think the name may have been an 

attempt by early settlers to discourage future people from encroaching on their discovery. In the 

1850s people hailed his area as beautiful country and full of resources (Greensboro Patriot [GP] 

1857).  The Stinking Quarter area itself was an early home for entrepreneurs.  As early as 1763 

licenses were granted for commercial operations such as taverns and mills, along the creek 

(Briggs and Vacca 2002).   

The majority of land along Stinking Quarter Creek during that time was available for 

purchase through Henry McCulloh and later through his son Henry Eustace McCulloh.  

McCulloh facilitated the sale of land grants on authority of John Lord Carteret, second Earl 

Granville. Granville was one of the original eight Lords proprietors granted lands within 

Carolina from Charles II. It was during the McCullochs’ time in the second and third quarters of 

the eighteenth century the Graves family began acquiring large tracts of land. German 

immigrants, including the Graves family, were the primary settlers along Stinking Quarter Creek. 

Shortly after their arrival they began forming churches and establishing their community 

identities. 

In 1856 the locomotive arrived in Alamance County (Whitaker 1949). The railroad was 

installed at Company Shops, just north of the Fred Graves site. Company Shops was the name of 

the community that grew up alongside buildings constructed to service the railroad. Company 

Shops would eventually become the town of Burlington. The railroad was able to bring large 

quantities of mass-produced goods, including ceramics, into the area. Archaeologists Majewski 

and O’Brien (1987, 181) estimate that by around 1875 most areas in America had lost their 

unique “regional ceramic complexes” (Majewski and O’Brien 1987, 181). Prior to this time the 

Alamance County had a very distinct tradition of pottery dubbed the St. Asaph’s tradition. 
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Burlington went on to become the largest municipality in the county, but nearby Graham won the 

county seat. Graham would come to be the predominant location for retail outlets in the county 

during the nineteenth century but was surpassed by Burlington in the twentieth century. 

Following the Civil War, townships were created in 1868 with the adoption of the state 

constitution. The Stinking Quarter area became part of Coble Township (Figure 4) likely named 

after the large Coble contingent that settled in the area during the late 1700s.  The township 

system is still used to delineate polling districts. The Fred Graves site lies just west of current 

Friendship Patterson Mill Road and south of the south fork of Stinking Quarter Creek. The site 

was the polling place for Coble Township during the third quarter of the nineteenth century until 

very early in the twentieth century.   

 

Figure 4. Alamance County Township Map. Map Credit: US Census Bureau. 
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The site is far enough away and uphill from the creek that it was not at risk of flooding. 

However, the creek did cause problems for community members trying to reach town. The 

bridge over the creek was frequently damaged due to flooding.  

Today, the Fred Graves site is not accessible from any county or state-maintained roads.  

However, you can still see a previous roadway that traveled through the site, and LIDAR 

imaging shows the road once connected with Friendship Patterson Mill Road. Today, sections of 

this older road are only used to access hay fields or hunting territories.  A private road, Jacobs 

Trail, can be used to access the site indirectly.   

 

Family History 

The Graves family who occupied the site at the core of this research project trace their 

lineage back to Johanne Sebastion Graff, who emigrated to the New World from the German 

Palatinate in the mid-eighteenth century, settling first in Berk’s County, Pennsylvania (Figure 5). 

While there, his son Jacob was born in 1746. Johanne had several children but only Jacob’s 

lineage receives treatment here.   
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Figure 5. Graves Family Tree. 

 

Jacob moved with his family in the 1750s to Orange County, North Carolina. During this 

time Orange County was part of the backcountry of Carolina. Johanne quickly acquired several 

tracts of land in the Stinking Quarter area amounting to several hundreds of acres. Little is 

known of Johanne’s exploits while in North Carolina with two exceptions. First, shortly after his 

arrival in North Carolina Johanne received a permit to operate a tavern along Stinking Quarter 

Creek. The whereabouts of the tavern, or if it was ever in operation, are unknown. Second, 

according to oral tradition, Johanne donated land where modern day Saint Paul’s Lutheran 
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Church is situated (Whitaker 1949; see Figure 3 where the church is shown along the Old 

Salisbury Road). Deeds for the church indicate that the original record of land transfer, was lost 

when the British vacated Hillsborough near the end of the Revolutionary War.  

In 1770 the Regulator movement was alive and well in the Carolina backcountry. This 

movement was a response to what the citizens felt were disparate treatments between themselves 

and their eastern Tidewater counterparts. The legislature was then comprised of wealthy eastern 

landholders whose daily lives and interests had little in common with backcountry folklife. In 

1770, a split occurred in the German Reformed Church (Marc Chilton, Personal Communication, 

2019). Congregation members who did not support the growing militant climate of the Regulator 

movement left and formed several of the Lutheran churches still in operation today. Prior to 

1770, Johanne assimilated into the Carolina culture and appears as John Graves on documents. 

The name John Graves appears on a list of Regulators and is thought by many in the area to be 

Johanne Graff. Many of those on this list fought at the movement’s demise at the Battle of 

Alamance in 1771 when Governor Tryon marched with a militia contingent to quell the 

Regulator insurrection. Around 1799, Johanne relocated to Tennessee along with other families 

in the area including the Gibbs, Albrights, and Clapps. He either sold or gifted his land holdings 

to relatives and neighbors prior to leaving North Carolina. His son Jacob was one of those who 

acquired some of his land.  

Tracing Jacob’s land transfers is difficult due to non-specific language used in the 

primary sources (e.g. names and places). Records in Berks County, Pennsylvania, list his name 

as John Jacob Graves. Deeds exist that show land transfers to a John Jr. One such deed was from 

John Sr. to John Jr (Orange County Register of Deeds [OCRD], Book 2 page 193). One might 

think this was a transfer from Jacob to his son. However, this deed specifically excludes “5 acres 
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belonging to his son Jacob.” Jacob first appears in North Carolina Records through a 1770 

purchase of a moiety in a grist mill on John Noe’s property (OCRD, Book 3 page 299). Jacob 

purchased other tracts of land before his participation at Pyle’s Defeat in 1781 derailed his land 

pursuits.  

 The American forces’ Southern Campaign (during the American Revolutionary War) 

was in high gear in 1781 and several engagements occurred in the Carolina backcountry. General 

Nathaniel Greene commanded American forces that included skirmish units such as those headed 

by “Light Horse” Harry Lee. Light Horse was the grandfather of Robert E. Lee.  Dr. John Pyle, a 

local physician, and his son John Pyle Jr. were enroute with fellow Tories to join with General 

Cornwallis’s forces at Hillsborough. One of Pyle’s band was Jacob Graves. Lees Legion came 

upon Pyle’s men and were initially mistaken for fellow Tories. Following the massive defeat at 

the hands of Lee, Jacob is included on a list of wounded at the British hospital in Wilmington 

(Troxler 2003).  

In 1783, Jacob was paroled after being in American military custody and returned to 

Stinking Quarter. A local militia colonel, William O’Neal, confronted Jacob at a residence. Jacob 

shot the colonel, wounding him but not mortally (Bright and Dunaway 2011; Roosevelt 1919). 

Colonel O’Neal was reported to have been rather heavy handed in his interactions with Tory 

members of the community. Upon capture Jacob was sentenced to death and held at 

Hillsborough. He must have had some level of prominence in the area as his sentence was 

commuted thanks to a petition signed by members of the community and a recommendation by 

members of the legislature (Clark 1901). However, at least some of his lands were confiscated 

and sold (OCRD, Book 4 Page 271).      
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Jacob would go on to purchase other tracts of land in the area before purchasing a final 

206-acre tract that contains the Fred Graves site in 1800. After the Revolutionary War, any tracts 

of land without deed were escheated to the University of North Carolina and sold to finance the 

nation’s first public university. This does not mean that all tracts without deed were unoccupied, 

simply that the residents may not have filed for a deed. Some members of the community were 

able to capitalize on land speculation just prior to escheatment. Michael Holt, resident of the 

Stinking Quarter area, was a local agent acting on behalf of McCullough. He sought deeds for 

several tracts of land before seizure by the state (Troxler 2017). Farmsteaders then had a choice 

to either rent from Holt or purchase the lands from him. His shrewd business sense laid the 

groundwork for the Holt family to become one of the wealthiest in the area.  

After Jacob’s death in 1820, his son Eli inherited approximately 140 acres of the 206-acre 

tract (North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources [NCDCR], State Archives of North 

Carolina [SA], Will of Jacob Graves 1820). No deed exists for this 206-acre tract prior to 

acquisition by Jacob. The tract was acquired from the University of North Carolina Board of 

Trustees who owned the land after escheatment from the Granville grant. However, it is likely 

that the property was occupied by another household who never sought a deed. This section is 

where the Fred Graves Site is located.  While Jacob was the first owner of the 206-acre tract, Eli 

was the first known to occupy it and create a farmstead there.  

Eli inherited the land in 1820 and married Delilah Shoffner the same year. They likely 

would have set up home at the site sometime around 1820.  The couple lived there with their 

three children, Fred (born in 1822), Jacob (born circa 1826), and Christiana Jane (born circa 

1826-1830), until the couple’s deaths in 1846. Disease was terrorizing the Stinking Quarter 

community that year, possibly smallpox or remittent fever, a disease that was known as an 
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affliction of southern climates and extensive enough at the time to be dubbed the Great Epidemic 

of 1846 (Manson 1856; Edwin Michael Holt Papers, 1846, SHC, UNCCH).   

Before her demise, Delilah’s father, Frederic Shoffner died and Eli purchased the 45-acre 

Shoffner estate as well as one enslaved woman, Anna, and her child (OCRD, Book 32 page 208; 

NCDCR, SA, Will of Frederic Shoffner 1846). This is the only known ownership of enslaved 

individuals by Eli. Upon his death, Eli’s children, divided his lands between them. Fred 

purchased the section upon which “Eli lived and contains the buildings” (Figure 8) (ACRD 1849 

Book 1 Page 464, Book 3 Page 217, Plat Map and Description, 11 February 1847, James Coble 

Papers). This description is the basis for my belief that the Fred Graves site is the part of Jacob 

Graves’ original 206-acre tract described above where Eli and Delilah previously lived.  
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Figure 6. Plat of Frederick Graves’ Land Inherited from Eli. 

 

At the time of his father’s death, Fred Graves petitioned the court to allow for the sale of 

Anna and her child since “there being 3 heirs we cannot split the slave” (NCDCR, SA, 1846). I 

found no record of the sale of Anna, but it is assumed the sale took place. No enslaved 

individuals are found in census accounts for Fred, Jacob, or Christiana Jane Graves.  Fred lived 

at the farmstead from 1846 until his death in 1883 of heart complications while on his way to 

town with a load of produce. Margaret and her children continued to live at the site until her 

death in 1894. The Graves family had incurred some amount of debt prior to Fred’s death that 
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was not settled. In 1896, all land owned by the Fred’s household was auctioned on the Graham 

courthouse steps in order to satisfy their debts.  

Fred’s daughter, Leticia, and son-in-law, Augustus Coble [Gus], were the highest bidders 

and took ownership of the land. Gus was one of Fred’s creditors. In 1896, Gus’s son, Oran 

Coble, became the next and final resident of the Fred Graves site although his father Gus 

retained ownership. Oran lived at the site until 1928. The house his household occupied has 

remained abandoned since that time save for a family of buzzards.  

 

Impetus to Research: Evidence Based  

While John and Jacob Graves are interesting characters who played important roles in the 

formation of the local community, this project focuses on the families of Eli Graves, Fred 

Graves, and Oran Coble. Their stories follow the beginning of known occupation at the site in 

1820 through abandonment in 1928. The Fred Graves site presents an interesting question of 

why a site with significant amounts of activity and infrastructure would cease to be of value and 

use. Additional details on these individuals and the greater community offer some insights into 

this question. 

The probate records filed after Eli’s death describe a diversified farmstead household. 

Upon his death, Eli possessed items that indicate as much. A partial list of items from that sale 

are below. His estate sale included black smith tools and raw iron that corroborate oral histories 

of a blacksmith shop at the site (NCDCR, SA, 1846). James Coble indicated that his uncle had 

seen the blacksmith shop before its dismantling (Personal Communication 2017). Also listed in 

Eli Graves’ probate records are shoemaker’s tools, sole leather, and leather uppers, all indicating 
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the homemade production of footwear. Further, his probate records show that the household 

possessed materials used in the tanning of hides. Seven tannery pits are located at the Fred 

Graves site. In addition to about 70 gallons of spirituous liquor, his estate included the tools 

needed to make these spirits. His agricultural holdings included cattle, swine, sheep, and horses, 

as well as a multitude of crops and farm implements. Based on the probate information this was a 

household with the resources to produce most of what a family needed to survive.  

Fred Graves purchased many of the items sold as a result of Eli’s death (NCDCR, SA, 

1846). He acquired the distilling equipment, tanning equipment, blacksmith tools, and several 

farm implements. During Fred’s household’s tenure at the site several political and community 

events were held there. Polling and tax collection continued at the Fred Graves place into the 

twentieth century. General stores were still located nearby, indicating that the family was not 

completely isolated from participation in their consumer culture. It is apparent the Graves family 

participated in their local consumer economy on at least some level. A store ledger from nearby 

Patterson’s store contains entries of several items the Graves household purchased as well as 

hides sent to Fred for tanning (W.A. Patterson Store Ledger, Record of Sales and Purchases, 

1875, Southern Historical Collection [SHC], UNC Chapel Hill Wilson Library [UNCCHWL], 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina). Since they had access to commercially available products, their 

consumer behavior was likely influenced by conscious consumer choices and access to capital.  

Unfortunately, Fred died without a will and no probate inventory has been found. It is 

possible that since his wife Margaret continued living at the site, a probate was unnecessary. 

There may also have been legal issues surrounding the sale of items while the household was still 

bound by outstanding loans. Margaret did leave behind a will. She made no mention of her 

wishes for the division of her land. Her will only describes furniture, dry goods, and livestock. 
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She wrote her will four years prior to her death which might have made it difficult to assume 

what would still be on hand when she died. There are no probate records following her death and 

all Graves’ land was sold in 1896.  

I have found very little in the historical record to illuminate the lives of Oran Coble’s 

household. Census records for the early twentieth century do not include estimates of the value 

of personal estates nor real estate. He is listed as a farmer. Future interviews with more members 

of the Coble family could provide more information. 

       

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This thesis will shed light on factors that contributed to the reduction of economic status, 

and eventual abandonment, of a rural family farmstead in nineteenth century Piedmont North 

Carolina. To investigate this issue, I utilized artifactual and documentary evidence to compare 

the consumption practices of the Graves family first to their local consumer culture, and then to 

the larger regional consumer trends. Specifically, did the Graves’ consumption decisions 

conform to broader consumer trends? Did the family resist conformance to such trends? Or, were 

they cut out of the economy by forces beyond their control? Refuse within the farmstead will be 

the primary form of evidence used to interpret consumption decisions of the Graves family. I will 

also analyze consumption practices of the final tenants at the site, the Cobles, to provide 

evidence for changes in consumption behavior within a relatively short temporal span. A final 

goal of this thesis is to more convincingly associate building ruins, midden deposits and other 

features found at the Fred Graves site with chronological periods of use and likely associated 

functions. 
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Project Questions 

Using results from excavation and examination of historical documents, I sought to test 

my hypothesis that Fred Graves’ household made choices to participate in the rising consumer 

culture of non-locally produced goods that eventually contributed to their loss of social status 

and land. In order to show conformity as the basis for their choices, I needed to establish a 

relationship between items recovered at the site and newly available items within Alamance 

County markets.  Newspaper advertisements for products and nearby store sales would need to 

coincide with an increase in these material goods found at the site.  Handmade products would 

not rule out participation in the market economy. Handmade goods may be indicative of 

continued participation in a barter economy whereas non-local goods would indicate a shift to a 

cash economy.   

I hypothesized the Graves’ consumption patterns would reflect decisions made in 

response to external pressures from consumerism. Specifically, I hypothesized their choices 

would reflect increasing conformity to regional consumer trends over time. In Henry’s (1991) 

general model for consumer behavior, she groups marketing efforts and the socio-cultural 

environment under an external influence category. Internal influences are more difficult to see 

and are more at home in the discipline of psychology (Henry 1991). Evidence for consumerism’s 

effects can be shown through a change in the number, frequency, and/or type of household 

goods.  A shift from locally produced or homemade goods to non-local mass-produced goods 

could indicate a step away from a self-sustained way of life towards one of dependence on the 

commercial economy.  

Global trends during the nineteenth century included the constant introduction of new 

products, increased advertising, and reliance on cash and debt over prior barter and trade 
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economies (Cook et al 1996; Williams 1982). To access whether households shifted from 

consumption of primarily local and handmade goods to consumption of non-local mass-produced 

goods, I examined the frequency of homemade and non-local items such as ceramic tableware, 

glass, and ceramic storage vessels. I also examined features at the site with evidence of 

consumption, such as midden features, hypothesizing that an increase in refuse deposits near the 

dwelling might indicate a reduction in the practical use of certain areas of the site. An increase 

could reflect a reduced need for local production space, which may be further indicated by 

evidence of a lack of infrastructure maintenance.    

If feature and artifact evidence showed a shift in the Graves’ preference from handmade 

towards mass produced goods, I also hypothesized that this shift contributed to the eventual 

decline of the household and declined use of the site. Previous research shows those generations 

prior to Fred Graves from 1800-1846, engaged in extremely diversified agricultural production 

and animal husbandry, as well as various modes of local industry such as blacksmithing, tanning, 

shoemaking, and distilling (King 2018). An absence of handmade products of these pursuits, and 

the presence of non-local products, could be evidence that the Graves family decided to move 

away from a self-sufficient way of life in order to delve into the rising consumer culture.    

An alternative hypothesis is that there may be no relationship between household 

consumer behavior and decline. If this is the case, I expected to see no change in the disposal 

patterns at the site over time. If the family resisted the external pressures of consumerism, or if 

no external pressures existed (e.g. local advertising for mass-produced goods), I would expect to 

find a steady refuse accumulation rate of locally and handmade goods along with a lesser 

percentage of non-local goods. This discovery could also be an indication the family lacked the 

financial resources to participate in consumer markets.  
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It could be argued that the Graves’ participation in consumer culture was unrelated to 

their decline. However, previously reviewed historical documents reveal generations of a family 

capable of producing all the items needed for a comfortable living. Purchases of outside 

materials, such as steel, or pottery for cooking and storage, would have occurred infrequently 

and thus had a negligible impact on any financial strain. The fact that the Graves family retained 

control of their land before the acceleration of capitalism, and lost control only afterwards, is 

deserving of further study, in particular as to the potential effects of consumerism.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

Previous Work 

In 2017, I conducted a non-systematic pedestrian survey of the Fred Graves site, under 

the direction of Dr. R.P. Stephen Davis, to locate any visible structures and foundation ruins. I 

mapped all structures and foundation ruins to provide a spatial reference for the layout and prior 

uses of the site. I used photogrammetry to create digital 3D models of all features in the event 

they were destroyed before further research commenced. During this initial survey, I limited 

recovery of artifacts to items revealed by vegetation removal, deemed to be at risk of looting. I 

catalogued these artifacts, which await curation at the North Carolina Office of State 

Archaeology [OSA].   

The Fred Graves site is approximately 2.2 hectares in area. The site’s boundaries 

encompass all known historic features associated with the Graves and Coble families. During my 

2017 survey, I identified two structures that were standing but in precarious states of structural 

integrity. One is the former home of the Fred Graves and Oran Coble households and the second 

possibly served as a community meeting place or perhaps used for the storage and sale of 
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agricultural cereal grains. This structure deserves further explanation. Throughout the last quarter 

of the nineteenth century the Fred Graves site was listed as Fred Graves Place in newspaper 

articles. Polling, tax collection, and state senatorial debates were all advertised as occurring at 

Fred Graves Place. When the Coble Township polling location changed in 1900, the newspaper 

still described the site as Fred Graves Place. Some form of structure would have been needed for 

these events and this structure is adjacent to both roadbeds crossing the site. The structure is 

equipped with a hearth which would seem strange if the structure was only used for storage. The 

former owner, James Coble, reported the existence of a ledger that recorded some form of sales 

that took place at the Fred Graves site. The ledger is now in the possession of one of his relatives 

and attempts to locate it have failed.  

An argument might be made that artifacts recovered during this project could be 

attributed to community members attending events or from patrons of a store and not the families 

who occupied the site. In order to dispose of refuse from this structure at any of the excavation 

loci of this project, one would have to cross a depressed roadbed and travel at least 35 meters. 

The opposite side of the structure would be a more convenient, and hidden location for trash. If 

this structure was any type of commercial outlet, I believe it would have been mostly for grain 

sales and no other commodities, for a few reasons. First, dried grains are one of the few 

agricultural products that can be preserved without extensive environmental controls. Farmers in 

Coble Township still sold grain from their homes as livestock feed into the twenty-first century. 

Second, members of the Graves household purchased housewares from a nearby store. Third, 

Fred died on his way to Graham with a load of produce. The newspaper account of his death 

indicated he suffered from a heart condition. It seems that someone in poor health with their own 

home-based retail store would not risk travel to Graham to sell what they could sell at home.  
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 Foundation ruins located during my survey corroborated information from oral histories 

that indicated the prior existence of a blacksmith shop, tannery, spring house, possible earlier 

original home (with unknown use dates), and a possible pond dam. I split the farmstead into five 

areas based on interpretations of their use as well as their spatial relatedness (Figure 7). I 

designated Area A as a domestic use area. This area includes the standing house (Figure 8), the 

ruins of a possible former home (Structure 2), foundation ruins (Structure 3) of a structure of 

unknown use (Figure 9), a line of stones indicating another previous foundation of unknown use, 

and the ruins of a springhouse (Structure 5; Figure 10). Area B includes a deteriorated barn 

(Figure 11), blacksmith shop ruins (Figure 12), and a standing structure thought to be a store 

and/or community meeting place (Figure 13). Area C contains several tanning pits (Figures 14 

and 15) and two sets of foundation ruins (Figures 16 and 17) possibly related to tanning 

operations. Area D is represented by a stone wall that may have acted as a damn for a pond 

(Figure 18). Area E consists of the ruins of a single foundation that may have been related to 

crop storage. 
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Figure 7. Areas at the Fred Graves Site. Roadbeds are green and streams blue. 
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Figure 8. Dwelling view to the South. 

 

Figure 9. Structure 3 view to the West. 
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Figure 10. Spring view to the Southeast. 

 

Figure 11. Barn view to the Northeast. 
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Figure 12. Blacksmith Shop view to Northwest. 

 

Figure 13. Meeting place view to the East. 
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Figure 14. 3D Models of Tannery Pits Vertical View. 

 

 

Figure 15. 3D Model of Tannery Pits. Profile View to the East for Depth. 
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Figure 16. Structure 11 view to the North. 

 

Figure 17. Structure 12 view to the Northeast. 
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Figure. 18 Dam view to the Southeast. 

 

  All work for the current project took place in Area A. To address my questions about 

consumption practices at this site, I found and analyzed refuse in the form of nineteenth to early 

twentieth-century household goods deposited in accumulations that allowed for stratigraphic 

analysis. Part of this accumulation needed to be located near the dwelling at the property to 

indicate a move towards not using the entire scope of the site. Refuse accumulation away from 

the home would indicate a somewhat calculated discard location while full use of the site was in 

effect. Refuse accumulations closer to the home would reveal a lessened importance on 

maintenance of areas away from the home. For example, if the family no longer walked the path 

back and forth to the blacksmith shop, they might litter the path with refuse. If they continued to 

use the path, I would not expect to contain refuse.    
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Prior survey indicated that foundation ruins close to the standing house were littered with 

early twentieth-century refuse. Further, analysis of the area indicated these ruins were likely a 

previous home or kitchen, based on the presence of a substantial stone chimney. This type of site 

arrangement was similar to a nearby site, now part of Cedarock Park, listed on the National 

Register of Historic places, which was home to the Garrett family who were contemporaries of 

the Graves family. For comparison, the Garrett place house (circa 1835; Figure 19) and the 

Graves arrangement (Figure 20) are similar. Note that both homes incorporate a door of egress 

facing the original homes. The abandonment of Structure 2 likely predates the twentieth century 

occupation of the house still standing at the Fred Graves site, as only the foundation and chimney 

exist for Structure 2, while the house remains intact. After abandoning and dismantling Structure 

2, the family apparently used the space as a midden. I expected excavation within the foundation 

midden to provide a temporal span sufficient to show change in consumption behavior.  

 

Figure 19. Garrett Arrangement view to the Northwest. 
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Figure 20. Graves Arrangement view to the Northeast. 

 

Excavations  

I began excavations in June 2019 and continued into August 2019. I invited members of 

the descendant community to participate in the excavations or just to visit and reconnect with 

their roots. Devon Borgardt, an archaeological technician with the North Carolina Office of State 

Archaeology, assisted in excavation as did Andy Hill, formerly with Legacy and Associates 

located in Durham, North Carolina. My father, Donald King, assisted with screening and 

locating reference points. My mother, Ann King, found time to try her hand at screening. Four 

members of the Graves family donated their time to excavate and others visited the site.   

Excavation concentrated on three loci within area A, the domestic area (Figure 21). Area 

A contains Structures 1-5 (see Table 1 for a list of all structure designations).  
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Table 1. Designation of Structures. 

Area Designation Interpreted Use 

A Structure 1 Home 

A Structure 2 Kitchen and Former Home 

A Structure 3 Unknown 

A Structure 4 Kiln or Home 

A Structure 5 Springhouse 

B Structure 6 Agricultural Barn 

B Structure 7 Store and Community Center 

B Structure 8 Unknown 

B Structure 9 Blacksmith Shop 

C Structure 10 Tanning Pits (7) 

C Structure 11 Tannery Beam House 

C Structure 12 Chimney 

D Structure 13 Dam 

E Structure 14 Agricultural Barn 
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Figure 21. Fred Graves Site Area A. Streams green, roadbeds blue, structure outlines red. 

  

The first excavations took place on the northwest exterior of Structure 2, at the base of 

the chimney. Due to the large quantity of twentieth century artifacts on the surface, I believed 

this to be the location of refuse disposal used by Oran Coble’s household between circa 1910-

1928. It appeared that most of the stone chimney collapsed toward the exterior of Structure 2. 

The goal was to excavate through the rockfall to the base of the chimney or until sterile soil was 

reached, whichever occurred first. My second excavation area was within the foundation of 

Structure 2, specifically in the northwest half. A few laid stones appeared to form a line splitting 

the foundation lengthwise. Dr. Davis hypothesized these stones may represent the remnants of a 
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pit cellar. The last area I excavated was an area I initially thought was a former privy (designated 

Structure 4). It was represented by three stones that formed a line. The orientation of this line 

matched the orientation of the other foundations at the site. The stones are located on a slope 

southwest of Structure 2. 

Initially, reference points for mapping were located with a Top Conn high precision GPS 

unit by members of the Research Laboratories of Archaeology during the 2017 survey. During 

this project, I relocated those points mapped using a Trimble M3 total station. Excavation units 

were plotted using CAD software and then surface located with the total station. I established the 

orientation of excavation units using true cardinal directions.  

Each area was excavated utilizing 1x1 meter units (Figure 22). With the exception of the 

chimney (see below) my research plan was to excavate each unit in arbitrary ten-centimeter 

levels, selected to allow me to employ Groover’s (1998) time sequence analysis for glass and 

ceramics. Additionally, the ten-centimeter levels would allow me to see distinctions that may 

have separated refuse into different deposition episodes. My plan was to avoid mixing one 

generation’s refuse with another and to assign specific refuse deposits to specific households. 
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Figure 22. Area A Excavation Units. Structures red and excavation units black. 

 

 Excavation was done with trowels and shovels. All soil removed from the units was 

screened through ¼ inch woven wire. Artifacts found during screening or excavation were 

placed into paper bags labeled by their unit number and arbitrary level. All excavated soil was 

returned to its original location with the exception of Structure 4. This area remained open 

awaiting the redeposition of non-diagnostic brick and charcoal not collected in a manner to allow 

for future analysis.  

Six, 1x1 meter units were excavated adjacent to the chimney of Structure 2 (see Figures 

23 and 24 for before and after excavation, respectively). Over time the fallen chimney stones had 

combined with soil to form a hardened matrix not unlike concrete. The excavation method of 

arbitrary levels was not used in this area because many of the fallen chimney stones were large 

enough that they protruded deeper than ten centimeters. I attempted to distinguish levels where I 
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observed a change in soil color or texture. Removing the stones from their original positions 

during excavation also created large cavities that cut through natural stratigraphic layers. Many 

times the soil below could not be excavated without removing another immediate layer of stones. 

The three units abutting the chimney were excavated to the base of the chimney. The soil at the 

base was sterile (free from signs of human activity). Three excavation units were located 

immediately northwest of the first three and already at the level of the chimney base. I conducted 

only surface collection within those units. 

 

         

Figure 23. Chimney Pre-excavation view to the Southeast. 
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Figure 24. Chimney Post-excavation view to the Southeast. 

 

Two, 1x1 meter units were initially opened in the center of Structure 2 between the 

chimney and the laid stones in a northwest orientation. Prior to excavation, the laid stones were 

barely visible. A 3D model of Structure 2 (Figure 25) shows how nondescript the stones were as 

they cut through the model from left to right at about the midpoint of its length (See also Figures 

26 and 27).  
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Figure 25. 3D Model of Structure 2. Oblique view to the Northwest. 

 

 These units were excavated in 10cm arbitrary levels in most cases. There were times when the 

10-centimeter levels were exceeded. At this area, I initially failed to correct for the mistake. For 

example, one level within a single unit was excavated from 0-10 and the second from 10-15 

centimeters I should have excavated the next level from 15-20 centimeters to allow it to be 

considered as one context similar to other level 2 contexts. Instead I excavated the next level 

from 15-25 centimeters thinking only of the 10-centimeter objective. This error caused the 

second half of level 2 (15-20cm) and the first half of level 3 (20-25cm), within this unit, to be 

useless for time sequence analysis in comparison with other more discreet levels. 
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Figure 26. Structure 2 mid-excavation. View to the North. 

 

These first two units in Structure 2 were excavated to a depth of 30 centimeters. At that 

level, the soil changed to a dark red color, unlike the red clay subsoil in the area. I thought the 

red soil was the top level of fill within a former pit cellar. Two additional units, one north and 

one south of the original two units, were opened after stopping at 30 centimeters. These 

additional units extended almost to the edge of the foundation. After excavating the newer 

southwestern unit, a clear distinct line of soil differentiation was observed at ten centimeters 

depth splitting the unit. The northern new unit confirmed a similar change in soil type at 10 

centimeters. This change was likely missed in the first two excavation units of Structure 3. 

Rather than the red lower level denoting the top of a fill, I now interpret the change at ten 

centimeters as the top of the fill. A final additional two units were opened in Structure 2, again 
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one each to the north and south of the original units, which offered the same results as the 

previous excavations. 

Due to these discoveries, all units were excavated to 30 centimeters which stopped at the 

level of the dark red soil. Excavations determined that this feature was completely within the 

foundation of Structure 2. The feature formed a rectangle that stopped at the line of laid stones to 

the southeast, four feet from the foundation line on both sides, and continued towards the 

chimney to the northwest. I was unable to find the northwest extent of the feature (Figure 27). 

The amount of rubble and tree roots would have exceeded the time allotted for this area, 

therefore I made the decision to leave in situ the remaining deposits of the feature. The red level 

was ten centimeters thick and below that was sterile subsoil. A narrow strip of yellowish white 

sand appeared beneath the red soil in 2 excavation units. This sandy level was bisected and found 

to be too shallow to record a depth and contained no artifacts.  
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Figure 27. Structure 2 Post-excavation. View to the Northwest. 

 

The last locus excavated was Structure 4, the possible privy location shown before 

excavation in Figure 28. Excavation in this area adhered to the 10-centimeter level choice. In all, 

eight, 1x1 meter units were excavated. I excavated these units to a depth of 30 centimeters 

(Figures 29 and 30). A previous shovel test within one of the units indicated sterile soil at a depth 

of 50 centimeters. A dark stain was identified in the north-eastern end of the units. It was 

bisected and revealed sterile soil at 50 centimeters. I decided to not excavate the remaining units 

the additional 20 centimeters to reach the sterile soil due to time restrictions. 
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Figure 28. Structure 4 Pre-excavation. View to the East. 

 

 

Figure 29. Structure 4 Post-excavation. View to the East. 
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Figure 30. Structure 4 Post-excavation. View to the West. 

 

Archival Methods 

During her study of historic advertising and consumer choice in nineteenth-century 

Roxbury, Massachusetts, archaeologist Janice Nosal (2016) used census data from a single 

period, 1880, to explore the relationship between working-class consumption patterns and 

historic advertising. A single census was appropriate as she was able to incorporate an 1884 atlas 

of the city of Boston. These two sources allowed her to build a very clear demographic profile 

for her study neighborhood. For my purposes, census data was also useful for building a picture 

of neighborhood composition, but not necessarily standard of living. However, the nature of rural 

communities did not allow for as precise a picture as Nosal obtained.  The 1850, 1860, and 1870 

censuses for Coble Township list property values. Censuses before and after those do not list real 

estate nor personal estate values. I was able to obtain agricultural monetary values for the years 
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1850 and 1880. These documents allowed for a better analysis of the Fred Graves household than 

for Oran Coble or Eli Graves’ household.  

To determine the type and number of commercial products available to consumers in her 

research area, Nosal used a method of selecting one issue from the Roxbury Gazette one issue, 

every three years between 1861-1898 (covering the span of her archaeological sample). She 

initially categorized advertisements by a multitude of headings and then narrowing them down to 

the five that most frequently appeared. Nosal found significant overlap between advertisements 

and artifacts in only one category. However, among the advertisements most frequently found 

were those for pianos, upholstery, and clothing. None of these would be expected to appear, if at 

all, in any quantity in an archaeological assemblage from nineteenth-century residential refuse 

contexts. However, Nosal used advertising as her primary data source instead of the 

archaeological assemblage since her thesis was primarily to analyze advertising.  

Similarly, in his study of a middle class, family farmstead in East Tennessee during the 

nineteenth century, Groover (1998) examined advertisements from five newspapers at 25-year 

intervals. He categorized information on the advertisements into three analytical groups: 

merchants who sold the products advertised, advertisements for services, and total advertising 

categories within each paper. Through his methods Groover saw that consumerism, as defined in 

this thesis, was present in his study area since its settlement and that it increased through the 

nineteenth century.  

For my study, I examined advertisements for ceramics and patent medicines. To 

investigate consumption behavior within an archaeological context, I needed to select 

advertisements that related to objects that survive taphonomic processes and avoid those that 

would not normally be discarded near a residence due to practical disposal considerations. I 
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selected a sample of newspapers from 1841, 1878, 1889, and 1923 to cover the span of 

occupation at the site. I intended to find examples of local, regional, and national advertisements. 

I was unable to locate a single publication within each category that included all four years. I 

therefore selected newspapers from Alamance County, Raleigh, Durham, Salisbury, and 

Greensboro that included each of the four years. I counted the number of advertisements for both 

categories within each newspaper. My goal was to determine if these advertisements had any 

change in frequency of appearance over time. To obtain a national representation, I chose the 

New York Tribune and the Brooklyn Eagle. I chose New York papers because the city was the 

largest in the United States and its port the busiest.  These factors combined to allow New 

Yorkers more access to marketed goods than the rest of the nation (Cook et al 1996).  

  

Artifact Analysis 

Artifacts recovered during excavation were separated first by material (metal, ceramic, 

glass, etc.). All artifacts were counted and weighed, placed in plastic bags, recorded, and labeled 

according to their unit number, arbitrary level, date of collection, and excavator’s name. During 

the fall of 2019, the collection was subjected to analysis as part of a Collections Management 

class taught by Dr. Dru McGill.  A fellow graduate student, Rebekah Podelofsky, assisted with 

the analysis of the collection. While all artifacts were analyzed, special additional attention was 

given to the ceramics, bottle glass, window glass, nails, and skeletal elements.  
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Metal 

During this secondary analysis, I separated nails out from the rest of the metal artifacts. 

While I did not examine nails with an eye towards consumer behavior, I decided to examine 

them more closely to provide corroborating evidence for occupation periods and gather more 

information about the site’s history. Adams (1980; 1981) work at the nineteenth century sites of 

Waverly Plantation and Bay Springs Mill, both in Mississippi, used seriation on the basis of 

wrought versus machine cut and machine cut versus wire nails. The order achieved at both sites 

was similar to the chronological order obtained from oral, historical, and other artifact data 

(Adams 2002; Adams 1980; Walker 1980: Adams et al. 1981; Rothman and Walker 1981).   

Nails from the Fred Graves site were categorized as either wrought, machine cut, or wire. 

Machine cut nails free of extreme corrosion were viewed under a microscope to discern the 

direction of iron fibers. The fibers on older cut nails, circa-1840, ran across the width of the nail 

whereas the fibers ran lengthwise on post 1840 cut nails (Wells 1998). According to Adams and 

Wells, in 1795 a manufacturer in Massachusetts advertised that he was producing cut nails with 

fibers running lengthwise. However, Kathleen Phillips examined samples from Louisiana and 

New England and did not locate any examples of lengthwise construction dating before 1835 

(Phillips 1989 in Wells 1998; Phillips 1993). In this project, the Louisiana and New England 

studies are used as proxies for North Carolina with regards to dating.   

 

Bottle Glass 

Glass container shards were further divided by color. I thought that recording color might 

be of value for later analysis should someone have an interest in creating a time period span for 

any of the unidentifiable shards. Container glass was then examined for the presence of 
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trademarks or maker’s marks that might aid in dating or identifying the original contents of the 

containers. The Society for Historical Archaeology [SHA] maintains a database that is quite 

useful for assigning production dates based on trademarks and maker’s marks. Particularly 

helpful on the SHA website is a search function that allows for the entry of partial trademark 

names to obtain results. I also consulted Richard Fike’s “Bottle Book” for assistance in 

identifying patent medicine bottles and their dates of production. Using Fike’s work it is possible 

to identify historic bottles manufactured solely for medicinal use based on stylistic attributes.  

 

Window Glass 

Window glass was another artifact considered for intensive study during this project. I 

thought creating temporal splits using glass manufacture dates would assist with attributing 

refuse deposits with its depositors. Archaeologists have examined window glass thickness since 

the 1960s and began formulating chronologies to date the construction of nineteenth century 

homes (Bender 2013). For this study, window glass was used to indicate possible dates of 

remodeling rather than initial construction. The glass used would be from refuse deposits and it 

would be impossible to determine to which structure the glass belonged. Change in 

manufacturing technologies is the basis for dating formulas using window glass. These methods 

of dating are not foolproof. Manufacturing materials and methods differed according to region 

(Bender 2013; Weiland 2009). Window glass identification errors must also be considered. 

Window glass usually had a green tint based on the iron content. However, clear window glass 

was not impossible to create. Despite the potential problems with window glass dating, it was 

still thought to be useful if only for corroborating dates of deposition.  
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It was important to base dating on a study that represented the southeastern United States.  

Moir’s (1983) method was used based on geographic region and study sample size. His method 

was a good match for my study because it can be applied to southern regions of the United 

States, it contains strictures for eliminating glass that is similar in appearance to window glass, 

and the method’s date range is 1810-1920 (Moir 1983). In comparison to other similar window 

glass chronology studies, Moir’s requires the smallest sample size, is the only study suggested 

for southern regions, and has the most extensive date range of all the methods.  

My method of window glass analysis is based on the mean value of a sample (others 

operated on a mode system). I felt that an overall average was better for glass within similar 

levels across up to eight units. A single complete window deposited within one unit might 

represent a single thickness that was the mode yet was from a different period of construction 

than the other shards. For example, a complete window may be stored away for use at a later 

time, but not used and eventually tossed in the pile. A mean method at least allows for some 

mitigation. Glass samples that were completely clear or extremely small were excluded from my 

chronological assessment. Only contexts containing at least 15 shards (per Moir’s minimum 

number needed for calculation) were considered for dating. 

Moir requires only one measurement down to 1/100mm from each glass shard. To 

account for single shard thickness variation, I took three measurements and averaged for a mean 

to include in his calculations. I obtained a total mean for all samples from each level within each 

excavation area to date individual context-levels. I then placed the measurements into Moir’s 

formula: 

   ID = 84.22 (TH) + 1712.7 

   where ID = date of site construction (± 7 years) 
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   TH = thickness in 0.01mm 

After getting a date for each level, I calculated an overall date for each excavation area 

considering all levels together. 

 

Ceramics 

Ceramics sherds were first categorized by levels of vitrification and body composition. I 

defined the sherds as coarse earthenware, refined earthenware, stoneware, unidentified, or 

porcelain. The category of finish was more difficult to discern. Finish refers to the type of glaze 

added to the exterior of ceramic vessels. The finish categories I used were lead, alkaline, salt, tin, 

unidentified, or unglazed. Lead glaze is ubiquitous on historic coarse and refined earthenwares. 

However, lead glaze can only be positively identified by testing its chemical composition, which 

I did not do. Without testing, some sherds may have been misidentified as lead glazed. However, 

due to its widespread use, lead glaze is more than likely present on most earthenwares in the Fred 

Graves assemblage.   

Salt glaze is common on historic stonewares from all regions in the United States. 

However, the piedmont of North Carolina is a dividing point for the use of alkaline glaze, which 

was a “distinctly Southern phenomenom” (Zug 1980:15). Using the piedmont of North Carolina 

as a ground zero, alkaline traditions branch out to the west and to the south. Both types of glaze 

were found in this collection. Some alkaline glazes are obvious due to their shiny appearance, 

coupled with thick glaze streaks running down the sides of vessels (Zug 1980). However, some 

alkaline glazes can mimic the orange peel appearance of salt glazes (South 1971). Small sand 

grains on the surface of stoneware can create the orange peel appearance. In an effort to prevent 

misidentification, ambiguous stoneware sherds were viewed under a microscope. This allowed 
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me to determine whether an orange peel appearance was just that, or sand exposed on the 

surface. Small depressions are left between the raised sand grains resembling the orange peel 

effect produced by salt glazes (South 1971).  

Categorization by decoration included the designations of transfer print underglaze, 

transfer print over glaze, hand painted (regardless of whether over or under glaze), slip trailed, 

and unidentified. The initial impetus for using these designations was my attempt to use distinct 

transfer patterns to date wares. Printed wares can be a useful tool in deciphering consumption 

choices. Printed wares were more expensive than other wares during the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries (Miller 1980; Samford 1997). The presence of printed wares in a refuse 

deposit from those time periods might represent a family with the financial means to afford such 

products. A lack of these items, however, could reflect a family without means or holding on to 

traditional ways. By the second half of the nineteenth century printed wares had fallen in price to 

the extent that they were available to just about everyone (Samford 1997). Specific prints were 

also popular during discreet time periods. Hand painted designs also changed in style based on 

popularity through time (Noel Hume 1969). Prior studies by historical archaeologists have 

described these periods, allowing me an attempt to date the individual levels of refuse and assign 

them to a specific household generation.  

Mt last designation for ceramic artifacts was the ware types of pearlware, creamware, 

whiteware, and iron stone. The characteristic blue puddling on pearlware is a good indicator for 

identifying pearlware. However, the bluing is not always present and since these wares are on a 

continuum, these designations were only attempted when they could be made with a high degree 

of confidence after consulting several resources (Eric Deetz, Personal Communication 2019; 

Miller 2015; Miller and Hunter Jr. 1994; Noel Hume 1969,1978; NCDNCR, OSA, Comparative 
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Collection). Decoration style was more important than these ware type designations. Decoration 

style provides a tighter date range than production ranges for the wares.   

      Miller’s price point index of the least expensive wares available to consumers in the 

nineteenth century is also useful here. Among the cheapest wares were shell edge, embossed 

edge, and sponge decorated. I noted these descriptions when I saw them on ceramic artifacts 

(Miller 1980). Shell edge decorated ceramics were available between 1780-1860 but not seen on 

pearlware with any frequency after 1830 (Majewsky and O’Brien 1987).  

Ceramics I suspected to be ironstone were subjected to the Mohs hardness scale. Both 

glaze and body were tested by increasing levels of hardness to determine at what point in the 

progression a scratch was first observed. There is a contention that ceramics of the same variety 

can have fairly a heterogenous composition, but this issue is more of a problem for prehistoric 

ceramics than the relatively homogenous later white bodied wares (Bronitsky 1986; Majewski 

and O’Brien 1987). Hardness of body and glaze can vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. To 

alleviate regional variation that could cause misidentification, suspected ironstone was 

considered within the context of its assemblage. I ensured any sherds identified as ironstone were 

harder than whitewares from the same context.  

Of particular benefit to my project is the work of Dr. Linda Carnes-McNaughton. She has 

conducted extensive investigations into the potters of Alamance County. Dr. Carnes-

McNaughton’s work discovered the presence of a pottery kiln, possibly operated by Solomon 

Loy who was active between 1825-1840 in the Stinking Quarter area. This kiln site borders the 

Graves farmstead (Carnes-McNaughton 2013). I recovered pottery sherds resembling those 

attributed to Loy at the Fred Graves site. Also, I contacted Geoffrey Hughes, archaeologist in 

charge of excavations at Lot 38 at Old Salem, to help identify some of the locally produced 
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coarse earthenwares. Some pottery previously attributed to Moravian traditions at Old Salem has 

been reclassified as belonging to the St. Asaph’s tradition in former Orange County. The St. 

Asaph’s tradition is based on the name of the district that encompassed the southwestern portion 

of Alamance County during the eighteenth century.  

I did not use one of the most widely used ceramic dating methods in historical 

archaeology, South’s mean ceramic date formula [MCD] (1977). While generally accepted as 

valid, I did not feel it would contribute to my results for several reasons. First, his calculations 

are figured using median manufacture dates to obtain a mean occupation period. I was unable to 

determine any specific temporal production range for stoneware and much of the coarse 

earthenware in the assemblage. Stoneware, commonly used in nineteenth century North Carolina 

and lacking discreet production dates, would severely skew any attempt at MCD. Second, any 

attempt at mean ceramic dating at the Fred Graves site would need to be on a feature-by-feature 

basis. Each excavation area was from a separate occupation period and dateable ceramic sherds 

were not found in great numbers within single features. To have a large sample, MCD would 

need to be calculated using an intra-feature mean.  Lastly, South’s method does not allow for the 

complete lifecycle a ceramic vessel. The family may have held onto a plate or bowl far beyond 

its last production date. Such a find, particularly within a small assemblage, would tend to skew 

dating results, especially in small sample sizes like that at the Fred Graves site.  

While I did not utilize MCD, I did calculate a Minimum Number of Vessels [MNV]. 

MNV compensates for post-depositional breakage. A single sherd may be broken into many 

pieces after disposal. This breakage drives the count up and alters the weighted importance of 

that group of sherds. Voss and Allen provide a comprehensive explanation of the benefits and 

drawbacks of each MNV method (2010).  
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Two methods exist for MNV, quantitative and qualitative. The quantitative method uses 

counts and measurements of handles, rims, or bases to estimate a number of vessels. This method 

works best with mass-produced ceramics that have standardized shapes and sizes. The Fred 

Graves assemblage included mass-produced ceramics, but also locally made stoneware and 

coarse earthenware. The dimensions of these two ware types can vary within the same vessel. 

For this reason, I elected to use the qualitative MNV method, which is more subjective and its 

categorizations will vary between analysts. Categorizations in this method are based on similar 

attributes. Qualitative MNV requires the researcher to separate sherds into three groups: sherds 

from a shared vessel, unique sherds representative of an individual vessel, and sherds whose 

attributes lend it to be assigned to more than one vessel. Those in the third group are discounted 

from MNV. A final reason for my decision to use the qualitative MNV method is the assemblage 

size. As sherd sample size increases, the percentage of sherds we can assign to individual vessels 

is assumed to fall. The sample size at the Fred Graves site is relatively small and therefore should 

keep sherd assignment frequencies higher than those at other sites.  

 

Skeletal Elements 

Bones, when possible, were identified by animal, side, element, and presence of cut 

marks or burned appearance. Bones were not a primary focus of my project, but they provided 

supplemental information on husbandry practices and diet.  
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RESULTS 

This section describes results from excavations at three loci at the Fred Graves site as 

well as from examinations of archival documents. I discuss the three loci beginning with the 

hypothesized oldest assemblage, Structure 4. After Structure 4, I proceed to Structure 2 which 

includes Feature 2, which was discovered during excavations, and then to the hypothesized most 

recent assemblage, the chimney. I first describe the physical characteristics of the locus itself. 

Next, I discuss the artifacts recovered that were relevant to my project (ceramics, container glass, 

window glass, nails, and skeletal elements). A table is provided (Table 2) that contains the total 

of all artifacts recovered, excluding brick and charcoal, as well as the totals for each locus. 

Finally, I address the information I found in probate inventories, wills, censuses, personal 

correspondences, and newspapers. 

Table 2. Artifact counts excluding brick and charcoal. 

Artifact Type Total 
No.      % 

Chimney 
No.      %            

Structure 2 
No.      % 

Feature 1 
No.      % 

Structure 4 
No.      % 

Ceramics 348     8% 63      4% 164     9% 40     12% 81     44% 

Window Glass 
 

246     6% 138     8% 89      5% 9       3% 10      5% 

Patent 
Medicine Glass 

44      1% 41      2% 2     <1% 1     <1% 0       0% 

Other Glass 1824    45% 
 

1352    76% 415    23% 29      9% 28     15% 

Nails 873    21% 106     6% 659    37% 55     17% 53     29% 

Bone 278     7% 6     <1% 95      6% 175    53% 2       1% 

Other Artifacts 475    12% 80      4% 362    20% 21      6% 12      6% 

Total 4088   10% 1786   100% 1786   100% 330    100% 186    100% 
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Structure 4 

Structure 4 is a short line of stones 6.5 feet (approximately two meters) in length (Figure 

29).  The position of the stones appears to have been human made rather than naturally 

occurring.  The azimuth angle of the stones is the same as Structure 2 and the standing house. 

The stones are laid end-to-end and form a straight line. I hypothesized that artifacts at Structure 4 

would represent the oldest occupation period at the site, Eli Graves’ household from 1820-1846. 

I conducted two shovel tests at the site to determine the depth from surface to the red clay 

subsoil.  The test near the standing house struck clay at 5.9 inches (15 centimeters).  When I 

performed a shovel test at Structure 4, I recovered a small portion of a soapstone bowl, a 

fragment of lead glazed earthenware, and pieces of charred brick. These were found somewhere 

between the surface and 9.8 inches (25 centimeters) below surface.  Black crumbly topsoil 

occupied the first 9.8 inches (25 centimeters) here followed by red clay.  This discrepancy in 

subsoil depth was curious.  Following this shovel test, a leaf blower revealed the line of laid 

stones (Figure29).  A third stone was revealed during excavation which may be a cornerstone or 

other part of the foundation at Structure 4. 

Eight 1x1 meter units were excavated at Structure 4. All units adhered to the ten 

centimeter arbitrary level research design and were excavated to a depth of 30 centimeters. A 

dark soil stain, Feature 2, appeared at the base of the Structure 4 excavations. This feature was 

bisected and revealed sterile at 50 centimeters, 20 centimeters below the upper levels. The shovel 

test conducted at Structure 4 also indicated sterile soil at 50 centimeters. Due to time constraints, 

aside from Feature 2, no other areas of Structure 4 were excavated the additional 20 centimeters. 
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Ceramics 

There were a total of 81 ceramic sherds found at Structure 4. Coarse earthenware sherds 

(n=51) in number or 60% of the overall total. Three of these sherds were burned. Unique 

elements of the coarse earthenware sherds allowed crossmending. 21 of the sherds were 

attributed to six vessels. Five of the coarse earthenware sherds are potentially wasters. Geoffrey 

Hughes, archaeologist at Old Salem, North Carolina, identified three of the sherds as wasters and 

I used his guidance to label the other three as wasters. 

American coarse earthenware is often unattributable to a single potter. However, there 

was a strong, distinct earthenware tradition during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries 

in St. Asaph’s district. In 1774, Orange County was split into 16 districts. St. Asaph’s was the 

title given to the area that would become southwestern Alamance County, and encompasses the 

Fred Graves site. Some sherds found at Structure 4 are attributed to one a St. Asaph’s potter, 

Solomon Loy, who was active between 1825-1840. His characteristic decorations included use of 

an orange glaze with hand painted black splotches on the vessel body (Beckerdite et al. 2010; 

Carnes McNaughton 2010). A kiln possibly belonging to Solomon Loy was located near the Fred 

graves site (Carnes-McNaughton 1986, 2011, 2013). In 2013 historic ceramics specialist Linda 

Carnes-McNaughton located this kiln site approximately 300 meters south of the Fred Graves 

site. Based on sherds found at this kiln site, marked “Solomon Loy”, she concluded it was 

probably operated by him.  

Additionally, sherds possibly the work of Jacob Albright, a potter in adjoining Person 

County, were present. There were several sherds that can probably be attributed to other potters 

of the St. Asaph’s tradition based on style and background color. However, these sherds lack the 

decorative elements needed for secure identification. Future analysis of these sherds would 
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benefit from repeated consultation with experts familiar with the St. Asaph’s tradition. A 

valuable result from Structure 4 excavations is the greater volume of coarse earthenware 

compare with the other excavated areas. Coarse earthenware was cheaper than imported refined 

earthenware during the early 1800s. Also, residents of the backcountry may not have the same 

level of access as others to imported goods. Additionally, consumers may have had allegiance to 

the local St. Asaph’s potters.  

The uniqueness of locally produced coarse earthenware also assisted with MNV totals. 

Structure 4 had a higher percentage of identifiable individual vessels compared to total sherd 

count than the other areas (Figure 31). Structure 4 produced more sherds than the chimney 

excavations or Feature 1 yet had a higher assignment of sherds to vessels. The refined 

earthenware sherds at Structure 4 were mostly diagnostic based on decoration. Later whitewares 

seem to have been more frequently undecorated. Voss and Allen believed that an increase in 

sherd assemblage was the primary factor in reducing the percentage of sherds that could be 

attributed to specific vessels. Based on evidence from my Structure 4 excavations, the age of an 

historic site may be a better guiding principle. The older the site, the more distinct the vessels 

should become.  
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Figure 31. Minimum Number of Vessels by Excavation Area. 

 

Potters in North Carolina did not make a shift towards stoneware production until the 

1820s or 1830s (Zug 1980) It would be closer to the middle of the nineteenth century before 

American stoneware production really took off in this region. I recovered only four stoneware 

sherds at Structure 4. There was a mix of salt and alkaline glazed sherds. One of the alkaline 

glazed sherds appeared to be another waster. I expected this disparity in the number of stoneware 

versus coarse earthenware sherds. Locally made stoneware was not produced in any volume until 

the mid-nineteenth century. The stoneware found at Structure 4, and all other areas, was 

nondiagnostic and could not be attributed to a specific potter, nor tradition.  

Refined earthenware at Structure 4 was more diagnostic to date than pottery from other 

locations. At least four pearlware vessels were represented. All of these were edge decorated 
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varieties (Figure 32). These pearlware sherds included, plain unscalloped edge decorated, shell 

edged even scalloped with impressed lines, and unscalloped edge decorated with impressed lines. 

Majewski and O’Brien (1987) place these types of wares within a date range of 1790-1860 and 

report that these types of pearlwares are rare in post-1830 assemblages. Milller et al. (2000) 

support this range and place the unscalloped blue edge decorated with incised patterns at the end 

of the range with an end date of 1860. Also present was one sherd of sponge spattered whiteware 

providing a date of 1845-1930. The presence of decorated wares is not necessarily indicative of a 

family’s wealth. Edge decorated and sponge decorated wares were the least expensive of the 

decorated wares that would have been available to the Eli Graves household (Miller 1980; Miller 

1991). 

    

Figure 32. Decorated Refined Earthenwares. 

Glass 

The glass category was of little interpretive value compared to other artifacts found at 

Structure 4. There were not enough window glass shards found at Structure 4 to use Moir’s 
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equation for dating. There were no diagnostic bottle glass fragments useful for dating or 

identifying consumption behaviors. 

 

Charcoal and Brick 

Perhaps the most striking find at Structure 4 was the amount of charcoal and orange 

brick. At the chimney sire excavations there was 718g of brick recovered (mostly from one 

nearly complete brick). Structure 2 contained 665g of brick and Feature 1 contained just 5g. 

Structure 4 yielded 2.764kg of brick. The volume and fragment size of brick increased as depth 

increased. Level 1 contained 111g, level 2 496g, and the brick within level 3 totaled 2.157kg. 

Charcoal displayed the same trend with higher volumes at lower levels (16g, 56g, and 86g 

respectively). The total weight of charcoal found in the other excavations was 83g. 

 

Nails  

The nail assemblage at Structure 4 totaled 53. The majority of these nails could not be 

identified due to corrosion. Of the identifiable nails, there were wrought (n=3), machine cut 

(n=3), and wire (n=1). The wire nail was not expected at Structure 4, interpreted as the earliest 

occupation period. William Hampton Adams (2002) provides a thorough chronology for wire 

nails. Wire nails were first produced in France in 1819 and in Britain circa 1850. The first 

American patent was issued in 1877 and production intensified in 1880. It is possible, but 

unlikely, that wire nails would have been available to rural residents of inland North Carolina 

prior to the deaths of Eli and Delilah Graves in 1846. 
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Summary 

 The wire nail at Structure 4 is quite the anomaly. The majority of ceramics at Structure 4 

were coarse earthenware, stoneware was very limited here, and there are several sherds of 

pearlware. The ceramic assemblage was consistent with an earlier occupation period. None of 

the glass shards could be used to provide any dates that would be inconsistent with Eli Graves’ 

household occupation period. The preponderance of the evidence corroborates my hypothesis, 

but I cannot explain the presence of this single wire nail. 

 Another unexplained finding is the quantity of brick and charcoal at Structure 4. Had the 

majority of the ceramic sherds been burned the area may have been a burn pit. However, the 

majority appeared untouched by extensive fire. Only coarse earthenware sherds had any 

evidence of burning. The increased presence of wasters at Structure 4 may somehow be related 

to the nearby pottery kiln on property adjacent to the Fred Graves site. Structure 4 is an area that 

could benefit from further excavation. I think it would be beneficial to interpretations to continue 

to excavate all units at Structure 4 until sterile soil is reached. 

 

Structure 2 

Structure 2 is represented by a rectangular stone foundation and ruins of a chimney that 

form a separate locus of excavation. Only one course of stones is left of the main foundation 

which measures approximately 16 feet by 24 feet. Structure 2 may have served as a separate 

kitchen facility for the standing house.  It would not be uncommon for cooking to take place in 

an area outside of the home. The risk of fire and excessive heat produced by cooking would 

make it preferable to have the kitchen removed from the home. As mentioned earlier, the 
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occupants of a nearby contemporary historic site also used a former residence as the kitchen for a 

newer home.   

The total artifact count at Structure 2 was 1,786. Deposits within Structure 2 excavations 

were mixed, evidenced by sherds crossmended to a single vessel dispersed among all three 

excavation levels. Despite this mixing, excavations at Structure 2 followed the ten centimeter 

arbitrary level research design. The units were excavated to depths ranging from 29-32cm below 

surface. While this result made it impossible to conduct a time sequence analysis of excavation 

levels, the recorded artifacts do provide important evidence of household consumption, circa 

1825-1930 (artifacts with later dates had ranges that extended back to the late nineteenth 

century). This date range supports my initial hypothesis that the Structure 2 deposits are most 

likely associated with the Fred Graves household’s occupation of the site ranging from 1846-

1895. 

 

Ceramics 

In total, 164 ceramic sherds were recovered in excavations at Structure 2. Unlike later 

excavation areas (chimney), Structure 2 contained the remnants of coarse earthenware vessels. 

Six sherds were found across five units ranging in depth from 9-29cm. In excavations of 

Structure 2, two sherds were recovered that, although the sherds were small, contained enough 

detail to safely attribute them to Solomon Loy (Figures 33 and 34).  
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Figure 33. Sherds Attributed to Solomon Loy. 

    

Figure 34. Vessel Attributed to Solomon Loy. Photo Credit: Chipstone Foundation. 
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The majority of stoneware sherds at Structure 2 were plain and undecorated other than 

glaze and color. Three plain rim sherds, alkaline glazed, were identified as belonging to the same 

vessel (Figure 35). They lack any of the orange peel effect produced by salt glazing. Alkaline 

glazes are known for their glossy sheen but can also appear dull like these based on variances in 

firing techniques. Only two stoneware sherds, salt glazed, were manufactured with any stylistic 

elements (Figure 36).  

 

    

Figure 35. Plain Stoneware Rim Sherds. 
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Figure 36. Stoneware Sherds possibly of English Origin. 

 

Barbara Stone Perry, curator of decorative arts at The Mint Museums in Charlotte, North 

Carolina, has argued the lack of decoration on most locally produced North Carolina stoneware 

vessels is evidence that North Carolina potters felt aesthetic efforts were needless and excessive 

(2004). Unless this explanation was the result of first-hand interviews, I think it is too simplistic. 

Consumer choice could also be a factor. A nineteenth-century potter may have altered production 

to suit the desires of their neighborhood customers. Another possibility is that undecorated 

vessels could be produced more quickly and therefore sold for less to a community with fewer 

financial resources. However, I see the mere application of salt and alkaline glazes, and their 

color, as a decorative element. Stoneware itself is impervious and does not require an added 

glaze. Glazing would require extra steps. Regardless of the reason, plain stonewares were not 

showy and were probably not a status indicator. The greater number of stoneware sherds from 

Structure 2 excavations suggests its association with the Fred Graves household’s tenure, which 

was during the height of stoneware’s popularity.  
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One of the interesting aspects revealed at Structure 2 was the presence of both salt and 

alkaline glazed stonewares. As explained earlier, North Carolina is viewed as the north-south 

dividing line between salt glazed (typically northern) and alkaline glazed (typically southern) 

production centers. The Fred Graves site sits at the crossroads of these two traditions, nationally 

and locally. Salt needed for salt glazing would need to be acquired offsite as there are no known 

salt deposits locally. Alkaline glaze was possible using a locally available wood ash flux. A 

question arises in reference to this dual production event. Why would local potters create both? If 

wood ash was plentiful, why purchase or trade for salt? This could again be an attempt to meet 

the demands created by consumer choice. Alternatively, the two types of stoneware may have 

been produced by different potters holding onto their own traditional methods of production. A 

last suggestion is more a matter of access. It may have been that some potters had the ability to 

procure salt in amounts greater than needed for household use, while others were forced to resort 

to materials on hand. Further research into the economic status of known potters in the area may 

shed light on these questions.   

Refined earthenwares made up the bulk of sherds at Structure 2 (n=92 out of a total 164 

sherds), including pearlware (n=3), creamware (n=3), ironstone (n=3), porcelain (n=5), semi-

porcelain (n=1), whiteware (n=73), and yellowware (n=4). Extensive research has been 

published on the identification, dating, historic pricing, and popularity of refined earthenwares 

(Noël Hume 1969; Miller 2015, 1980; Miller et al 2000; Miller and Hunter Jr. 1990, 1994; 

Majewski and O’Brien 1987; Samford 1997; Sussman 1997).  

Two sherds of “dot embossed even scalloped shell edge” pearlware found within the 

same context at Structure 2 were determined to be from the same vessel. These embossed wares 

were produced in an effort to correct for a drop in price resulting from the War of 1812 (Miller 
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and Hunter Jr. 1990). The embossed wares from Structure 2 (Figure 37), were most likely 

produced between the 1820s and 1840s. The arrival of transfer printed wares at the same time 

created the inroad needed for these wares to replace coarse earthenware. Transfer print became a 

popular choice of the wealthy after 1812 allowing shell edge prices to drop so low as to be within 

reach of just about everyone. Only one transfer print vessel was found in Structure 2, represented 

by numerous sherds. The only other refined earthenware sherd found in Structure 2 that can be 

placed in a date range was a cut sponge stamped whiteware sherd. This sherd has a very wide 

date range of 1845-1930.  

  

Figure 37. Even Scalloped Dot Embossed Pearlware. 

 

The ceramics from Structure 2 did not provide as much information as to economic status 

of the households at the Fred Graves site as I would have liked, but they did provide important 

dating information for this context. Embossed pearlware was still made into the 1840s when Fred 

Graves became head of household. Sponge stamped whiteware was made from the time of 
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Fred’s marriage in 1845, all the way into the twentieth century. No ceramics found within 

Structure 2 provided any dates that would indicate a later deposition date than the end of that 

generation’s occupation. Admittedly, the pearlware could have been made earlier than Fred 

Graves’ tenure, and it is likely some of the coarse earthenware attributed to local potters was 

produced pre-1840. It was not uncommon for tablewares to survive long enough to be passed 

down. Due to the sudden death of Eli and Delilah their children may have taken some items 

before probate as there was no will. Alternatively, tablewares may have had so little value as to 

have been ignored during the probate inventory.  

The most interesting, and unexpected, ceramic find at Structure 2 was a single sherd of 

stoneware that appeared to be a waster. Two areas on this sherd appear damaged, possibly during 

firing. The damage looks as if two natural inclusions in the body were forced to the exterior 

surface. These inclusions did not penetrate the glaze. It is unlikely a vessel with this type of 

damage would have been offered for sale. The vessel would more than likely been discarded. 

There is also the possibility that the potter could have traded his imperfect wares that were lesser 

in value. 

 

Glass  

Few diagnostic bottle glass shards were recovered at Structure 2. Of the 417 glass shards 

that were not window glass, only two could be attributed to a specific commercial product. One 

shard contained the embossed word “root”, which is likely Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root. Since 

Kilmer’s company was created in the 1870s this bottle might be expected in this location. At 

least to some extent the family was purchasing patent medicines. Swamp root was purported to 

counter the effects of hang overs, difficulty passing urine, and pain during urination. Free 
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samples of Kilmer’s medicines were offered by mail (Alamance Gleaner [AG] 8 April 1897). 

Advertisements for Kilmer’s informed the public that if their urine stained linen then they were 

in medical trouble. No doubt the vast majority of the public would have failed this test. The 

earliest advertisement for Kilmer’s Swamp Root I located was from Atchinson, Kansas in1872 

(Atchinson Daily Champion 20 September 1872). The first local advertisement I could find was 

from 1897 (AG 8 April 1897). These dates indicate that the marketing reach of these types of 

mass-produced products penetrated rural areas that lacked local news outlets.  

There were 21 mason jar shards found at Structure 2 compared to 334 from later 

excavation at the chimney. Thought of another way, the weight of all mason jar shards at 

Structure 2 did not add up to the total weight of a single quart sized mason jar. The presence of 

mason jar shards at Structure 2 is representative of a family experimenting with technology not 

available to the previous household, Eli Graves. However, the Fred Graves household was at the 

site until 1895. Mason jars were already popular by that time. While the family had acquired a 

substantial amount of refined earthenware vessels, they seemed to have held onto stoneware 

storage traditions. This continuance may have been due to a conscious effort to keep folkways 

alive, a preference for the durability of stoneware, or even a lack of the paper currency needed 

(or items of trade) to acquire mason jars.  

The amount of window glass recovered at Structure 2 increased compared to Structure 4. 

At this location there were 89 shards of window glass. The glass from all three levels was 

analyzed as if from a single context. Since crossmending indicated either a single deposition 

event or mixing from taphonomic processes, I felt this was most appropriate. The mean thickness 

of the glass was 1.75mm. This produced a date of 1860 ±7 years.  
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One explanation for the refuse from Structure 2 could be that it represents two events. 

First, the refuse could be from somewhat of a cleaning out by the Coble household of items the 

Graves left behind. One can imagine Oran Coble’s family creating a fresh start by disposing of 

anything they found of no use. The stoneware could have been viewed as antiquated and useless 

in the face of more efficient glass storage containers then available. Even the imported decorated 

shell edged wares found at Structure 2 might not have been viewed worthy of keeping from one 

generation to the next (Miller and Hunter Jr. 1990). Secondly, the window glass age could 

represent initial replacement of only a portion of the windows at the house by the Fred Graves 

household. While the window glass near the foundation of the standing house was not analyzed, 

a cursory inspection of that glass showed there was at least two different types of glass at each 

window. All but one of the first story windows had a corresponding second story window 

directly above it. It is possible the windows from the first and second stories were replaced at 

different times thereby explaining this difference.  

 

Nails 

The nail assemblage at Structure 2 revealed 127 cut nails with machined heads. Cut nails 

at Structure 2 were 19% of the total count. Wire nails totaled 237 or 36% of the assemblage at 

Structure 2. Only two wrought nails were recovered from Structure 2. The majority of nails 

(n=293) were too corroded to identify a manufacturing technique. Additionally, many of the cut 

nails were corroded to the extent that distinguishing those with hand hammered heads versus 

machined heads was difficult. As such, all cut nails were grouped together. The cut nails that 

could be identified all had uniform machined heads. Machined head cut nails date from the 

1830s to the present (Adams 2002). Nails that lent themselves to further analysis were viewed 
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under a microscope to inspect the direction of the iron fibers in the body. No cut nails exhibited 

fibers running across the width. Instead, the fibers ran lengthwise, which also indicates a post 

1830 date (Adams 2002). The standing house at the Fred Graves site is constructed entirely of 

machined head cut nails. Wire cut nails are only found in areas that appear to be repairs or later 

additions. The production and use dates of both cut and wire cut nails overlap between the Fred 

Graves and Oran Coble households. However, the quantity of machined head cut nails does link 

the assemblage to the time of Fred’s household. 

 

Skeletal Elements 

A final observation of interest was the bone assemblage from Structure 2. Structure 4 

contained only two skeletal elements. At Structure 2 those numbers increase to 95 elements 

weighing 187g. The assemblage as Structure 2 contained skeletal elements of pig, chicken, 

rabbit, cow, and some bird species other than chicken. Of the skeletal fragments, four were 

attributed to wild game and 11 to domestic livestock. The majority of the fragments were 

unidentified. These bones were found in all levels with the other artifacts. Also, only 15 bones 

contained rodent gnaw marks indicating they were not exposed for any length of time. This fact 

might indicate a single deposition event, at Structure 2. Multiple deposition events during a 

relatively short period of time is also a possibility. The amount of skeletal material would not 

have been enough to feed a family for any sustained period of time. 
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Summary 

The material culture found at Structure 2 points to a family adhering to general trends of 

the time. Stoneware and refined earthenware sherds were present in large quantities at a time 

when their popularity and availability was great. Coarse earthenwares are barely evident in this 

assemblage. Stoneware was more durable than lead glazed coarse earthenware and refined 

earthenware avoided the deleterious health effects of lead glazed coarse earthenware. Patent 

medicines were becoming more widely available but were not heavily advertised until the end of 

the Fred Graves occupation period. This coincides with the single identifiable shard from a 

medicine container found at Structure 2. Based on this evidence and oral tradition of the site’s 

history, I believe the refuse at Structure 2 represents items of material culture used by members 

of the Fred Graves household. 

  

Feature 1 

Feature 1 was identified as a dark red soil stain at the base of the excavations within 

Structure 2. The red soil continued to a depth of 10 centimeters with sterile soil beneath it. This 

soil was unlike any soil found elsewhere on the site. It was crumbly compared with the Carolina 

red clay (Cecil Clay Loam) found in plow zones around the site. The soil looked as if it was 

stained from metal that had completely corroded. The red soil was 8ft in width and was inset 

from the foundation stones of Structure 2 4ft on both sides. Its width was the same as the 

chimney at Structure 2. The red soil was exposed by excavation 6ft in length but continued 

northwest towards an unexcavated area near what would have been the hearth for the chimney. I 

do not discuss window glass in this section as the total number of shards (n=9) recovered from 

this feature did not meet the minimum threshold (n=15) necessary for use in Moir’s equation. 
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 Ceramics 

I anticipated this feature would present evidence of an earlier deposition period than what 

was found at the upper levels of Structure 2. However, the evidence did not confirm my 

suspicions. This feature was excavated in six units and resulted in the recovery of 330 artifacts 

Over half of these (n=183) were found within two units, excavated together at the feature level. 

Only one coarse earthenware sherd was found and it proved undiagnostic. Had the feature been 

much older than the above layers I would have expected more coarse earthenware sherds. Six 

stoneware sherds and 32 refined earthenware sherds were found. The refined earthenware totals 

included ironstone (n=1), pearlware (n=8), unidentified (n=2), whiteware (n=9), and yellowware 

(n=12). All of the yellowware sherds appeared to represent a single vessel while the remaining 

sherds of refined earthenware were from a variety of vessels. Crossmending at this feature 

revealed that some sherds were from the same vessels as those found in layers above. None of 

the diagnostic ceramics in Feature 1 produced dates any earlier or later than those found from the 

Structure 2 excavations.  

 

Glass 

The one artifact that did meet my expectations at Feature 1was the lack of mason jar 

shards. A total of 39 glass shards were recovered From Feature 1 excavations. A single shard 

from a Rawleigh’s patent medicine container was found. This find creates a very firm terminus 

post quem for Feature 1 because this product was first manufactured in 1889 (wtrawleigh.com; 

glassbottlemarks.com). The W.T. Rawleigh company was founded in 1889 in Freeport, Illinois. 

The Rawleigh’s shard from Feature 1 is embossed with “Rawleigh’s” in cursive. Rawleigh 

trademarked the name in 1896. However, the shard recovered from Feature 1 was too small to 
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determine if the “trademark” label was present which could confirm an 1896 or later 

manufacture date. The presence of this shard means the all refuse within Feature 1, and thereby 

Structure 2, could not have been deposited before 1889 unless Structure 2 represents multiple 

deposition events and the mixing of material culture from these events. 

 

Skeletal Elements 

The skeletal assemblage at Feature 1 proved to be the most interesting. The total number 

of elements within Feature 1 was 175. Compared to 95 at Structure 2 and only six at the later 

chimney excavation site. Unlike the diversity at from the upper levels of Structure 2, the only 

identifiable bones within Feature 1 were from pigs (n=5), chickens (n=21), and a single rabbit 

element. The pig assemblage was represented only by elements not commonly used in modern 

food consumption. Pig remains were limited to two left mandibles (with teeth), one phalanx, and 

two disarticulated teeth. The teeth on the mandibles were very dissimilar in wear. The teeth of 

one mandible were extremely worn and the other appeared to be from much younger pig. 

Regardless, this is evidence that there were the remains of at least two pigs in the assemblage. 

The mandibles were the only cranial pig elements found. No pig long bones were found yet most 

of a chicken’s long bones were present.  

In addition to these animal bones, a left mandibular human first premolar was also 

recovered from Feature 1, though not identified as human until lab analysis after excavation. The 

tooth had a severe caries that had almost completely obliterated the tooth. The root was 

completely intact. This tooth probably caused its owner great discomfort and the tooth was likely 

pulled to alleviate pain. In the future DNA testing of the tooth could possibly demonstrate a 

familial connection between this tooth and members of the descendant community. 
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  Summary    

In her book “What This Awl Means,” Janet Spector (1993) creates a story to explain the 

life cycle of an iron awl from its gifting to a young Dakota girl, to its discovery during 

excavations in 1980. Spector gave no warning that the chapter was her own creation. One would 

assume at the onset of the chapter that she had obtained first-hand accounts relating to the travels 

of the awl. However, the reader eventually understands the purpose of the tale she spins. Her 

purpose, as I see it, was to remind the reader that the artifacts we recover are part of the rich, 

complex lived experiences of past people and not mere objects for quantitative study. I found her 

method to be unique and interesting. In this summary of Feature 1 I have attempted to entertain 

the reader much as Spector might have done. 

 Oran Coble’s household is moving into the home where his grandparents lived. The 

chimney of the house has been modified to incorporate an indoor woodstove for cooking. The 

former home and current kitchen are no longer needed. A new cellar is being dug under the new 

home and the soil will soon be used to fill in the old cellar. The cellar underneath the standing 

house will be accessed from the exterior of the house. Since no section of the floor had been 

opened and “boxed-in” (a carpentry term referring to the construction of an opening in a wall or 

floor for access to the other side), using an exterior entrance made sense. The household places 

wire nails into the beams under the house to hang items that need to be cool, yet out of the reach 

of rodents. The shell of the old kitchen was removed and the wood repurposed. Extended family 

are invited and two pigs roasted and a number of chickens cooked. After the party, the household 

members throw the food remnants into the old pit cellar. After the party, the Coble’s clear the 

house and yard of unwanted and outdated items, including older stoneware vessels, and moved 

the soil from the new cellar into the old. When a home becomes available on the town side of 
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Stinking Quarter creek in 1928, they leave the Fred Graves site and never look back. The older 

pit cellar, (Feature 1), sat abandoned awaiting an archaeologist to interpret its contents.  

 The Rawleigh’s patent bottle shard seemed initially to disprove my hypothesis the Fred 

Graves household were responsible for the artifacts from Feature 1 and Structure 2. However, I 

realized that just because that household was not responsible for the act of deposition, they still 

could have been the creators and/or users of the contents. The death of the matriarch of the Fred 

Graves household in 1894 triggered the confiscation and sale of the site. It is possible that many 

items were left behind during the seizure. Therefore, it is possible that Oran Coble’s household 

deposited the artifacts previously acquired by the Fred Graves household between 1846-1894 in 

an act of cleaning up.  

 

Chimney 

 The chimney ruins on the northwest side of Structure 2 are about four feet in height and 

approximately eight feet wide. The stones used in the chimney’s construction vary in size but are 

as large as 0.8 x 3.6 x 1.5 feet.  These stones would have required substantial effort to set into 

place. I was unable to locate a similar type of chimney within Alamance County with such 

substantial stone construction. Chimneys found nearby from the same time period were often of 

wattle and daub construction or brick construction.  

The chimney area yielded the largest volume of, and total number of artifacts. I recovered 

1,786 individual artifacts totaling about 11 kilograms (Table 2). As expected, and described 

below, most artifacts recovered from excavation of chimney fall were of twentieth century 

origin, therefore supporting my hypothesis that this refuse area was in use during the final period 
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of occupation at the site, circa 1910-1928. For the purpose of my analysis, I will discuss the 

chimney fall excavations as one context. Due to the difficulties excavating in and around the 

large stones of the chimney fall, I did not adhere to ten centimeter layers. However, I used a 

modified view of stratigraphy, treating the entire area as one context, which made the chimney 

refuse useful for dating and therefore appropriate for examining consumption behaviors. 

 

Ceramics 

The total ceramic assemblage from the chimney was 63 sherds. Stoneware sherds 

comprised 8% (5 sherds) of the ceramic assemblage. There were no coarse earthenware sherds. 

The majority of sherds from this area were refined earthenwares. The small amount of 

stoneware, absence of coarse earthenware, and large amount of refined earthenware sherds 

matches trends existing during the final occupation period at the Fred Graves site. The chimney 

excavations revealed a significant reduction in stoneware compared to the 66 sherds at Structure 

2. Such a vast change is understandable when we compare this with regional ceramic 

consumption trends. Stoneware pottery most commonly functioned as storage vessels. Towards 

the end of the nineteenth century, glass products that were more efficient for food storage 

overtook stoneware in popularity. In the 1890s, the creation of the modern crown top sealing 

method for glass jars severely affected the demand for stoneware pottery (Guilland 1971). 

Similarly, coarse earthenware was less common than refined ceramics in the twentieth century.  

The low percentage of total artifacts that ceramics accounted for is even more interesting 

when vessel count is considered. One Flow Blue whiteware vessel accounted for 42 of the 54 

sherds of refined earthenware. In addition to the Flow Blue sherds, I found multiple sherds from 

a bowl manufactured by Mellor and Company. Mellor and Company used the British Lion and 
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Unicorn emblem (Figure 38) on their cream-colored wares (Barber 1904). A consumer ignorant 

of United States pottery companies might have purchased these wares under the impression they 

were buying higher status English products. However, cream colored wares were inexpensive 

compared to other wares. Cook Pottery Company, founded in 1894, manufactured Mellor 

ceramics in Trenton, New Jersey. This marking might have been an effort to make their products 

more attractive to consumers and possibly receive demand a higher price. The majority of the 

other refined earthenware sherds were undecorated non-diagnostic whitewares.  

 

Figure 38. Mellor and Company Creamware. 

Strangely, within the chimney excavations, unit 627.502 (shown in Figure 39) contained 

only three ceramic sherds, two stoneware and one refined earthenware. However, this unit 

contained 938 glass shards (76% of all glass recovered at the chimney excavation). Within this 

total there were 334 mason jar shards and 127 shards of window glass.  Unit 627.502 was the 

southernmost unit and farthest from the standing house.  
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Figure 39. Select Chimney Excavation Units. Structures red and excavation units black. 

 

Nails 

In total, 106 nails were recovered from the chimney area. Most (n=93) of these were 

found in one excavation unit, 629.095 (Figure 39). Of the total nail assemblage, 92 were wire cut 

nails and 8 were cut nails with machined heads. These numbers add further evidence that the 

chimney area represents the final occupation period at the site. Virtually all homes built in the 

United States prior to 1883 were constructed using cut nails with machined heads and the 

production of wire cut nails was so small in number that figures were not included in the United 

States Census of Manufacturers (Wells 1998; Adams 2002). For comparison, in 1897, after Fred 

Graves’ household had left the site, 81% of domestically produced nails were wire cut (Adams 

2002). 
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Glass 

The majority of artifacts recovered here were from the glass group. There were 138 

shards of window glass and 1,393 shards of other glass. Glass accounted for 86% of all artifacts 

and 59% of the total weight. Glass storage vessels had overtaken stoneware jugs during the late 

nineteenth to early twentieth centuries, so these findings were not surprising. The advent of 

threaded closure systems for mason jars, made food storage more efficient (Guilland 1971). 

Mason jar shards made up 33% of the total glass assemblage from the chimney area. The volume 

of Mason jar shards should coincide with a smaller presence of stoneware sherds.  

Glass bottle shards recovered in the chimney excavations provide the most secure 

evidence that this area represents the final occupation period at the site. Patent medicine bottles 

were present at this locus more so than the other excavation areas, many of which were 

diagnostic to a date range. For example, shards from a bottle of Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root were 

found within unit 627.502. Production of this medicine did not begin until 1870. This date is 

early enough that it could have been purchased by members of Fred Graves’ household or the 

later occupation of the Cobles. However, additional medicine bottles labeled as Charles 

Fletcher’s Castoria bottles (Figure 40), were found alongside the Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root 

bottle. Fletcher’s signature, present on these bottles, was first used around 1890 (Lockhart et al. 

2014). Additionally, no Castoria products were advertised in the local paper (The Alamance 

Gleaner) until 1890.  
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Figure 40. Fragment of Fletcher's Castoria Bottle 

 

Also found in the glass assemblage from the chimney excavations were bottles labeled 

with the Rawleigh’s Medicine company logo. W.T. Rawleigh first began peddling his medicines 

in 1889 (Fiske 1987). The first Rawleigh’s advertisement I found in North Carolina newspapers 

did not appear until 1905 (The North State, 3). Rawleigh’s products were not available in stores. 

Access was limited to mail orders and traveling salesmen. Consumerism’s penetration of the 

periphery was spearheaded by “mail delivery and mail order catalogues” (Groover 2005, 97). 

The first mention of a nearby “Rawleigh’s Man” was the above referenced 1905 advertisement in 

Lexington, North Carolina. The chimney excavations also resulted in the recovery of Atlas 

mason jar fragments. The Atlas Glass Company was not formed until 1896 (Lockhart et al. 

2016). These glass artifacts suggest the chimney excavation area is most likely associated with 
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the Oran Coble household of the early twentieth century. Additional glass bottle data confirms 

this suggestion.  

Within the lower levels of excavation, I found a clear glass bottle with an embossed 

patent date of March 1920. The tightly compacted layers of soil and stone would not have 

allowed for the mixing of artifacts between levels, particularly given the large size of these 

shards. A second bottle was recovered just above this bottle. This “cola” bottle had a patent 

number also issued in 1920. This cola bottle filled locally based on the embossment, 

“Burlington”, on its base (Figures 41 and 42). No artifacts were found beneath this bottle that 

could be dated to a period prior to the Coble occupation. Therefore, all artifacts recovered from 

the chimney area, at least above this find, must have been deposited after this 1920 patent date. 

Further, the majority of the chimney must have fallen after 1920.  

       

Figure 41. Cola Bottle Patented in 1920. 
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Figure 42. Cola Bottle from the Chimney Excavation. Photo credit: U.S. Patent Office 

 

Also present in the chimney assemblage were rather ornate drinking vessels recovered 

from the upper level of the chimney fall (Figures 43 and 44). Glasswares had been within the 

financial reach of most of America by about 1840 (Guilland 1971), but these vessels from the 

chimney would have been more aesthetically pleasing than plain glasswares. Their presence 

might reflect the family’s conspicuous consumption. It is also possible that these glasses were a 

gift for a household member or purchased simply because they caught the consumer’s eye. We 

can never know the actual motivations for these purchases, but when the entire assemblage is 

considered they at least demonstrate a household’s shift towards more decorative and showy 

items. Not all drinking vessels were decorative. There were plain shards from multiple drinking 

vessels also recovered at the chimney. 
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Figure 43. Drinking Glass from the Chimney 

 

       

Figure 44. Additional Drinking Glass from the Chimney. 
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I used window glass to corroborate the dates suggested by other artifacts. Further, I was 

trying to discern when periods of remodeling or repair may have taken place at the Fred Graves 

site. Moir (1983) recommended that his method be used on glass near the foundations of 

structures. Only in the absence of glass in these areas should glass located elsewhere be used. 

Also, Moir said to exclude all glass found in refuse deposits. Disobeying his stricture might 

appear to negate the validity of his method. I do not think so. Moir was probably trying to 

eliminate the possibility of mixed samples resulting from multiple deposition events or the 

presence of glass from more than one structure. However, evidence suggests the chimney was 

representative of a single household’s refuse. As such, dating of window glass still provides a 

view into their disposal behaviors and possibly remodeling events.  

The total window glass shard count at the chimney was 138. Unit 627.502 contained 126 

of those shards. The mean thickness for the glass was 1.79mm. Window glass thickness within 

the chimney assemblage ranged from 1mm to 2.78. Applying Moir’s equation, the resulting date 

was 1863 ±7 years. Remember that known dates of household occupation (listed here by the 

male head of household) are as follows; Eli Graves: 1820-1846, Fred Graves: 1846-1895, Oran 

Coble: 1896-1928. The foundation ruins of Structure 2 are 16ft by 24ft. This was likely large 

enough to accommodate Eli’s 5-person household. It is my hypothesis that upon his parents’ 

death, Fred began building the larger house that remains standing. The standing house is 30ft by 

26ft with 2 stories. Its mantels and porch columns are built in the Gothic Revival style popular 

between 1830-1860 (Figures 45 and 46). It is quite possible that the window glass found at the 

chimney was a result of Oran’s household replacing the original windows of the house Fred 

Graves’ family built. While window glass dating cannot be relied upon as sole evidence, it 

nonetheless corroborates my hypothesis. 
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Figure 45. Western Mantel inside the House. Flue Modification at the Top. 

 

Figure 46. Doric Columns on the House. 
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The information obtained from the chimney reflects a family who conformed to the 

general consumer trends of their time. Diagnostic artifacts from this area assist in confirming the 

household responsible for the deposition to be Oran Coble’s. Some of the evidence that points to 

Oran Coble are the patent dates for two of the glass containers, dominance of wire nails in the 

nail assemblage, presence of dateable patent medicines, and ceramics such as those 

manufactured by Mellor and Co. They seem to have abandoned traditional stoneware in favor of 

the recently introduced threaded mason jars for storage. Ornate glasswares were no longer only 

the possessions of the wealthy. Coarse earthenware had been abandoned. The reduction in coarse 

earthenware may have been a reaction to knowledge of the adverse health effects associated with 

lead glazes common on coarse earthenwares. It is also possible this change was from a desire to 

own more decorative items now within their financial reach due to a drop in the price of some 

refined earthenwares.  

Summary 

 The chimney excavations revealed the assemblage most likely representing the material 

culture from Oran Coble’s household, 1910-1928. The absence of any coarse earthenware, 

combined with the small amount of stoneware, fits well within the timeframe of the household’s 

tenure at the site. The nail assemblage also indicates an occupation period likely outside of either 

Graves household. The overwhelming majority of nails (n=90%) were wire cut. A table is 

provided (Table 3) that summarizes dateable artifacts which presents the reader with an easier to 

follow timeline. 
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Table 3. Dateable artifacts and where they were found. 

Dateable Artifact 

Eli Graves 

Household 

1820-1846 

Fred Graves 

Household  

1846-1894 

Oran Coble 

Household  

1910-1928 

Stoneware American (post 

1700 popular beginning 

1850s) 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

Wrought Nails (colonial 

and later) 

 

X 

 

X 
 

Shell edge decorated 

ceramics (1780-1860) 

 

X 

 

X 
 

Cut nails-machined heads 

(post 1830) 
X X X 

Whiteware hand painted 

polychrome (1830-1870) 
 

 

X 
 

Whiteware sponge 

spattered (1840-1930) 

 

X 
  

Ironstone (post 1840)  X  

Yellowware (post 1840)  X  

Continuous thread glass 

jars (post 1857) 
 X X 

Wire cut nails (c.1860 and 

common c.1885) 
X X X 

Milk glass canning liner 

(post 1868) 
 X  

Kilmer’s Swamp Root 

(post 1870) 
  X 

Charles Fletcher’s Castoria 

(post 1890) 
  X 

Atlas Mason Jars (post 

1895) 
  X 

Rawleigh’s Medicines 

(post 1888) 
 X X 

Mellor and Company 

ceramics (post 1893) 
  X 

Patented soda bottle (1920)   X 
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Archival Documents 

I examined a number of historic primary sources to complement material culture 

evidence provided in excavations of the Fred Graves site. Specifically, I examined available 

archival documents to attempt to provide a basis for the wealth of the Graves households. I 

examined tax list and census documents for the families of Eli Graves, Fred Graves, and Oran 

Coble, but also for their surrounding neighbors (appearing closest to them based on the order in 

which they appeared in census accounts) to try and establish a base line for the standard of living 

in the Stinking Quarter community. I also examined primary sources about Eli Graves’ father, 

Jacob, to determine what type of background Eli was afforded.  

 

Tax list  

The first tax list that included Jacob Graves was the 1779 Orange County tax list.  On this 

tax list, I identified Graves’ surrounding neighbors through my familiarity with common names 

in the area. For my study of this tax list I am indebted to the work of Mark Chilton, the current 

Orange County Register of Deeds. Chilton has painstakingly recreated the human landscape of 

the Stinking Quarter community during the mid-late eighteenth century. His maps reflect the 

neighborhood as it appeared in 1779, with very few exceptions.  

Jacob Graves’ surrounding 11 neighbors had an average wealth of about $3,400. I 

eliminated three residents from this average because I considered their taxable wealth estimates 

as outliers. First, Michael Holt’s taxable wealth in 1779 was listed as $26,040. The next highest 

taxable wealth estimate was Malachi Isley at $6,005. At the other end of the spectrum, Malachi 

Hatmaker and Peter Noe were listed as having $400 worth of taxable wealth. The next lowest 

was John Steel at $1376.  
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Jacob Graves’ listed taxable wealth was $2,085. This was less than his father at $5,663 

and more than his brother, Boston, at $1,501. Jacob’s taxable wealth estimate suggests his son 

Eli had a better start than some others in the community but not an above-average wealth. It is 

worth pointing out that there were countless unknown residents not listed on the tax list. For 

example, In Malachi Isley’s will, he mentions another person living upon a portion of his land. 

That person did not own land and would have been absent from tax lists as would other non-land 

holders, thus skewing a completely accurate picture of the Stinking Quarter community. 

 

Other Primary Sources 

Jacob’s estate sale in 1820, from probate records, did not list names of individuals who 

purchased materials. However, a complete list of items sold during that sale exists with prices. 

This list includes the purchasers’ names, description and quantity of each item bought, and the 

price per item and total paid. Several items noted in the documentation of his estate sale 

demonstrate that Jacob’s household was engaged in agricultural production. These included 

sheep, cattle, horses, wheat, flaxseed oil, an apple mill and plowing implements. Other 

information indicates his household was engaged in rural industry. His probate inventory 

included a still for producing spirituous liquor and black smith’s tools. His will and deed records 

indicate he owned and operated a saw mill along Stinking Quarter creek.  

These items paint Jacob’s household as a self-sustained component of Stinking Quarter. 

It appears evident that his estate was not a plantation as we commonly understand the term 

today. At his death his estate only listed one enslaved person, a woman named Rainey. Plantation 

owner in the area owned multiple slaves and Jacob would more than likely needed more than one 

enslaved person to operate a surplus oriented plantation. For comparison, Frederic Shofner, a 
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contemporary of Jacob’s, owned 12 adult slaves at the time of his death in 1846. Frederic was Eli 

Graves’ father-in-law. It seems more plausible that his agricultural production represents a farm 

lacking an enslaved labor force. The total worth of Jacob’s personal property, excluding land 

holdings which were not sold until his wife Turley’s death in 1832, was about $374. Jacob 

apparently was also a creditor as there was $279 of outstanding loans unpaid to him. This is not 

surprising given that Jacob was part owner in a grist mill and saw mill (NCDR, NCSA 1770). At 

the time of his death, Jacob owned approximately 225 acres. Jacob, per his will, intended to split 

this land between three of his children, including Eli, David, and Daniel (NCDR, SA, 1820).  

The children who did not receive land contested his will. Jacob’s wrote his will just days 

before his death. These children accused Eli, David, and Daniel of influencing their father to 

their own benefit. In a petition, a witness claimed Eli admitted his role in swaying his father’s 

decisions with regards to inheritance (NCDR, NCSA 1820). I am unaware of the final ruling, but 

the land stayed as willed. When Jacob’s wife, Turley, died in 1832 the remainder of the property 

was sold and recorded in probate records NCDR, NCSA, 1832). Missing from this sale were the 

black smith’s tools that were originally listed in Jacob’s Probate inventory. These may have been 

taken by Eli before the estate sale since Eli’s probate sale also included these tools. Also absent 

from Turley’s probate inventory are any housewares that could be used to establish consumption 

patterns.  

Information surrounding Eli’s household was attainable as well. A fever was tearing 

through the Stinking Quarter Community and St. Paul’s cemetery records list 13 burials during 

1846, six during the month of September alone (E.M. Holt Papers, Wilson Library Special 

Collections [SP], University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill [UNC-CH]). These September 

burials included Eli Graves, his wife Delilah, and his brother-in-law Edwin Isley. Since several 
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deaths occurred during the same year in the same community, a comparison of estate sales 

provided comparative evidence for Eli Graves’ household’s standard of living. These estate sales 

were the only source of this evidence because census records did not capture personal or real 

estate estimates.  

Eli’s worth, when viewed through his estate value was $1,200. A few of his neighbors 

who died the same year are Edwin Isley (n=$2,497), Emmanuel Clapp (n=$407), and Frederic 

Shofner (n=$9,249) (NCDCR, NCSA, 1846). These numbers reflect the total value of all goods 

and enslaved persons sold, as well as outstanding loans due to the estates. Using the totals from 

the estates presents a picture of status, as wealth, in the community. When we consider only the 

value of actual possessions sold, we get a better picture consumption. Values for possessions 

sold were, Eli Graves (n=$862), Edwin Isley (n= $136), Emmanuel Clapp (n=$407), and 

Frederic Shofner (n=$690).  

In addition to 140 acres received from his father, Eli purchased his recently deceased 

father-in-law’s 45-acre plantation in 1846. Eli did not enjoy his new property for long as he and 

his wife, Delilah, died five months later. Frederic Shofner, Delilah’s father, owned several slaves 

at the time of his death and Eli purchased two, Anna and her child. These 2 enslaved individuals 

are the only 2 documented to have belonged to Eli. It seems likely that Eli and his wife died 

rather suddenly, possibly due to complications from sickness. The three neighbors listed above 

all had wills. These wills indicated that their widows retain any personal property they wished to 

keep. This could account for the lower values that that of Eli’s estate. However, the estate sales 

could be reflective of the consumption behaviors of the individuals before death. I did not locate 

a will for either Eli or Delilah. Their estate sale was slightly more detailed than Eli’s father, 

Jacob, or mother, Turley. If Eli’s death was sudden, the probate inventory may have been done 
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before the family had time to divide items among themselves and before the will could be made 

directing certain items remain with the children.  

Eli’s household possessed many of the items needed to be self-sustained, just as Jacob’s 

household did. Eli’s estate sale included agricultural products and equipment such as livestock, 

plowing implements, corn, flax, cotton, and peaches. Additionally, his estate included tools used 

in black-smithing, shoemaking, tanning, and distilling. The estate contained 447 separate sale 

entries. The majority of these entries were for agricultural and industrial equipment or for 

carpentry. 102 of the 447 entries were for items that would be considered for household 

consumption. These consumer goods included items for cooking such as pots and pans, items for 

clothesmaking, and tableware and eating utensils. Aside from one earthenware churn, no 

tablewares or storage vessels were described with respect to their type (eg. earthenware, 

stoneware, porcelain, etc.). Pewter was also present at the sale. Four pewter basins and two 

pewter plates were sold at the sale. 

Evidence from Eli’s estate sale indicates his household, if they so wished, could have 

avoided the need to purchase many consumer goods that are commonly purchased today. The 

presence of shoemakers tools, sole leather, and leather uppers would have provided what was 

needed to make their own footwear. The distilling equipment would have satisfied any desire for 

alcoholic beverages. In the estate sale there was also a pair of cotton cards (needed to prepare 

cotton for spinning), a spinning wheel, wool, and needles. However, there was a sale entry for 

thread which would indicate the household did utilize outside sources for some items involved 

with making clothes.     

Fred purchased tools to continue all of these trades except shoemaking from the estate 

sale. Black smith’s tools appear in the majority of probates during this time, so it is likely Eli’s 
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black-smithing was limited to production only for his own needs. All of the nails used in the 

construction of the standing house at the site were machine cut nails with machined heads. This 

evidence would imply that nails were not made at the blacksmith shop at the Fred Graves site. 

Fred was responsible for the purchase of 51 of the 101 entries of consumer goods from Eli’s 

estate sale. 

Fred Graves inherited the tract of land that encompasses the Fred Graves site. Fred’s 

brother, Jacob, received an equal sized tract and their sister, Christiana Jane, and her husband, 

Levi Graves (first cousin to Fred) received the smaller 45 acre tract formerly belonging to 

Frederic Shofner. Later, in 1876 after the death of Levi, Fred purchased the 45 acre tract for 

$1,275 (NCDCR, NCSA, 1877). In 1853, Fred purchased another 15 acres from John Fogleman 

for $83 (NCDCR, NCSA, 1855). I was unable to locate deeds for other property Fred bought. 

When the Graves lands were finally sold their holdings totaled 390 acres.   

Fred Graves died suddenly in 1883 without a will. I was unable to find any probate 

inventory for his property. The process that followed one’s death may have changed by the late 

nineteenth century. Wills from two of his contemporaries indicate as much. In their wills, all 

possessions are left to family members negating the need for a probate inventory. I did find one 

settlement for a neighbor, but it only listed a total amount from a sale and not individual items. 

The lack of probate inventories prevented me from establishing what common items the 

community members possessed during this time. However, there is additional evidence about 

Fred Graves in primary sources such as newspaper accounts, census records, and personal 

correspondence. 

During the 1870s Fred appears to have been a fairly prominent member of society. The 

Alamance Gleaner provided evidence that Fred was a magistrate, served on bridge committees, 
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helped find a location for a new school, and served as registrar of voters (AG 1876a, 1877, 

1878a, 1879a). His home (the Fred Graves site) was the polling place for Coble Township, the 

location for yearly tax collection, and used for state senate debates and an address by Governor 

Thomas Holt on the eve of an election (AG 1875b, 1876b, 1878b, 1879b, 1880, 1881, 1882, 

1884, 1893). These activities and positions of office do not imply any type of financial wealth. 

They reflect an active and respected member of a community. These activities at the site 

continued for a short time after eviction of the Fred Graves’ death, but shortly after the turn of 

the century all known public activities ceased at the site. Eventually, even domestic activities 

ceased as well. 

Fred apparently strayed from his ancestors’ roles as creditors. Personal correspondence 

between his son-in-law, Gus Coble, and other Coble family indicate that Fred was indebted to 

them. These debts continued unpaid until his wife’s death in 1894. Attempts were made by 

members of the Coble family, evidenced by correspondence between the Cobles) to obtain 

payments from the Graves children but to no avail. Fred’s wife, Margaret, did leave behind a will 

but it did not describe in detail any items relevant to my project. The items Margaret wished to 

be distributed to her children included furniture, livestock, crops on hand, and to her son James, 

“all he may want in the kitchen and all the farming tools he may want (NCDCR, NCSA, 1890). 

The vagueness of the will allowed the children to take whatever items they wanted, knowing the 

items would otherwise be sold to satisfy debts. The one noteworthy item bequeathed was to her 

son Handy. Handy received a set of blacksmith’s tools. These may have been the same tools used 

by his great-grandfather, Jacob.  

Aside from tax documents, probate inventories, and wills I also examined census records 

that included the Graves and Coble households. Census records were only useful for establishing 
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a standard of living for the Fred Graves household. The census records during the Eli Graves’ 

and Oran Coble’s tenure did not include any estimates of property or real estate value. Censuses 

for the years 1860 and 1870 noted values of real estate and personal estate. The 1850 census 

collected only the value of real estate. Other censuses I viewed did not include either.  

The 1850 census collectors appeared to have traveled door to door, visiting homes based 

on the proximity of the homes to one another. The 1860 census was more difficult to analyze. It 

seems that 1860 census assistants did not travel door to door within one area. For example, in 

1860 Jacob and Fred Graves lived on adjoining tracts of land. However, in the 1860 census they 

are found 24 pages apart. Also, household numbers were reused rather being held unique. A 

single page might list families thusly: 41, 42, 43, 1360, 1361, etc. I searched the records and was 

able to locate 15 households that I could be fairly certain were Fred’s neighbors at the time. 

Strangely, the location of these households was not listed as Cobles Township (as it was in the 

1870 and 1880 censuses). In the 1860 census, these families are all shown as being in the 

Graham postal district when the Graves household would have actually been in the Hartshorn 

postal district. The 1850, 1870, and 1880 censuses used the more specific locations of Southern 

District (1850) and Cobles Township (1870, 1880). To analyze the census records I chose to 

limit my sample to 40 households. These would include the Fred Graves household and 39 others 

closest to them, 19 households on one side of them and 20 on the other. This numbers were about 

the range where household surnames started to become unfamiliar to those I knew lived in the 

area at the time.    

In estimations of the average real estate value for the Fred Graves household and 

neighbors, I noticed a discrepancy in the values. 23 of the 40 households reported no real estate 

value or were estimated to have no real estate value. The average for those who did have a value 
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listed was $1,398. Fred’s household real estate value was listed as $1,500. When all households 

are considered, the average real estate value is $594. Thirty-two of the heads of households 

reported their occupation as farmer. Four listed laborer and three claimed to be mechanics. These 

seven heads of households were part of the 23 with no real estate value. As expected, agriculture 

was the backbone of this area. The Fred Graves household does not appear to be exceptional on 

either end of the value spectrum.      

The numbers from the 1860 census are skewed due to the presence of one resident, E.M. 

Holt. Holt had benefitted from his ancestor’s shrewd business sense. His real estate value was 

listed as $25,000 and his personal property worth at $191,000. The closest anyone else in the 

sample came was another Holt family member whose real estate value was $15,000 and personal 

property worth was $15,000. When E.M. Holt is included, the average real estate worth was 

$4,093. Fred’s real estate value stayed at $1,500 as in the 1850 census. This puts him at a 

standard of living below that of the average neighbor. When the upper and lower 5% are 

excluded the average land worth is $2,878, closer to Fred’s land worth. The average personal 

worth was $15,182 when E.M.Holt is included. When he and the lower 5% are excluded the 

number drops to $3,711. However, this drop still leaves Fred at the bottom of the list with a 

personal worth of just $100. His real estate holdings were no longer above the average. 

The 1870 census was back to the orderly form of collection seen in the 1850 census. 

Households were assigned unique numbers supposedly based on the order in which they were 

visited by census assistants. Only 25 of the 40 households in this sample were land owners. An 

interesting head of household was a non-landholding African American, Canada Coble. Names 

of African Americans were first recorded beginning with the 1870 census. Oral history reports 

that a former enslaved individual, Canada Coble, periodically ran the storehouse at the Fred 
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Graves place. According to James Coble, descendant of Gus Coble, a ledger exists that contains 

Canada’s name as an employee of the store at the Fred Graves place. The ledger is in the 

possession of a cousin of James Coble. Attempts to obtain the ledger have been unfruitful. 

Canada was shown to also have no personal monetary worth. In fact, of the four African 

Americans in this sample, none owned land and only one was listed as having any personal 

property value.  

Fred’s land value held constant at $1,500 while his personal property value increased to 

$1,000. The average real estate worth for sampled individuals in the 1870 census was $978. 

When only landholders are considered the average rises to $1,566. Either way, Fred is not 

exceptional in land worth. His personal property jumped from $100 to $1,500 from the 1860 

census to the 1870 census. The average personal property for the 1870 sample was $878. This 

number is down from the 1860 personal property average of $3,700. I did not conduct an in-

depth examination of the change in personal property worth of Fred’s neighbors, but world 

events between the two censuses may have played a role in the reduction in value. The American 

Civil War had taken place between the 1860 and 1870 censuses. It may be that farmsteads 

owners did not suffer financially as much as those who depended upon slave labor for 

production. The total land value of $39,150 described in the 1870 census is more in line with the 

total shown in the 1850 census. This is directly related to the absence of any members of the Holt 

family in both the 1850 and 1870 census samples. The Holts clearly enjoyed a higher standard of 

living than the rest of their neighbors. 
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INTERPRETATIONS 

At the onset of this project, I hypothesized that the archaeological and archival evidence 

would reveal a series of households increasingly participating in consumer culture. I expected to 

find that the Fred Graves household overreached their financial resources by purchasing 

expensive ceramic wares and other mass-produced goods. Recovered evidence from excavations 

at the site and analysis of historic documents partly support that hypothesis and partly disprove 

it. Important results of this project include a better understanding of the origin and dates of 

archaeological deposits at the Fred Graves site and contribute to a synthesis of consumption 

behaviors at rural farmsteads. 

It was, and still is, my belief that material culture found at Structure 4 excavations 

represents consumption by Eli’s household, Structure 2 by Fred’s household, and the chimney by 

Oran’s household. The frequency of coarse earthenware compared to refined earthenware or 

stoneware is what I would expect to find on a late eighteenth to early nineteenth-century 

farmstead in the Carolina backcountry. These households would not have had the same access 

ceramic markets as later generations would have. The small amount of refined earthenware at 

Structure 4 was mostly diagnostic and expected based on the wares imported during Eli’s tenure 

at the site. The lack of stoneware and patent medicine bottles also supports an association of the 

Structure 4 deposits with Eli Graves. Advertisements for medicines were few at that time and 

stoneware was not yet popular. While not all sherds could be attributed to local potters, further 

excavation at Structure 4 might increase the number of sherds identifiable as locally made. The 

continued and increasing presence of brick and charcoal make Structure 4 an appealing prospect 

for future excavation. More work could possibly identify the previous use of the structure. The 

area could prove to be a former kiln or home, among other possibilities.  
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Assuming the Structure 4 artifacts are affiliated with Eli Graves’ household, the 

assemblage matches general trends during the time. Backcountry folk did not have the same 

access to refined earthenware and other more expensive items as urban residents. As such, they 

were able to retain folk traditions easier than those with greater ease of access. The railroad had 

yet come to town (arrived in 1856) and this would have limited the influx of new products. The 

refined earthenwares that I found were edge decorated in the fashion available to common folk 

of the time.  

Analysis of recovered artifacts from Structure 2 produced results that place the refuse in 

the right time period to be attributed to Fred’s household. The volume of stoneware matches 

what other authors observed during the second half of the nineteenth century. Local potters 

began a switch from earthenware to stoneware in the 1830s and 1840s. In the 1850s stoneware 

had risen in popularity, possibly from health concerns related to lead glazed earthenwares or 

maybe because of the durability of stoneware storage vessels. At this time in North Carolina, 

there is also a reduction in the amount of coarse earthenware and an increase in refined 

earthenwares.   

Patent medicines were found at Structure 2 but not in the volume I expected. My 

hypothesis was that these medicines were one of the mass-produced goods that contributed to the 

Fred Graves’ household’s economic decline. However, evidence from Structure 2 does not 

support the idea of this family being convinced by the marketing ploys of capitalist producers. 

Structure 2 represents a family that was simply following general ceramic trends for North 

Carolina, and not participating any more extensively in the growing consumer culture of mass 

production than their neighbors. 
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I have developed an alternative theory for the decline of the Graves household. After 

inheriting land from his father, Fred went on to purchase several more tracts of land. These 

purchases would have created an ever-increasing yearly tax burden. Uniquely, the county sheriff 

collected these very taxes from the whole community at Fred’s place. As time went on, his 

children grew up and would have moved on to households of their own, thereby removing some 

of Fred’s free farm labor. In 1880 Fred payed $80 for at least one person to work 50 weeks out of 

the year on his farm as reported in the United States agricultural census (USDC, CB, 1880). The 

1850 census did not indicate any paid labor at the Fred Graves site. Agricultural production 

volume did not significantly change at the Fred Graves site from 1850 to 1880. However, there 

was a reduction in diversity. Present in the 1850 agricultural census but missing from the 1880 

census were Irish and sweet potatoes, flax, tobacco, wool, and sheep. The primary crops in 1880 

appeared to be corn, oats, and wheat. The Fred Graves household more than doubled oat 

production and more than tripled wheat production at the site. These increases could represent a 

shift towards more of a surplus oriented farmstead than it was in 1850.  It may have been his tax 

bill was partly responsible for creating his financial stress. In 1883, Gus Coble loaned Fred $274 

due the following year, a year that Fred would not live to see. That debt grew and grew alongside 

the tax bill that continued to come due after his death. I think a growing tax bill, reduction in free 

labor, and the switch to a cash economy caused his household to accumulate debts that were 

never satisfied.  

Another major question at the beginning of this project was the identity of who created 

the refuse deposit at Structure 2. My initial thought was to assign responsibility to Fred Graves 

and his household. That was until the discovery of the Rawleigh’s shard at the base of 

excavations, which is noted above must date to after 1889. This find required a level of 
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reflexivity. After visiting the site for many years, I had allowed myself to believe that the pit 

cellar under the standing house was dug before Fred Graves built the house (at an unknown date 

between circa 1846-1860). If the cellar was created first, I hypothesized that soil from the new 

cellar was used by Fred’s household to fill in the old cellar at Structure 2. However, I now know 

that at the time older homes were often kept as kitchens to avoid excessive heat in the house as 

well as to reduce the added risk of fire damage. If this was the case with Fred Graves’ household, 

they could not have filled in the older cellar before the new house was built or the family would 

have had nowhere to live. My theory has thus changed. 

It is possible that Oran Coble’s household is responsible for the infill at Structure 2. At 

some point, one of the chimneys at the standing house was altered to accept the addition of a 

wood stove. If this wood stove was used for cooking, the older kitchen would not be needed. The 

new cellar could be dug at that time and the old cellar filled. The Rawleigh’s shard strongly 

suggests that Oran’s household deposited the refuse into the cellar. The skeletal elements found 

in the infill at Structure 2 support the claim of a single deposition event. In total number, the 

elements do not amount to what would sustain a family over a long period of time. Also, very 

few elements had gnaw marks from rodents. I would expect these marks to be more prevalent on 

bones that accumulated slowly over time and were left exposed. Crossmending of ceramic 

artifacts pointed to a single event as well. Sherds from one vessel found in multiple levels 

supported this new theory. Based on this information, I now think that refuse within Structure 2 

is the result of Oran’s household disposing of any remnants left behind by Fred’s household.  

The chimney area turned out to be exactly what it looked like from the surface. This area 

was a refuse pile of primarily twentieth century artifacts. The bottle patented in 1920 found near 

the bottom of the excavation eliminates any possibility that members of the earlier Eli Graves or 
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Fred Graves households deposited their refuse here. This area presented a clear picture of at least 

some of the consumption behaviors exhibited by the Coble family. The increase in patent 

medicines follows trends of increased marketing of these products. The Cobles were in fact 

conforming to consumer market trends. The vast quantity of mason jar shards also showed the 

family had strayed from the stoneware folk traditions of the area. The refuse patterns found at the 

chimney were examples of the new disposable economy evidenced by the vast amount of bottle 

glass shards. It is apparent that as medicines were emptied form their containers, the vessels were 

discarded. These vessels were no longer of any value to the family as they were not refillable. 

The other two areas did not have high concentrations of any single variety of container. The 

previous generations either did not purchase single use containers, had little or no access to them, 

or retained them. A final find that indicates the Coble’s assimilation to the mass production 

market was the discovery of a bottle that held sewing machine oil. Spinning wheels were present 

on probates prior to the time of the Coble family’s occupation of the site. Additionally, 

newspaper advertisements for clothes were restricted to raw materials used for making cloth. By 

the time Oran Coble’s household moved into the house, advertisements had switched to 

marketing completed clothes and fully processed cloth for making clothes.  

Overall, the excavations were successful in providing evidence of consumption behaviors 

over time. Each successive household, for the most part, conformed to trends discovered in 

existing literature. We see a progression beginning with coarse earthenware shifting to 

stoneware. The next progression is away from stoneware to a reliance on refined earthenware 

and glass containers. Nothing in the results seems to be anomalous to what was going on around 

the households. It may be too simplistic, but they appeared to be average rural families surviving 
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in the same manner as their neighbors. By the end of use at the Fred Graves site, the last family 

had almost completely conformed to what capitalist markets wanted.   

Because of this research, and its ability to shed light on the function and dates of some 

archaeological deposits at the site, a number of future research questions could be tested. For 

example, what was the nature of production at the blacksmith’s shop? Were the households at the 

Fred Graves site producing only items for themselves or was it more of a commercial enterprise. 

Evidence from such an investigation would add to the total picture of activities at the site. Since 

blacksmith shops were plentiful in the area this information would help us understand the vitality 

of this industry in rural America. Another question that remains following this project is the 

whereabouts of a privy. Systematic soil probing, or perhaps the use of ground penetrating 

RADAR (GPR), could help locate the privy. Excavations at the privy could allow for a more 

fine-grained analysis of consumption behaviors at the site. Additionally, an examination of the 

spatial relationships of the privy to other structures at the site might reveal information about 

sanitation practices on rural American farmsteads.  

An intriguing set of finds from my excavation that I could not examine in more detail due 

to time was, the two ceramic wasters found at Structure 2 and Structure 4. Upon reviewing 

artifacts recovered during the 2017 survey, I discovered two additional wasters. I found one 

during a shovel test at Structure 4 and the other during surface collection near Structure 11 

within Area E. Area E is across the spring fed stream and northeast of the domestic area. These 

four wasters consisted of both stoneware and coarse earthenware. I cannot explain their 

appearance at the site. There is no evidence to suggest any members of the Graves or Coble 

families were potters. Area E contains the remnants of a chimney and the outline of a large 

structure. It would assist interpretations of the site to design a project to investigate the possible 
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presence of a former kiln at the site. As stated earlier, wasters might also represent a local potter 

trading his damaged vessels with neighbors at a discount. However, the alkaline glazed 

stoneware waster from Structure 11 seems damaged beyond use. It is twisted to the extent it is 

hard to imagine its vessel would have much functional use. The absence of a large waster pile 

would seem to discredit any theory for a kiln at the Fred Graves site. However, vast quantities of 

pottery were made by the Moravian community at Old Salem. To date, no main waster pile has 

been found at that site either. More work may tie these wasters to the nearby kiln investigated by 

Carnes-Mcnaughton.    

 

CONCLUSION 

The Stinking Quarter area is still populated by descendants of families who were 

contemporaries with the Graves family. The extant residents are deeply interested in their history 

and as family trees branched further and further, many of these families are related in varying 

degrees of distance. Their oral histories are a part of their identity. After hearing of my 

undergraduate project, several members of the descendant community approached me asking for 

information about the project as well as their own family history. The community’s interest, 

along with its history, make continuing work at the Fred Graves site worthwhile.  

The Great Trading Path ran through portions of John Graves’ property. The elected 

Orange County Register of Deeds, along with Elon Professor Emeritus Carole Watterson 

Troxler, believe the path crossed the property of present-day Saint Paul’s Lutheran Church 

(Personal Communication, Marc Chilton, 2018; Personal Communication, Carole Watterson 

Troxler, 2019). The Great Trading Path is highly significant to the history of migration and trade 
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in the eastern United States. The Stinking Quarter community’s desire for a connection with the 

path has become evident. I have visited three separate locations upon request to view sites the 

community believes are evidence of the path. While not directly included in this paper, this 

peripheral research has led to my inclusion on Saint Paul’s 250th anniversary celebrations 

occurring in 2020. One event in these celebrations will be a cemetery tour highlighting its 

founding members, as well as other figures of note buried there, through period actors. Fred 

Graves and Augustus Coble are two people who will be portrayed.  

The Regulator movement and the Revolutionary War are popular topics in Coble 

Township. A visit to the area by Governor Tryon to quell rebellion in 1771 and the defeat of 

Tories enroute to join Cornwallis at Pyle’s Defeat in 1781 are enough to make the community 

worthy of further historic and archaeological research. The Graves family played a role in both 

of these events. Specifically, there is interest in decoding why members of the same family are 

buried within separate cemeteries. One such example is Jacob Graves. Unlike his children and 

grandchildren who rest in the family’s traditional church cemetery, he is buried in long 

abandoned Stoner’s cemetery in the Bellemont community. After visiting this cemetery with 

church members and others, a restoration project has begun to clear Stoner’s of overgrowth. 

Members of the descendant community are trying to locate and care for the graves of their 

ancestors. This work has led to an invitation to present my research on the Graves family at the 

Alamance Battleground state historic site as well as the 250th anniversary of St. Paul’s Lutheran 

Church. 

Finally, there is a community desire that matches questions posed by historical 

archaeologists. How did we get where we are today? Agrarian pursuits still abound in the area. 

However, most farmers today do not generate their primary income from farming. Most have off 
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farm jobs that pay the bills. Farming is more of a hobby and a way to take advantage of the tax 

breaks afforded by maintaining agricultural pursuits on open land. Also, farming provides a way 

to remain connected to their agrarian past that creates part of their identities. During the 1800s, 

agricultural pursuits in Coble Township were more diversified than today. Long gone are the 

thousands of apple trees, beehives, herds of sheep, and fields of flax, rye, and tobacco. 

Agriculture in Coble Township today is limited to cattle pasture, fescue hay, corn, and soybeans.  

People want to know what happened to the close-knit community hubs that once existed. 

Extant members of the Graves family were unaware their ancestor started the local mill. The mill 

became the namesake for a main highway in the area, Friendship-Patterson Mill Road. Two 

stately homes on that road once belonged to members of the Graves family but that information 

was not a part of the descendant community’s oral traditions. Reconnecting the community and 

helping them understand how their ancestors interacted with each other, has been a valuable 

addition to this work in the form of public archaeology. 

Archaeological work at this and similar sites can only further our understanding of 

people’s diverse reactions to consumer culture, providing a better view of the structure and reach 

of capitalism. Building a regional synthesis creates possibilities for comparison across time and 

space. The more sites we record, such as the Fred Graves site, the more apparent similarities and 

differences in reactions to consumerism become. The similarities reveled by these connections 

allow us to predict consumer behaviors based on past experiences. When anomalies appear in 

behavior patterns, we are given access to agency at work in the past. For example, Groovers’ 

work at the Gibbs site revealed a family adhering to German foodways through the persistence of 

a redware tradition and lack of substantial stoneware use. Conversely, the Fred Graves 
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household, from the same background, exhibited substantial use of stoneware and a lack of 

redware. These two sites are now able to be connected through further comparative research.  

By paying close attention to the full range of factors through a holistic view of context, 

we do more than see who bought which items when. An historical archaeology of consumption 

can link the archaeological record intricately with pertinent questions about rural versus urban 

environments, occupations, ancestry, gender, social status, economic resources, and market 

availability. Addressing these and other issues help historical archaeologists expand scholarship 

in the arena of World Systems Theory by demonstrating how the periphery is not a static 

location. Whether or not someone lives at the periphery is dependent upon their unique situation. 

These situations are uncovered by the adherence to context specific investigations. We must 

continue to analyze the effects of capitalism at the household level, and within rural farmsteads, 

to gain a true understanding of life at the periphery and to balance the many informative research 

projects already completed in urban areas. Only when we illuminate those whose resources have 

been mined in the name of capitalism, can we educate others to the pitfalls of consumer culture 

today. 
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ARTIFACT CATALOG 

 

List of abbreviations and explanations used in artifact catalogs 

Type Artifact Use Form Finish Decoration 

Glass color 

wp-window pane 

  

s-storage 

 

m-medicine 

 

c-consumption 

 

u-unidentified 

 

ot-other  

element 

of vessel 

or flat 

p-patterned 

 

r-ribbed 

 

i-incised 

 

mm-makers 

mark 

 

tm-trade mark 

mason  

                                 

Ceramic earthen-coarse 

earthenware 

 

refined-refined 

earthenware 

 

stone-stoneware 

 

u-unidentified 

s-storage 

 

c-consumption 

 

u-unidentified 

element 

of vessel 

u-unidentified tu-transfer print 

underglaze 

 

hp-hand painted 

 

slip-slip trailed 

 

u-unidentified 

Metal wire cut-wire nail 

 

machine-cut nail 

machine head 

 

unk-nail-unknown 

nail type 

 

wrought-wrought 

nail 

  

bm-building 

material 

 

attach-

attachment 

 

c-consumption 

 

s-storage 

 

u-unidentified 
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Joel King 2020 Thesis Artifact Catalog, The Fred Graves Site 31AM448 

Cat Lot Level Depth Type Artifact Use Form Finish Decor. # 
Thick-

ness 

Weight 

(g) 
Description Unit Location 

0 1 1 0-10cm glass green u flat na na 1 2.22 3 disqualified 626.697 Feature 1 

0 1 1 0-10cm glass green u flat na na 1 2.047 8 disqualified 626.697 Feature 1 

0 2 1 0-10cm glass wp bm flat na na 1 1.617 1.3 na 626.697 Feature 1 

0 3 1 0-10cm ot U u na na na 1 na 0.4 green crystalline 626.697 Feature 1 

0 4 1 0-10cm ceramic stoneware s base salt na 1 na 17.9 

gray 

w/yellowish 

spots 

interior?/gray 

rough sparkly 

ext w/wheel 

marks 

626.697 Feature 1 

0 5 1 0-10cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 0.6 blue w/white 626.697 Feature 1 

0 6 1 0-10cm glass clear u rim na embossed 1 na 3.6 
almost diamond 

near rim 
626.697 Feature 1 

0 7 1 0-10cm metal grommet clothing na na na 1 na 0 na 626.697 Feature 1 

0 8 1 0-10cm bone U u u na na 4 na 6 na 626.697 Feature 1 

0 na 1 0-10cm charcoal na na na na na na na 4 na 626.697 Feature 1 

0  1 0-10cm metal unk nail  bm na na na 6 na 14 missing 626.697 Feature 1 

1 1 surface 0 metal wire cut bm na na na 23 na 89.3 one is massive 629_095 Chimney 

1 2 surface 0 metal machine bm na na na 1 na 6.9 na 629_095 Chimney 

1 3 surface 0 metal U u flat na na 3 na 2 na 629_095 Chimney 

1 4 surface 0 metal nut attach na na na 1 na 3.2 na 629_095 Chimney 

1 5 surface 0 metal u  u na na na 2 na 2.4 wire type 629_095 Chimney 

1 6 surface 0 glass green s body mason na 3 na 57.8 Ball in cursive 629_095 Chimney 

1 7 surface 0 glass clear u base p embossed 4 na 53.4 

radiating 

embossed 

lines/7cm 

diameter 

629_095 Chimney 

1 8 surface 0 glass green u  flat na na 2 5.35 190.9 disqualified 629_095 Chimney 

1 9 surface 0 glass wp bm na na na 1 2.7 1.7 na 629_095 Chimney 

1 9 surface 0 glass wp bm na na na 1 2.1 3.9 na 629_095 Chimney 

1 10 surface 0 glass aqua m base mm embossed 3 na 25.6 

"P" inside circle 

on 

base/medicine 

style 

629_095 Chimney 
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Cat Lot Level Depth Type Artifact Use Form Finish Decor. # 
Thick-

ness 

Weight 

(g) 
Description Unit Location 

1 11 surface 0 glass clear u body r na 1 na 8.1 
radiating 

embossed lines 
629_095 Chimney 

1 12 surface 0 glass aqua u base na na 2 na 1.9 thin 629_095 Chimney 

1 13 surface 0 glass clear u base na na 1 na 12.8 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 1 1 Rockfall metal wire cut bm na na na 45 na 157 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 2 1 Rockfall metal heel plate u na na na 1 na 195 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 3 1 Rockfall metal machine bm na na na 3 na 5 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 4 1 Rockfall metal bottle cap c na na na 1 na 3 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 5 1 Rockfall metal u  u  na na na 1 na 32.5 
horseshoe shape 

pointed on ends 
629_095 Chimney 

2 6 1 Rockfall bone u u na na na 2 na 12.1 possibly tibia 629_095 Chimney 

2 7 1 Rockfall leather shoe  clothing na na na 8 na 26.9 sole and rubber 629_095 Chimney 

2 8 1 Rockfall metal button clothing na na na 2 na 3.8 jeans fastener 629_095 Chimney 

2 9 1 Rockfall metal u u flat na na 10 na 12.8 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 10 1 Rockfall metal wire cut bm na na na 1 na 4.6 

bent into 

squared off U-

shape 

629_095 Chimney 

2 11 1 Rockfall glass green   s base/rim mason na 41 na 275.1 
"PERFECT 

MASON" 
629_095 Chimney 

2 12 1 Rockfall glass aqua m base   mm embossed 2 na 35.5 

S45 excelsior 

style 

base/indented 

panel "STORI" 

629_095 Chimney 

2 13 1 Rockfall glass clear   c base   r na 10 na 64.1 
drinking glass 

vertical ribbed 
629_095 Chimney 

2 14 1 Rockfall glass green   u body na na 5 na 5.7 probably mason 629_095 Chimney 

2 15 1 Rockfall glass clear   u body na na 20 na 26.7 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 16 1 Rockfall glass brown u flat na na 1 na 0.5 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 17 1 Rockfall glass green   u  flat na na 1 5.1 18.1 disqualified 629.095 Chimney 

2 18 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.1 3.3 na 629.095 Chimney 

2 18 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.1 2.5 na 629.095 Chimney 

2 19 1 Rockfall ceramic refined c body u na 1 na 0.3 whiteware 629.095 Chimney 
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Cat Lot Level Depth Type Artifact Use Form Finish Decor. # 
Thick-

ness 

Weight 

(g) 
Description Unit Location 

2 20 1 Rockfall glass amethyst u rim na na 1 na 39 
closest to Blob 

top/no seam  
629.095 Chimney 

2 21 1 Rockfall glass aqua u base mm embossed 10 na 52.4 

"MADE IN 

USA" "4" on 

base 

629.095 Chimney 

2 22 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 1 na 0.4 very thin 629.095 Chimney 

2 23 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 1 na 23.9 seam 629.095 Chimney 

2 24 1 Rockfall glass clear m body na embossed 3 na 8.5 graduations 629.095 Chimney 

2 na 1 Rockfall brick bm bm na na na na na 3.58 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 na 1 Rockfall charcoal na na na na na 7 na 0.9 na 629_095 Chimney 

2 na 1 Rockfall brick bm bm na na na 1 na na na 629_095 Chimney 

3 1 1 Rockfall metal wire cut bm na na na 2 na 9.6 na 629.684 Chimney 

3 2 1 Rockfall metal u u  na na na 1 na 0.7 na 629.684 Chimney 

3 3 1 Rockfall metal bottle cap c na aluminum na 1 na 1.6 na 629.684 Chimney 

3 4 1 Rockfall glass green s rim mason na 6 na 16.7 na 629.684 Chimney 

3 5 1 Rockfall glass clear u  body na na 6 na 8.1 na 629.684 Chimney 

3 6 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.1 4.2 na 629.684 Chimney 

3 6 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.05 0.6 na 629.684 Chimney 

3 7 1 Rockfall glass clear u flat na na 1 na 0.7 na 629.684 Chimney 

3 8 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim p embossed 1 na 38.4 

embossed 

ribbing 

interior/5_3,9_5

,10_10 

629.684 Chimney 

3 9 1 Rockfall metal u u na na na 6 na 0.6 
rivet or 

grommet 
629.684 Chimney 

3 10 1 Rockfall ceramic stoneware u body alkaline na 1 na 34 
grayish tan/gry 

interior 
629.684 Chimney 

4 1 Surface 0 glass green s rim mason na 2 na 28 threaded 628.899 Chimney 

4 2 Surface 0 glass clear   s body na na 3 na 45 possibly atlas 628.899 Chimney 

5 1 1 Rockfall bone u u u burnt na 2 na 12.5 

possibly cow 

metacarpal or 

metatrasal 

628.899 Chimney 

5 2 1 Rockfall bone u u u burnt na 1 na 4 na 628.899 Chimney 

5 3 1 Rockfall glass clear u body p embossed 1 na 2 

vertical interior 

ribs/9_5,10_10,

3_8 

628.899 Chimney 
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Cat Lot Level Depth Type Artifact Use Form Finish Decor. # 
Thick-

ness 

Weight 

(g) 
Description Unit Location 

5 4 1 Rockfall metal lid u na na na 4 na 11.6 
lid and flat 

pieces 
628.899 Chimney 

5 5 1 Rockfall glass green s rim mason na 10 na 18.5 na 628.899 Chimney 

5 6 1 Rockfall glass clear   u body na na 10 na 10.6 na 628.899 Chimney 

5 7 1 Rockfall glass clear u base/rim na na 2 na 15.7 round 628.899 Chimney 

5 8 1 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 7 round 628.899 Chimney 

5 9 1 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 1 na 2.7 scalloped 628.899 Chimney 

5 10 1 Rockfall ceramic refined u body u na 1 na 3 whiteware 628.899 Chimney 

5 11 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 7 na 47.5 na 628.899 Chimney 

5 na 1 Rockfall charcoal na na na na na 5 na 3.6 na 628.899 Chimney 

9 1 surface 0 metal flat u  na na na 2 na 3.3 

thin and creased 

with oblong 

hole 

628.294 Chimney 

9 2 surface 0 glass green s rim mason na 14 na 61.8 rim,base,body 628.294 Chimney 

9 3 surface 0 glass clear s rim na na 1 na 31.12 jar threaded 628.294 Chimney 

9 4 surface 0 glass clear c base ribbed embossed 1 na 24.64 goblet base 628.294 Chimney 

9 5 surface 0 glass clear u  rim ribbed embossed 1 na 8.3 

embossed 

ribbed/5_3,3_8,

10-10 

628.294 Chimney 

9 6 surface 0 glass clear u base mm na 1 na 30.47 "7" on base 628.294 Chimney 

9 7 surface 0 glass clear s base na na 1 na 23.74 thick 628.294 Chimney 

9 8 surface 0 glass clear u body mm na 1 na 35.84 

patented 3-9-

1920/contents 

pint/13-11 

628.294 Chimney 

9 9 surface 0 glass clear u body na na 4 na 16.81 na 628.294 Chimney 

9 10 surface 0 glass wp bm na na na 1 1.85 0.6 na 628.294 Chimney 

9 na surface 0 charcoal nail na na na na 3 na 0.27 na 628.294 Chimney 

10 1 1 Rockfall metal wire cut bm na na na 3 na 8.71 one is stable 628.294 Chimney 

10 2 1 Rockfall metal unk nail bm na na na 2 na 8.51 unk 628.294 Chimney 

10 3 1 Rockfall metal washer attach na na na 1 na 213.7 
large 

rectangular 
628.294 Chimney 

10 4 1 Rockfall metal u  attach na na na 1 na 140.48 

bolt 

10.61mm,7cm/1

1.03mm and 

tapers away 

628.294 Chimney 
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from 

bolt,11.6cm 

10 5 1 Rockfall metal hinge attach na na na 1 2 25.56 

triangular/9cm 

long/3cm wide 

and 1.5cm 

narrow end/3 

holes 

5.84mm,5.44m

m,4.89 

628.294 Chimney 

10 6 1 Rockfall metal ammunition firearm centerfire 12ga na 1 na 5.35 

"No 12 

Winchester 

REPEATER" 

discharged  

628.294 Chimney 

10 7 1 Rockfall metal ammunition firearm rimfire 0.22 na 1 na 0.61 

5.86mm 

diameter/discha

rged 

628.294 Chimney 

10 8 1 Rockfall glass green s all mason na 29 na 158.35 na 628.294 Chimney 

10 9 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim p embossed 2 na 48.24 

clear ornate tree 

design/19_17,13

_31,57_16 

628.294 Chimney 

10 10 1 Rockfall glass clear u  rim ribbed na 9 na 159.08 

ribbed 

interior/5_3/3_8

/9_5 

628.294 Chimney 

10 11 1 Rockfall glass clear c all tm embossed 11 na 198.34 

"…TILE PAT'D 

MARCH 9, 

1920" base 

5.5cm/body 

"CONT" 

"LE"/base 6cm 

diameter/9-8 

628.294 Chimney 

10 12 1 Rockfall glass clear s rim mason na 16 na 177.94 
"M" atlas 

mason 
628.294 Chimney 

10 13 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 2 1.66 1.22 na 628.294 Chimney 

10 14 1 Rockfall ceramic refined u body u na 3 na 3.34 whiteware 628.294 Chimney 

10 15 1 Rockfall ceramic stoneware u rim salt na 1 na 1.24 salt? 628.294 Chimney 

10 16 1 Rockfall charcoal na  na na na na na na 1.99 in foil 628.294 Chimney 

10 17 1 Rockfall rubber u u na na na 2 na 0.41 na 628.294 Chimney 
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10 18 1 Rockfall metal u u flat na na 5 na 3.21 na 628.294 Chimney 

10 19 1 Rockfall glass clear c body ribbed na 1 na 2.25 vertically ribbed 628.294 Chimney 

10 20 1 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 12.96 
clear 

rectangular 
628.294 Chimney 

10 21 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 51 na 82.8 na 628.294 Chimney 

10 22 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 1 na 5.84 can't read 628.294 Chimney 

10 23 1 Rockfall glass purple u body na na 1 na 3.31 na 628.294 Chimney 

10 24 1 Rockfall glass aqua u body na na 3 na 17.3 na 628.294 Chimney 

10 25 1 Rockfall bone pig incisor u na na 1 na 2.12 na 628.294 Chimney 

10 26 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.22 0.56 na 628.294 Chimney 

10 27 1 Rockfall glass clear u na na na 10 na 9.66 

very 

thin/13_6,12_6/

19_1 

628.294 Chimney 

10 na 1 Rockfall brick bm na na na na 1 na 714.15 
reddish/higher 

quality 
628.294 Chimney 

10 na 1 Rockfall charcoal na na na na na 2 na 2.45 na 628.294 Chimney 

11 1 1 Rockfall metal wire cut bm na na na 4 na 11 na 628_089 Chimney 

11 2 1 Rockfall metal u u  flat na na 2 na 4.3 

2.27mm and 

1.67mm thick-

sounds like 

ceramic 

628_089 Chimney 

11 3 1 Rockfall glass clear c base/rim p embossed 1 na 239 

goblet/progressi

ng square 

pattern/8cm 

base and 

rim/1.66cm 

stem/14.5cm 

tall 

628_089 Chimney 

11 4 1 Rockfall glass green u body na na 1 na 0.9 na 628_089 Chimney 

11 5 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na embossed 1 na 2.2 na 628_089 Chimney 

11 6 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 3 na 3.2 na 628_089 Chimney 

11 7 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 1 na 19.2 seam 628_089 Chimney 

11 8 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 1 0.68 0.6 globe? 628_089 Chimney 

11 9 1 Rockfall ceramic refined u body u na 1 na 3.1 whiteware 628_089 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.047 13 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.227 4 clear 627_502 Chimney 
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12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.947 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.627 4 clear 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.443 2 almost clear 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.45 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.096 4 almost clear 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.75 12 clear 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.553 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.05 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.45 0 clear 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.277 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.063 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.26 1 clear 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.607 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.487 4 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.92 7 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.787 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.83 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.673 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.58 3 almost clear 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.4 1 almost clear 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.837 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.143 4 clear 627_502 Chimney 

12 0 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.877 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 1 surface 0 glass green s rim mason na 1 na 1.51 mason rim 627_502 Chimney 

12 1 surface 0 glass green s body mason na 6 na 68.8 mason body 627_502 Chimney 

12 2 surface 0 glass clear s rim na na 1 na 27 atlas mason 627_502 Chimney 

12 2 surface 0 glass clear s base na na 1 na 104.93 atlas mason 627_502 Chimney 

12 2 surface 0 glass clear s body na na 2 na 1.8 atlas mason 627_502 Chimney 

12 3 surface 0 glass wp bm na na na 1 1.36 6 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 4 surface 0 glass wp bm na na na 1 2.23 2 clear   627_502 Chimney 
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12 5 surface 0 glass purple c rim i na 2 na 41.24 

incised band 

below rim/13-

16 

627_502 Chimney 

12 5 surface 0 glass purple c body na na 1 na 7.3 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 6 surface 0 glass clear u  body na na 3 na 3.86 
very thin/13-

6,19-1,10-27 
627_502 Chimney 

12 7 surface 0 glass clear s base na na 1 na 8.15 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 8 surface 0 glass clear c rim r na 1 na 0.59 
6.25 mm btw 

ribs 
627_502 Chimney 

12 9 surface 0 glass clear u body na na 2 na 4.58 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 10 surface 0 glass clear u base na na 2 na 5.55 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 11 surface 0 glass clear u rim na na 1 na 1.24 
small 

scallops/13-18 
627_502 Chimney 

12 12 surface 0 ceramic refined u body lead embossed 1 na 6 

pearlware/one 

side blue 

checkered/13-

70 

627_502 Chimney 

12 13 surface 0 ceramic refined u base lead na 2 na 3.76 whiteware 627_502 Chimney 

12 14 surface 0 ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 0.95 na 627_502 Chimney 

12 27 1 Rockfall glass clear s neck na na 1 na 28.5 
possibly 

Melville dairy 
627_502 Chimney 

13 1 1 Rockfall glass green s base mason na 25 na 254.21 perfect mason 627_502 Chimney 

13 2 1 Rockfall glass green s rim mason na 11 na 79.36 
threaded 7.5 rim 

diameter 
627_502 Chimney 

13 3 1 Rockfall glass green s shoulder mason na 2 na 3.78 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 4 1 Rockfall glass green s body mason na 12 na 93.36 perfect mason 627_502 Chimney 

13 5 1 Rockfall glass green s body mason na 
17

6 
na 504.92 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 6 1 Rockfall glass clear u body p na 80 na 39.48 

very 

thin/globe/wreat

h/10-27,19-

1,12-6 

627_502 Chimney 

13 7 1 Rockfall glass aqua m all tm na 11 na 72.13 
Dr. S. Pitchers 

castoria 
627_502 Chimney 
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13 8 1 Rockfall glass aqua m body tm na 4 na 48.9 

Dr. Kilmer's 

Swamp Root 

Kidney Liver 

and 

Bladder/indente

d panel body 

/R in DR is 

subscript 

627_502 Chimney 

13 9 1 Rockfall glass aqua m base tm na 4 na 49.03 

Char H. 

Fletcher's side 

and base 

627_502 Chimney 

13 10 1 Rockfall glass aqua m body tm na 1 na 18.61 

Char H. 

Fletcher's side 

and base/square 

D? on base 

627_502 Chimney 

13 10 1 Rockfall glass aqua m body tm na 1 na 0 

same as 13-10 

above, but a 

second 

bottle/poss 

belonging to 13-

9 

627_502 Chimney 

13 11 1 Rockfall glass aqua u base na na 2 na 32.89 base and body 627_502 Chimney 

13 12 1 Rockfall glass aqua u body na na 23 na 27.8 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 13 1 Rockfall glass green c base tm na 8 na 219.08 

"cola" 

"tradmark Regis 

6 fluid" 

Burlington NC 

Pat No 57979 

627_502 Chimney 

13 14 1 Rockfall glass clear m all na na 1 na 125.96 

graduations on 

side/3oz/100ml/

large irregular 

circle pontil 

scar/reinforced 

extract top/hub 

or goldengate 

oval base/base 

exclusively for 

prescriptions/3i

v/bubbles 

throughout 

/3iv 

627_502 Chimney 
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13 15 1 Rockfall glass purple c neck tm na 3 na 86.44 

"P H"  neck 

straight brandy 

or 

wine/diagonal 

scar/interior 

stoppe5 ledge 

627_502 Chimney 

13 16 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim i na 6 na 86.67 
incised band 

below rim/12-5/ 
627_502 Chimney 

13 17 1 Rockfall glass clear s base mason na 19 na 190.38 "ATLAS"  627_502 Chimney 

13 18 1 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 1 na 0.62 
small 

scallops/12-11 
627_502 Chimney 

13 19 1 Rockfall glass clear s rim na na 1 na 188.8 

rim,neck,should

er/side handles 

for hanging 

627_502 Chimney 

13 20 1 Rockfall glass clear s body tm na 1 na 30.51 
"onom" Kerr 

Economy jar 
627_502 Chimney 

13 21 1 Rockfall glass brown u base na na 1 na 19.74 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 22 1 Rockfall glass brown u base na na 1 na 6.98 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 23 1 Rockfall glass brown u body na na 1 na 2.97  627_502 Chimney 

13 24 1 Rockfall glass white m base na na 1 na 7.67 
probably 

rawleighs 
627_502 Chimney 

13 25 1 Rockfall glass clear c body p na 2 na 52.9 

goblet 

style/diamond 

panels 

andhorizontal 

marks/small 

container 

627_502 Chimney 

13 26 1 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 8 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass clear u flat na na 1 2.33 10 disqualified 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass clear u flat na na 1 2.534 14 disqualified 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.496 3 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.723 3 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.48 na green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.62 8 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.62 9 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.836 6 green 627_502 Chimney 
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13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.027 5 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.08 na green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.6 3 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.985 4 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.895 2 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass clear u flat na na 1 2 8 disqualified 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.81 1 clear 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.81 1 clear 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.81 1 clear 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.737 7 clear 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.72 1 clear 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.72 2 clear 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.72 2 clear 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.633 4 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.55 2 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.89 2 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.31 3 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.76 3 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.34 3 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.75 1 clear 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.11 1 green 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass green u flat na na 1 5.36 8 disqualified 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.617 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.233 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.57 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.923 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.443 5 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass clear u flat na na 1 2.663 6 disqualified 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.15 16 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.653 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.59 24 na 627_502 Chimney 
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13 28 1 Rockfall glass clear u flat na na 1 5.38 23 disqualified 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.547 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.747 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.637 7 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.09 6 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.25 7 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.98 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.957 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.457 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.497 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.487 8 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.2 4 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.793 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.13 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.973 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.777 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.93 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.017 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 28 1 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.777 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 29 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim na na 5 na 107.01 
ribbed/rim/base/

body 
627_502 Chimney 

13 30 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 3 na 13.25 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 31 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim p na 16 na 311.93 
tree sprigs/19-

17,57-16,10-9 
627_502 Chimney 

13 32 1 Rockfall glass clear c base r na 11 na 139.26 

6.5cm 

base/body 

seam/"139" 

with larger "2" 

below 139 

/circle 

scar/different 

glass than 13-29 

627_502 Chimney 

13 33 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 23 na 249.15 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 34 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim r na 2 na 5.9 
flat rim 

band/ribbed 
627_502 Chimney 
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13 35 1 Rockfall glass clear u shoulder na na 1 na 6.41 shoulder 627_502 Chimney 

13 36 1 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 3 na 27.13 
bottle rim and 

base/perfume? 
627_502 Chimney 

13 37 1 Rockfall glass clear u shoulder tm na 7 na 77.86 

"T" just below 

shoulder/seam 

on side 

627_502 Chimney 

13 38 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 6 na 23.38 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 39 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim na na 6 na 119.1 flat band at rim 627_502 Chimney 

13 40 1 Rockfall glass clear m rim na na 1 na 9.11 

rim is 

bead/shoulder/s

eam complete 

also under 

rim/no bubbles 

627_502 Chimney 

13 41 1 Rockfall glass clear s base na na 1 na 14.4 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 42 1 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 9.51 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 43 1 Rockfall glass clear u  base r na 1 na 75.4 

pontil scar up 

edge of 

base/kick 

up/ribbed/octag

on base? 

627_502 Chimney 

13 44 1 Rockfall glass clear u base tm na 1 na 60.4 

Excelsior 

sewing 

oil/excelsior 

base/ 

627_502 Chimney 

13 45 1 Rockfall glass clear m base na na 1 na 31.44 

two triangles on 

base/philadelphi

a oval 

base/exclusively 

precription 

627_502 Chimney 

13 46 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim na na 1 na 37.95 flat band at rim 627_502 Chimney 

13 47 1 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 17.71 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 48 1 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 15.83 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 49 1 Rockfall glass clear u neck na na 1 na 5.86 one thread 627_502 Chimney 

13 50 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim na na 3 na 31.61 no band on rim 627_502 Chimney 

13 51 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 3 na 43.58 
one thread and 

band beneath 
627_502 Chimney 

13 52 1 Rockfall glass clear s rim na na 1 na 13.79 na 627_502 Chimney 
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13 53 1 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 20.8 partial lettering 627_502 Chimney 

13 54 1 Rockfall glass clear s rim na na 3 na 36.7 maybe Melville 627_502 Chimney 

13 55 1 Rockfall glass clear c  base r na 2 na 30.2 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 56 1 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 1 na 2.72 rim lips outward 627_502 Chimney 

13 57 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim r na 2 na 10.45 ribbed body 627_502 Chimney 

13 58 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 1 na 7.46 recessed body 627_502 Chimney 

13 59 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim na na 1 na 1.53 
flat band top of 

rim 
627_502 Chimney 

13 60 1 Rockfall glass clear s base tm na 4 na 24.43 "M" 627_502 Chimney 

13 61 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 7 na 40.51 thicker 627_502 Chimney 

13 62 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 
14

7 
na 240.77 misc 627_502 Chimney 

13 63 1 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 2 na 23.81 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 64 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 2 na 31.44 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 65 1 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 4 na 10.97 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 66 1 Rockfall glass clear c rim i na 1 na 5.53 
incised band 

below rim 
627_502 Chimney 

13 67 1 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 7 na 33.34 rim-crown 627_502 Chimney 

13 68 1 Rockfall glass green u body na na 10 na 5.15 misc 627_502 Chimney 

13 69 1 Rockfall ceramic stoneware s body alkaline na 2 na 43.98 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 70 1 Rockfall ceramic refined u body lead embossed 2 na 2.09 

pearware/same 

as cat12-12/blue 

textured 

627_502 Chimney 

13 71 1 Rockfall ceramic refined c rim lead embossed 38 na 106.87 

flow 

blue/embossed 

even scalloped 

edge/or could 

be transfer 

underglaze/19-3 

627_502 Chimney 

13 73 1 Rockfall metal u u flat na na 4 na 4 na 627_502 Chimney 

13 74 1 Rockfall plastic button clothing u na na 1 na 1.1 

posibly black 

but/ would have 

to be two hole 

627_502 Chimney 

13 75 1 Rockfall rubber u u na na na 3 na 0.97 
unknown 

reddish 
627_502 Chimney 
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13 76 1 Rockfall metal wire cut bm na na na 1 na 6.51 
large and maybe 

finishing nail 
627_502 Chimney 

13 na 1 Rockfall charcoal na  na na na na 1 na 0.38 na 627_502 Chimney 

14 1 floor 30cm metal u u  na na na 1 na 125.9 
strap with 

curved ends 
all Feature 1 

14 2 floor 30cm metal button clothing na na na 1 na 1 

4 hole /iron 

inlaid with 

copper 

all Feature 1 

14 3 floor 30cm ceramic refined c  body lead na 1 na 6.5 

white/body 

4/glaze 

6/whiteware 

all Feature 1 

14 4 floor 30cm ceramic refined u rim u na 1 na 12.4 

white/very 

crazed/blue 

ironstone/burne

d 

all Feature 1 

14 5 floor 30cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 2.8 

gray w/yellow 

&w/brownish 

yellow/salt both 

sides 

all Feature 1 

14 6 floor 30cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 1.6 na all Feature 1 

14 7 floor 30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.987 3 na all Feature 1 

14 7 floor 30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.543 2 na all Feature 1 

14 7 floor 30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.23 1.3 na all Feature 1 

14 8 floor 30cm bone u femur na na na 1 na 1.1 na all Feature 1 

14 9 floor 30cm bone u ulna na na na 1 na 0.4 na all Feature 1 

14 10 floor 30cm bone u u na na na 3 na 1.9 na all Feature 1 

15 1 1 0-5cm bone pig mandible left y na 1 na 48.76 

1st,2nd 

molar/3rd,4th 

pre/erupting 2nd 

premolar/canine 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 2 1 0-5cm bone pig mandible left n na 1 na 39.3 

2 

pieces/1st,2nd,3

rd molar very 

worn/2nd piece 

2nd,3rd,4th pre 

very worn 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 3 1 0-5cm bone chicken femur left n na 1 na 3.7 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 
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15 4 1 0-5cm bone chicken femur right n na 1 na 5.6 
missing 

proximal end 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 5 1 0-5cm bone chicken femur left n na 1 na 0.7 distal end 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 6 1 0-5cm bone chicken humerus u y na 1 na 3.2 
cut marks distal 

end 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 7 1 0-5cm bone chicken sacrum na n na 1 na 2.4 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 8 1 0-5cm bone chicken vertebra na n na 1 na 0.8 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 9 1 0-5cm bone rabbit humerus left n na 1 na 1.2 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 10 1 0-5cm bone pig tooth u n na 1 na 2.1 pig incisor 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 11 1 0-5cm bone pig incisor u n na 1 na 1.6 pig incisor 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 12 1 0-5cm bone u tooth u n na 1 na 0.4 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 13 1 0-5cm bone u misc u n na 29 na 6.8 
small long 

bones 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 14 1 0-5cm bone u misc u n na 7 na 1.9 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 15 1 0-5cm bone u misc u n na 7 na 15.7 large long bones 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 16 1 0-5cm bone pig phalanx right n na 1 na 0.8 
distal phalanx 

pig 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 17 1 0-5cm bone u vertebra na n na 1 na 0.2 
vertebral body 

unfused? 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 18 1 0-5cm bone chicken 
metacarp

us 
u n na 1 na 0.8 na 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 19 1 0-5cm bone chicken 
metacarp

us 
u n na 1 na 1 na 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 
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15 20 1 0-5cm bone u scapula u n na 1 na 0.2 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 21 1 0-5cm bone u mandible right n na 1 na 1.3 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 22 1 0-5cm bone u femur right n na 1 na 0.2 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 23 1 0-5cm bone u humerus u n na 1 na 0 proximal 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 24 1 0-5cm ceramic refined c body lead slip 6 na 14.3 

yellow enine 

turned annular 

ware/45-7,31-

7,16-13,43-

26,67-19 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 25 1 0-5cm ceramic refined c rim lead tu 1 na 0.8 
whiteware/blue 

tp under 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 26 1 0-5cm ceramic refined c rim lead hp 4 na 11.4 

whiteware/cut 

sponge/hp 

under/blue band 

in and out/error 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 27 1 0-5cm metal unk nail bm na na na 19 na 38 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 28 1 0-5cm ceramic refined c rim lead na 2 na 0.8 

pearlware/ thin 

blue edge 

decorated just 

off rim 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 29 1 0-5cm ceramic refined c rim lead tu 1 na 29.8 
pearlware/flow 

blue or floral 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 30 1 0-5cm ceramic refined c body lead na 1 na 5.3 whiteware?  
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 31 1 0-5cm metal shaver u na na na 4 na 52.8 

bone 

handle/recessed 

shield emblem/x 

carved in handle 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 32 1 0-5cm ceramic refined c body lead tu 1 na 2.4 
pearlware/blue 

print 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 
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15 33 1 0-5cm ceramic refined c body lead na 2 na 2.3 unidentified 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 34 1 0-5cm bone chicken vertebra na na na 1 na 0.5 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 35 1 0-5cm bone u os coxa right na na 1 na 0.3 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 36 1 0-5cm bone u cranial na na na 4 na 4.4 

cranial 

elements/mandi

ble 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 37 1 0-5cm metal u u flat na na 4 na 50.7 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 38 1 0-5cm metal utensil c flat na na 2 na 12.8 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 39 1 0-5cm glass aqua m body tm embossed 1 na 9.9 Rawleighs 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 40 1 0-5cm glass clear u body na na 4 na 2.4 thin 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 41 1 0-5cm glass aqua u body tm embossed 3 na 2.8 "MOND" 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 43 1 0-5cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.5 3 
remeasured/orig 

2.7 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 43 1 0-5cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.9 2 
remeasured/orig 

2.2 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 44 1 0-5cm glass clear u flat na na 1 2.1 2 

disqualified/clea

r/can't see 

through 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 45 1 0-5cm glass clear u body na na 5 na 3.2 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 46 1 0-5cm charcoal na na na na na na na 4 in foil 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

15 na 1 0-5cm charcoal na  na na na na 2 na 1.5 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 
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16 1 1 5-8cm bone chicken tibia na na na 3 na 1 

left and 

right/possible 

chicken/one 

broken 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 2 1 5-8cm bone chicken humerus right na na 1 na 2.3 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 3 1 5-8cm bone chicken humerus left na na 1 na 5.5 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 4 1 5-8cm bone chicken humerus left na na 1 na 2.3 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 5 1 5-8cm bone rabbit os coxa left na na 1 na 0.8 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 6 1 5-8cm bone chicken sternum na na na 1 na 0.5 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 7 1 5-8cm bone rabbit scapula u na na 1 na 0.4 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 8 1 5-8cm bone u u u na na 6 na 1.9 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 9 1 5-8cm bone u u u na na 16 na 9.6 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 10 1 5-8cm bone chicken rib u na na 2 na 0.3 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 11 1 5-8cm bone human premolar u na na 1 na 0.7 

left mandibular 

1st 

premolar/large 

cary 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 12 1 5-8cm ceramic refined c body lead slip 3 na 8.9 

yellow engine 

turned annular 

ware/missing 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 13 1 5-8cm ceramic refined c body lead slip 1 na 0.6 

yellow engine 

turned annular 

ware 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 14 1 5-8cm ceramic refined u body lead na 2 na 1.7 
pearlware/blue 

specks 

625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 15 1 5-8cm ceramic stoneware u rim salt na 2 na 0.6 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 
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16 16 1 5-8cm glass aqua u base na na 1 na 7.1 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 17 1 5-8cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 0.3 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

16 18 1 5-8cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.813 0.8 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

17 1 1 8-10cm bone u u na na na 2 na 1 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

17 2 1 8-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 2 na 4 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

17 3 1 8-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.66 1 na 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

17 4 1 8-10cm ceramic earthenware u body u na 1 na 0.2 white 
625.091/6

25.702 
Feature 1 

18 1 2 Rockfall glass green s rim mason na 82 na 206.47 rim and body 627_502 Chimney 

18 2 2 Rockfall glass clear u rim p na 2 na 3.34 scalloped 627_502 Chimney 

18 3 2 Rockfall glass clear c body r na 1 na 39.7 
ribbed drinking 

glass 
627_502 Chimney 

18 4 2 Rockfall glass brown u rim na na 1 na 2.75 threaded 627_502 Chimney 

18 5 2 Rockfall glass clear c rim na embossed 1 na 10.4 na 627_502 Chimney 

18 6 2 Rockfall glass green u body na na 21 na 26.2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 0 3.5 Rockfall ceramic refined c base u na 2 na 65.62 

Mellor & 

Co./semi 

porcelain 

627_502 Chimney 

19 1 3 Rockfall glass clear u na p na 31 na 15.68 
very thin/10-

27,12-6,13-6 
627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.107 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.65 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.61 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.623 4 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.667 5 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass clear u flat na na 1 2.09 1 disqualified 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.08 0 na 627_502 Chimney 
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19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.78 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.86 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.193 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.353 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.65 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.13 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.497 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.65 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.677 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.22 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.46 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.64 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.143 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.46 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.38 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.55 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.17 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.75 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.157 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.483 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.63 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.237 5 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.517 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.093 4 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.597 5 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.78 9 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.763 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.763 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.683 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.1 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.607 2 na 627_502 Chimney 
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19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.64 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.623 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.323 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.743 0 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.883 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 2.037 1 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.543 2 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.607 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.593 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 2 3 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.63 3 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 3 3 Rockfall ceramic refined c rim lead embossed 4 na 17.46 flow blue/13-71 627_502 Chimney 

19 4 3 Rockfall ceramic refined u rim u na 2 na 3.33 whiteware 627_502 Chimney 

19 5 3 Rockfall ceramic stoneware s body salt na 1 na 5.76 

gray salt/interior 

unglazed and 

deply incised/ 

orange 

interior/sharp 

change in body 

627_502 Chimney 

19 6 3 Rockfall metal wire cut bm na na na 1 na 1.86 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 7 3 Rockfall glass clear m body tm na 1 na 0.93 
maybe 

Rawleighs 
627_502 Chimney 

19 8 3 Rockfall glass clear m body tm na 6 na 28.56 
"R" possibly 

rawleighs 
627_502 Chimney 

19 9 3 Rockfall glass clear s rim na na 3 na 35.05 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 10 3 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 2 na 7.46 stopper type 627_502 Chimney 

19 11 3 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 18.95 pontil scar 627_502 Chimney 

19 12 3 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 1 na 5.6 stopper type 627_502 Chimney 

19 13 3 Rockfall glass clear c rim na na 1 na 10.16 
incised double 

banding 
627_502 Chimney 

19 14 3 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 3 na 7.02 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 15 3 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 1 na 2.67 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 16 3 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 6.9 na 627_502 Chimney 
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19 17 3 Rockfall glass clear c rim p embossed 3 na 12.35 
embossed/13-

31,57-16,10-9 
627_502 Chimney 

19 18 3 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 3 na 8.12 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 19 3 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 6 na 28.18 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 20 3 Rockfall glass clear c base na na 3 na 49.77 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 21 3 Rockfall glass clear u body tm embossed 1 na 4.19 na "AT" Atlas 627_502 Chimney 

19 22 3 Rockfall glass clear u body na embossed 1 na 6.02 
maybe flower 

pattern 
627_502 Chimney 

19 23 3 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 5.49 na 627_502 Chimney 

19 24 3 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 96 na 168.98 na 627_502 Chimney 

20 1 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c rim lead hp 1 na 4.1 

pearlware/red 

flower, green 

stem,blue 

edge/cut sponge 

625.89 Feature 1 

20 2 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c body lead tu 1 na 1.5 
pearlware/blue 

print 
625.89 Feature 1 

20 3 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 11 na 29.9 na 625.89 Feature 1 

20 4 1 0-10cm metal drill u na na na 1 na 15 drill bit 625.89 Feature 1 

20 5 1 0-10cm glass aqua u base na na 1 na 5.2 na 625.89 Feature 1 

20 6 1 0-10cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 18.4 na 625.89 Feature 1 

20 7 1 0-10cm glass clear u body na na 2 na 6.1 na 625.89 Feature 1 

20 8 1 0-10cm glass clear u flat na na 1 na 2.1 disqualified 625.89 Feature 1 

20 9 1 0-10cm glass green u flat na na 1 na 2.4 
disqualified/gre

en cloudy 
625.89 Feature 1 

20 10 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.16 8.1 na 625.89 Feature 1 

20 11 1 0-10cm charcoal na  na na na na 1 na 8.7 weighed in foil 625.89 Feature 1 

20 12 1 0-10cm bone u u u na na 14 na 10.2 na 625.89 Feature 1 

20 na 1 0-10cm brick na  bm na na na 1 na 5 na 625.89 Feature 1 

21 1 surface+ 15-0cm bone cattle u  u gnaw na 1 na 27.4 possible femur  627.491 Structure 2 

21 2 surface+ 15-0cm metal u u na na na 1 na 24.3 
heel plate "D 

35" 
627.491 Structure 2 

21 3 surface+ 15-0cm glass marble u na na na 1 na 6.3 na 627.491 Structure 2 

21 4 surface+ 15-0cm metal wire cut bm na na na 20 na 93.6 na 627.491 Structure 2 

21 5 surface+ 15-0cm metal machine bm na na na 6 na 28.8 na 627.491 Structure 2 

21 6 surface+ 15-0cm metal unk nail bm na na na 6 18.1 16 na 627.491 Structure 2 
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21 7 surface+ 15-0cm metal button clothing na na na 1 na 2 na 627.491 Structure 2 

21 8 surface+ 15-0cm wood u u na na na 1 na 1.6 
worked/one 

corner visible 
627.491 Structure 2 

21 9 surface+ 15-0cm metal u u na na na 1 na 11.3 

square 

rod/between 

7.5-8mm 

diameter 

627.491 Structure 2 

21 10 surface+ 15-0cm glass clear u rim na na 1 na 4.2 

none in bottle 

book fit. Rim 

then globular 

627.491 Structure 2 

21 11 surface+ 15-0cm glass clear u flat na na 1 2.123 1 disqualified 627.491 Structure 2 

21 12 surface+ 15-0cm ceramic stoneware u body alkaline na 1 na 15 
rilling in and 

out?/gray 
627.491 Structure 2 

21 13 surface+ 15-0cm glass clear u body na na 2 na 4.2 na 627.491 Structure 2 

22 1 surface+ 15-0cm ceramic refined c rim lead incised 1 na 3 

posibly 

creamware/whit

e/black band 

under rim/green 

rouletted 

626.921 Structure 2 

22 2 surface+ 15-0cm glass black u  base na na 7 na 19 
purple where 

broken 
626.921 Structure 2 

22 3 surface+ 15-0cm metal wire cut bm na na na 20 na 76 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 4 surface+ 15-0cm metal screw attach na na na 1 na 2.3 flathead/sinker 626.921 Structure 2 

22 5 surface+ 15-0cm metal machine bm na na na 4 na 9.9 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 6 surface+ 15-0cm metal unk nail bm na na na 5 na 8.5 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 7 surface+ 15-0cm glass clear u body na na 10 na 26 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 8 surface+ 15-0cm glass green u body na na 1 na 5.2 
dark 

green/emerald 
626.921 Structure 2 

22 9 surface+ 15-0cm metal wire u na na na 2 na 12.8 
bent into staple 

shape 
626.921 Structure 2 

22 10 surface+ 15-0cm plastic u u na na na 1 na 3.2 

looks like a 

round wire 

spacer 

626.921 Structure 2 

22 11 surface+ 15-0cm metal u u na na na 1 na 48.2 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 12 surface+ 15-0cm ceramic refined c rim lead na 1 na 1.8 whiteware 626.921 Structure 2 

22 13 surface+ 15-0cm rubber cap u na na na 1 na 4.5 reddish end cap 626.921 Structure 2 

22 14 surface+ 15-0cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 1.8 burned 626.921 Structure 2 

22 15 surface+ 15-0cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.7 1.1 na 626.921 Structure 2 
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22 15 surface+ 15-0cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.59 0.6 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 15 surface+ 15-0cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.7 0 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 16 surface+ 15-0cm glass clear u body p embossed 1 na 2.2 

possibly same 

as ornate from 

other 

units/drinking?/

burned 

626.921 Structure 2 

22 17 surface+ 15-0cm glass green u flat na na 3 na 1.1 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 18 surface+ 15-0cm glass clear u flat na na 2 na 1.2 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 19 surface+ 15-0cm metal u u flat na na 1 na 0.5 na 626.921 Structure 2 

22 20 surface+ 15-0cm ceramic stoneware u body alkaline na 1 na 2.1 
gray and gray 

w/green 
626.921 Structure 2 

22 na surface+ 15-0cm charcoal na na na na na 5 na 0.3 na 626.921 Structure 2 

25 1 2 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 10 na 13.92 na 628.294 Chimney 

25 2 2 Rockfall ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 3.92 whiteware 628.294 Chimney 

25 3 2 Rockfall glass green u body na na 3 na 6.63 na 628.294 Chimney 

26 1 2 Rockfall metal horseshoe farm na na na 1 na 187.8 na 628.899 Chimney 

26 2 2 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 5 na 2 na 628.899 Chimney 

26 3 2 Rockfall glass green u base na na 1 na 2 na 628.899 Chimney 

26 na 2 Rockfall charcoal na na na na na 4 na 0.4 na 628.899 Chimney 

28 1 2 Rockfall metal wire cut bm na na na 16 na 75 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 2 2 Rockfall metal machine bm na na na 4 na 17 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 3 2 Rockfall metal u u na na na 9 na 8.9 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 4 2 Rockfall metal shoe  clothing na na na 3 na 0.3 grommets 629.095 Chimney 

28 5 2 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 11 na 8.8 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 6 2 Rockfall glass green   s body mason na 25 na 41 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 7 2 Rockfall glass clear u body na na 1 na 35.3 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 8 2 Rockfall glass clear m body tm embossed 1 na 1.9 

"Glyco 

Thymoline"? 

Adv. 1896 

629.095 Chimney 

28 9 2 Rockfall glass aqua u body na na 3 na 4.7 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 10 2 Rockfall glass wp bm na na na 1 1.85 4 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 11 2 Rockfall glass clear u rim na na 1 na 4.7 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 12 2 Rockfall glass clear u body r na 2 na 11.4 na 629.095 Chimney 
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28 13 2 Rockfall glass clear u base na na 1 na 3.8 round 629.095 Chimney 

28 14 2 Rockfall metal bottle cap c na na na 1 na 5 na 629.095 Chimney 

28 15 2 Rockfall metal safety pin clothing na na na 1 na 0.2 head only 629.095 Chimney 

28 na 2 Rockfall charcoal na na na na na 1 na 0 na 629.095 Chimney 

31 1 1 0-10cm bone chicken humerus right na na 1 na 4.2 

distal and 

proximal ends 

missing 

626.5 Feature 1 

31 2 1 0-10cm bone chicken 
metatarsa

l 
left na na 1 na 0.8 na 626.5 Feature 1 

31 3 1 0-10cm bone u u u na na 27 na 12.8 na 626.5 Feature 1 

31 4 1 0-10cm bone u u u na na 2 na 5.1 na 626.5 Feature 1 

31 5 1 0-10cm bone chicken radius u na na 1 na 0.2 na 626.5 Feature 1 

31 6 1 0-10cm bone u u u na na 4 na 1.8 na 626.5 Feature 1 

31 7 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c body lead slip 2 na 2 

yellow w/brown 

band/16_13,43_

26,45_7,15_24 

626.5 Feature 1 

31 8 1 0-10cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 2 na 3 

gray sparkly 

rough interior 

and gray 

w/green 

626.5 Feature 1 

31 9 1 0-10cm ceramic u u body u na 1 na 0.4 unknown 626.5 Feature 1 

31 10 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 8 na 14 na 626.5 Feature 1 

31 11 1 0-10cm metal u u flat na na 1 na 13 na 626.5 Feature 1 

31 12 1 0-10cm glass clear u flat na na 2 na 0.7 na 626.5 Feature 1 

31 13 1 0-10cm charcoal na na na na na na na 10 weighed in foil 626.5 Feature 1 

31 na 1 0-10cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 3 na 626.5 Feature 1 

34 1 1 0-10cm plastic button clothing na na na 1 na 1 

white plastic 4 

hole/green wear 

underside 

627.294 Feature 1 

34 2 1 0-10cm metal shoe clothing na na na 2 na 0.2 na 627.294 Feature 1 

34 3 1 0-10cm ceramic refined u body u na 1 na 1 white 627.294 Feature 1 

34 4 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 7 na 11 na 627.294 Feature 1 

34 5 1 0-10cm metal machine bm na na na 1 na 16 na 627.294 Feature 1 

34 6 1 0-10cm metal washer attach na na na 1 na 1 na 627.294 Feature 1 

34 7 1 0-10cm glass aqua u body na na 1 na 8 na 627.294 Feature 1 
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34 8 1 0-10cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 0 na 627.294 Feature 1 

34 9 1 0-10cm glass clear u flat na na 1 na 2 na 627.294 Feature 1 

34 10 1 0-10cm bone u u na na na 11 na 14 missing   627.294 Feature 1 

34 na 1 0-10cm metal ball u na na na 1 na 0 missing 627.294 Feature 1 

34 na 1 0-10cm charcoal na na na na na 1 na 1 na 627.294 Feature 1 

35 1 1 0-10cm ceramic stoneware s body salt na 1 na 10.9 

gray/gray 

w/brownish 

flecks/waster 

626.697 Structure 2 

35 2 1 0-10cm ceramic stoneware u  body u na 1 na 1.3 gray/gray 626.697 Structure 2 

35 3 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c body lead tu 1 na 0.2 white/blue print 626.697 Structure 2 

35 4 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c rim lead embossed 1 na 2.3 white  626.697 Structure 2 

35 5 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c body lead hp 1 na 0.5 

hand 

painted/green 

leaf 

626.697 Structure 2 

35 6 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c body lead na 1 na 1 whiteware 626.697 Structure 2 

35 7 1 0-10cm stone unk u u na na 1 na 37.2 
concrete 

like/inclusions 
626.697 Structure 2 

35 8 1 0-10cm metal ammunition firearm rimfire 0.22 na 1 na 0.4 na 626.697 Structure 2 

35 9 1 0-10cm metal wire cut bm na na na 50 na 208.3 

one large 

head/one with 

horizontal 

marks at head 

626.697 Structure 2 

35 10 1 0-10cm metal machine bm na na na 13 na 29.9 square 626.697 Structure 2 

35 11 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 11 na 27.9 na 626.697 Structure 2 

35 12 1 0-10cm metal flat u na na na 68 na 187 na 626.697 Structure 2 

35 13 1 0-10cm metal u u na na na 1 na 3.9 

shaped like 

square 

nail/curved into 

horseshoe 

626.697 Structure 2 

35 14 1 0-10cm glass amethyst u body na na 1 na 3.5 na 626.697 Structure 2 

35 15 1 0-10cm glass aqua u body na na 1 na 2.8 

maybe 

burned/brown 

cracks or roots 

626.697 Structure 2 

35 16 1 0-10cm glass clear u rim na na 1 na 3.9 

scalloped/shallo

w depending on 

orientation 

626.697 Structure 2 

35 17 1 0-10cm glass clear u body r na 1 na 8 na 626.697 Structure 2 
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35 18 1 0-10cm glass green u body na na 2 na 1.4 almost flat 626.697 Structure 2 

35 19 1 0-10cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 0.4  626.697 Structure 2 

35 20 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.743 3 na 626.697 Structure 2 

35 20 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.61 1 na 626.697 Structure 2 

35 20 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.51 0 na 626.697 Structure 2 

35 na 1 0-10cm charcoal nail na na na na 3 na 1.6 na 626.697 Structure 2 

36 1 2 10-15cm metal buckle clothing na na na 1 na 3.9 same metal 626.697 Structure 2 

36 2 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware s body alkaline na 1 na 6.6 

greenish 

gray/reddish 

brown interior 

626.697 Structure 2 

36 3 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware u body u na 1 na 0.8 
bluish gray and 

TAN 
626.697 Structure 2 

36 4 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware u body u na 1 na 3 na/missing 626.697 Structure 2 

36 5 2 10-15cm metal wire cut bm na na na 1 na 5.4 na 626.697 Structure 2 

36 6 2 10-15cm metal machine bm na na na 1 na 6.7 na 626.697 Structure 2 

36 7 2 10-15cm metal unk nail bm na na na 8 na 24 na 626.697 Structure 2 

36 8 2 10-15cm glass clear u body na na 5 na 3.4 
2 were wp 

disqualified 
626.697 Structure 2 

38 1 1 0-10cm metal button clothing na na na 1 1 3 
locomotive 

engine 
625.89 Structure 2 

38 2 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c  body u na 1 1 1 
pearlware 

w/thin blue line 
625.89 Structure 2 

38 3 1 0-10cm metal wire cut bm na na na 10 na 33 na 625.89 Structure 2 

38 4 1 0-10cm metal machine bm na na na 2 na 7 square 625.89 Structure 2 

38 5 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 19 na 33 na 625.89 Structure 2 

38 6 1 0-10cm metal u  u  flat na na 1 na 2 na 625.89 Structure 2 

38 7 1 0-10cm glass green s body na na 5 na 3.1 na 625.89 Structure 2 

38 8 1 0-10cm glass clear u body na na 3 na 15.6 na 625.89 Structure 2 

38 na 1 0-10cm brick na bm na na na 2 na 1 na 625.89 Structure 2 

39 1 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware s rim alkaline na 1 na 107.5 rim,gray 625.89 Structure 2 

39 2 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 3.9 

gray w/green 

flecks and 

brown interior 

625.89 Structure 2 

39 3 2 10-15cm ceramic earthenware u rim u na 1 na 7.2 
tiny bit or 

orange glaze 
625.89 Structure 2 
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left/cream 

body/rilling 

39 4 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware u body u na 1 na 0 gray   625.89 Structure 2 

39 5 2 10-15cm ceramic refined c rim lead tu 1 na 1.7 

white 

blueprint/42-

10,66-13,57-32 

625.89 Structure 2 

39 6 2 10-15cm ceramic refined c rim lead hp 1 na 11.2 

rim,gold leaf 

gilding, pink 

and green 

embossed 

625.89 Structure 2 

39 7 2 10-15cm ceramic refined u rim lead na 1 na 1.6 whiteware 625.89 Structure 2 

39 8 2 10-15cm metal wire cut bm na na na 3 na 5 na 625.89 Structure 2 

39 9 2 10-15cm metal unk nail bm na na na 33 na 73.3 na 625.89 Structure 2 

39 10 2 10-15cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 10 large head nail 625.89 Structure 2 

39 11 2 10-15cm metal u u na na na 14 na 49 na 625.89 Structure 2 

39 12 2 10-15cm metal washer attach na na na 1 na 1 

23.44mm 

outside 

diameter. Hole 

not drilled 

exactly center 

625.89 Structure 2 

39 13 2 10-15cm glass clear u body na na 3 na 2.5 na 625.89 Structure 2 

39 14 2 10-15cm glass aqua u body na na 2 na 2.8 na 625.89 Structure 2 

39 15 2 10-15cm glass clear c body p embossed 1 na 7.4 

same decorative 

glass as 

everywhere 

625.89 Structure 2 

39 16 2 10-15cm glass clear u body r na 1 na 1.1 
horizontal 

ribbing 
625.89 Structure 2 

39 17 2 10-15cm ot soapstone u na na na 1 na 14 na 625.89 Structure 2 

39 na 2 10-15cm brick na   bm na na na 6 na 3 na 625.89 Structure 2 

39 na 2 10-15cm charcoal na   na na na na na na 4 na 625.89 Structure 2 

40 1 surface+ 15-0cm metal wire cut bm na na na 12 na 32.74 na 626.5 Structure 2 

40 2 surface+ 15-0cm metal machine bm na na na 8 na 20.32 na 626.5 Structure 2 

40 3 surface+ 15-0cm metal unk nail bm na na na 3 na 5.3 na 626.5 Structure 2 

40 4 surface+ 15-0cm metal ammunition firearm rimfire na na 1 na 1 

base 

9.26mm/14.32m

m 

626.5 Structure 2 
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length/7.96mm 

width/"US" 

40 5 surface+ 15-0cm metal button clothing na na na 1 5 5 
unknown raised 

design 
626.5 Structure 2 

40 6 surface+ 15-0cm glass green s body mason na 2 na 2 na 626.5 Structure 2 

40 7 surface+ 15-0cm glass clear u body na na 2 na 2 na 626.5 Structure 2 

40 8 surface+ 15-0cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.677 1 suspect 626.5 Structure 2 

40 8 surface+ 15-0cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.7 0 suspect 626.5 Structure 2 

40 8 surface+ 15-0cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.64 2 suspect 626.5 Structure 2 

40 9 surface+ 15-0cm ot marble u na na na 1 na 3 clay? 626.5 Structure 2 

40 10 surface+ 15-0cm plastic button clothing na na na 1 na 0.38 white 4 hole 626.5 Structure 2 

40 11 surface+ 15-0cm metal u u  na na na 4 na 4.47 na 626.5 Structure 2 

40 na surface+ 15-0cm brick na bm na na na 2 na 8 orange 626.5 Structure 2 

40 na surface+ 15-0cm charcoal na  na na na na 1 na 0.6 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 1 1 0-10cm metal wire cut bm na na na 24 na 87 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 2 1 0-10cm metal machine bm na na na 11 na 28.87 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 3 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 17 na 41.49 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 4 1 0-10cm metal u u na na na 9 na 14.04 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 5 1 0-10cm metal button u na na na 1 na 3 

12.91mm 

head/13.40 

interior 

plate/neck 5.04 

626.5 Structure 2 

41 6 1 0-10cm metal buckle clothing na na na 1 na 6 2" length 626.5 Structure 2 

41 7 1 0-10cm glass green s body na na 4 na 10 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 8 1 0-10cm glass clear u body na na 9 na 18.2 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 9 1 0-10cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 2.18 scalloped 626.5 Structure 2 

41 10 1 0-10cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 5.28 
exposed to high 

heat 
626.5 Structure 2 

41 11 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.33 1 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 11 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.37 3 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 11 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.64 0 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 11 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.087 7 na 626.5 Structure 2 
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41 12 1 0-10cm ceramic porcelain c  rim  u na 1 na 11 

base and 

rim/saucer/may

be 9cm base 

626.5 Structure 2 

41 13 1 0-10cm ceramic refined u body u na 1 na 0.57 

white with light 

green 

leaf/handpainte

d/light buff 

body 

626.5 Structure 2 

41 14 1 0-10cm coal na  na na na na 3 na 3 na 626.5 Structure 2 

41 na 1 0-10cm brick na bm na na na 4 na 18 orange 626.5 Structure 2 

41 na 1 0-10cm charcoal na  na na na na 12 na 6 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 1 2 10-15cm metal machine bm na na na 2 na 8.89 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 2 2 10-15cm metal wire cut bm na na na 2 na 1.21 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 3 2 10-15cm metal unk nail bm na na na 15 na 27.22 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 4 2 10-15cm metal horseshoe farm na na na 1 na 195 

fullering/11.33

mm heel/5.39 

toe/5.5" length 

straight.  

626.5 Structure 2 

42 5 2 10-15cm metal u u na na na 37 na 229 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 6 2 10-15cm glass green s body mason na 1 na 1 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 7 2 10-15cm glass clear u body na na 9 na 22 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 8 2 10-15cm glass green u body na na 1 na 0.1 flat 626.5 Structure 2 

42 9 2 10-15cm glass aqua u body na na 1 na 8.69 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 10 2 10-15cm ceramic refined c body lead tu 3 na 4 

white w/blue 

lines and 

flowers/39_5,66

_13,57_32 

626.5 Structure 2 

42 11 2 10-15cm ceramic semi-porcelain c rim  lead embossed 1 na 6 
white w/raised 

design exterior 
626.5 Structure 2 

42 12 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware u rim  salt na 2 na 18.09 

incised around 

rim/looks salt 

one side, 

alkaline other 

626.5 Structure 2 

42 13 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware u body u na 1 na 1 
purplish 

w/incised lines 
626.5 Structure 2 

42 14 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware s base salt na 1 na 47.71 
gray/salt 

exterior 
626.5 Structure 2 
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unknown 

interior 

42 15 2 10-15cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 3 na 19.77 

gry w/green/salt 

exterior/lead 

interior 

626.5 Structure 2 

42 16 2 10-15cm bone u vertebra u na na 1 na 0.52 

thoracic/not 

squirrel,chicken

, or rabbit 

626.5 Structure 2 

42 17 2 10-15cm bone u rib u gnaw na 1 na 2.27 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 na 2 10-15cm brick na  bm na na na 5 na 15 na 626.5 Structure 2 

42 na 2 10-15cm charcoal na  na na na na 3 na 2 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 1 3 15-30cm metal unk nail bm na na na 29 na 67.29 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 2 3 15-30cm metal machine bm na na na 1 na 3.7 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 3 3 15-30cm metal wire  u na na na 1 na 3 

wire bent into 

rectangle/2.18m

m diameter 

626.5 Structure 2 

43 4 3 15-30cm metal wire u na na na 1 na 1.26 

2.20mm 

diameter/buckle

?/wider than 

previous.1/2 

rectangle 

626.5 Structure 2 

43 5 3 15-30cm metal bolt attach na na na 1 na 67 
3.33cm x  

1.72cm 
626.5 Structure 2 

43 6 3 15-30cm metal u u na lead na 1 na 3.44 

thin rolled into 

cylinder/weight

? 

626.5 Structure 2 

43 7 3 15-30cm metal u u na na na 7 na 25.98 

thin wire/also 

maybe a thin 

strap 

626.5 Structure 2 

43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.797 5 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.897 5 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.667 1 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.53 3 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.987 2 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.873 2 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.733 0 na 626.5 Structure 2 
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43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.887 1 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.643 0 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 8 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.69 0 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 9 3 15-30cm glass clear u body na na 14 na 15.96 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 10 3 15-30cm glass green s rim na na 2 na 8.02 threaded 626.5 Structure 2 

43 11 3 15-30cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 3.15 barely green/flat 626.5 Structure 2 

43 12 3 15-30cm glass clear u body burned na 1 na 2.01 

almost 

flat/maybe 

deformed/rough 

black surface 

626.5 Structure 2 

43 13 3 15-30cm glass aqua u body na na 8 na 9.16 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 14 3 15-30cm bone u cranial u na na 2 na 4.39 possible 626.5 Structure 2 

43 15 3 15-30cm bone rabbit scapula u na na 1 na 0.81 possible 626.5 Structure 2 

43 16 3 15-30cm bone u misc u na na 6 na 4.71 
possible/long 

bones 
626.5 Structure 2 

43 17 3 15-30cm bone u misc u na na 6 na 3.88 possible 626.5 Structure 2 

43 18 3 15-30cm bone u vertebra u na na 2 na 0.91 possible 626.5 Structure 2 

43 19 3 15-30cm bone u vertebra u na na 1 na 0.46 possible/lumbar 626.5 Structure 2 

43 20 3 15-30cm bone u tooth u na na 1 na 1.68 posible/incisor 626.5 Structure 2 

43 21 3 15-30cm bone u phalanx u na na 1 na 2.09 possible 626.5 Structure 2 

43 22 3 15-30cm bone u humerus u na na 1 na 0.64 distal end 626.5 Structure 2 

43 23 3 15-30cm bone u phalanx u na na 1 na 0.67 possible 626.5 Structure 2 

43 24 3 15-30cm metal u u na na na 4 na 27.52 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 25 3 15-30cm ceramic refined u body lead na 6 na 4.17 
unidentified 

whiteware 
626.5 Structure 2 

43 26 3 15-30cm ceramic refined u body lead slip 1 na 3.43 

yelloware/annul

ar/2 brown 

bands/15_24,45

_7,31_7,16_13 

626.5 Structure 2 

43 27 3 15-30cm ceramic refined u rim lead hp 1 na 3.74 
whiteware/brow

n decoration 
626.5 Structure 2 

43 28 3 15-30cm ceramic refined u rim lead embossed 6 na 48 

gilded/embosse

d maybe feather 

design 

626.5 Structure 2 
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43 29 3 15-30cm ceramic porcelain u rim u na 1 na 7.31 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 30 3 15-30cm ceramic refined u body lead tu 3 na 3.2 
whiteware/thin 

blue lines 
626.5 Structure 2 

43 31 3 15-30cm ot u u u u i 1 na 0.4 slanted incised 626.5 Structure 2 

43 32 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware u body u na 1 na 0.43 gray/green 626.5 Structure 2 

43 33 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware s body alkaline na 1 na 118.28 gray 626.5 Structure 2 

43 34 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 2 na 24.61 

gray 

w/yellowish 

brown 

flecks/rough 

sparkly 

626.5 Structure 2 

43 35 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware u rim alkaline na 1 na 57.49 

barely part of 

rim/band under 

rim 

626.5 Structure 2 

43 36 3 15-30cm ceramic refined u body u na 1 na 1.53 
cream thick 

glaze 
626.5 Structure 2 

43 37 3 15-30cm glass clear u body na na 3 na 10.08 flat 626.5 Structure 2 

43 38 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.5 2 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 38 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.41 6 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 39 3 15-30cm glass clear u body ribbed na 1 na 1.92 lines 626.5 Structure 2 

43 40 3 15-30cm metal grommet clothing na na na 1 na 0.4 na 626.5 Structure 2 

43 na 3 15-30cm brick na bm na na na 24 na 209 

orange w/one 

redish better 

quality  

626.5 Structure 2 

43 na 3 15-30cm charcoal na na na na na na na 8 na 626.5 Structure 2 

45 1 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware s rim alkaline na 1 na 55.2 
gray/10" or 

5.5cm mouth  
625.89 Structure 2 

45 2 3 15-20cm ceramic stoneware s base salt na 1 na 30 

gray w/greenish 

brown/interior 

grey with 

crystals 

625.89 Structure 2 

45 3 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware s body salt na 1 na 12 gray w/green 625.89 Structure 2 

45 4 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware s body alkaline na 2 na 107.5 gray 625.89 Structure 2 

45 5 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware s body salt na 1 na 7.6 
brown/green 

w/brown streaks 
625.89 Structure 2 

45 6 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware s body salt na 1 na 2.5 

gray 

exterior/brown 

int. 

625.89 Structure 2 
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45 7 3 15-30cm ceramic refined c body lead na 2 na 4.5 

engine turned 

annular 

wear/yellow 

w/2 brown 

bands/31-7,16-

13,43-26,15-24 

625.89 Structure 2 

45 8 3 15-30cm ceramic refined c rim lead na 2 na 8.1 white 625.89 Structure 2 

45 9 3 15-30cm ceramic refined c body lead na 1 na 2 
ironstone/blue 

gray/b-6/g-8 
625.89 Structure 2 

45 10 3 15-30cm ceramic refined c rim salt na 1 na 1.8 whiteware 625.89 Structure 2 

45 11 3 15-30cm ceramic refined c rim lead  na 2 na 4 creamware 625.89 Structure 2 

45 12 3 15-30cm ceramic refined c body lead na 2 na 3.8 whiteware 625.89 Structure 2 

45 13 3 15-30cm ceramic refined c body lead na 1 na 9 whiteware 625.89 Structure 2 

45 14 3 15-30cm ceramic refined c base lead na 1 na 2.1 pearlware 625.89 Structure 2 

45 15 3 15-30cm ceramic stoneware u body u na 1 na 3.7 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 16 3 15-30cm metal wire cut bm na na na 1 na 0.9 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 17 3 15-30cm metal unk nail bm na na na 10 na 25.6 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 18 3 15-30cm metal machine bm na na na 3 na 8.1 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 19 3 15-30cm metal u u flat na na 14 na 32.3 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 20 3 15-30cm metal u u flat na na 1 na 39 possible hinge 625.89 Structure 2 

45 21 3 15-30cm metal  clasp u na na na 1 na 6 hook on end 625.89 Structure 2 

45 22 3 15-30cm glass clear u body na na 4 na 3.7 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 23 3 15-30cm glass clear u body r na 2 na 5.8 
horizontal 

ribbing 
625.89 Structure 2 

45 24 3 15-30cm glass clear u flat na na 8 na 17.1 disqualified 625.89 Structure 2 

45 25 3 15-30cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 0.2 very thin 625.89 Structure 2 

45 26 3 15-30cm glass clear u body na na 5 na 17.2 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 27 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.51 0.1 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 27 3 15-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.677 0.4 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 28 3 15-30cm glass aqua u body na na 8 na 22.2 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 29 3 15-30cm bone u u u na na 2 na 3 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 na 3 15-30cm brick na   bm na na na 17 na 76 na 625.89 Structure 2 

45 na 3 15-30cm charcoal na na na na na na na 2 na 625.89 Structure 2 
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49 1 3 15-25cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 5.1 

gray w/black 

flecks/gray 

interior 

626.697 Structure 2 

49 2 3 15-25cm ceramic stoneware s base alkaline na 1 na 43 gray 626.697 Structure 2 

49 3 3 15-25cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 1 

brown/almost 

orange peel 

surface/orange 

body 

626.697 Structure 2 

49 4 3 15-25cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 3 
gray/brown 

interior 
626.697 Structure 2 

49 5 3 15-25cm ceramic refined u rim lead na 1 na 19.1 
ironstone/severe

ly crazed 
626.697 Structure 2 

49 6 3 15-25cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 2.9 
ironstone/more 

vitreous/crazed 
626.697 Structure 2 

49 7 3 15-25cm metal unk nail bm na na na 7 na 17.1 na 626.697 Structure 2 

49 8 3 15-25cm metal handle u na na na 2 na 25 bucket handle 626.697 Structure 2 

49 9 3 15-25cm metal u u flat na na 2 na 2 na 626.697 Structure 2 

49 10 3 15-25cm glass clear u rim p na 1 na 1.1 
bumpy 

scalloped 
626.697 Structure 2 

49 11 3 15-25cm glass aqua u flat na na 6 na 3.5 
4 were wp 

disqualified 
626.697 Structure 2 

49 12 3 15-25cm glass clear u flat na na 2 na 0.8 na 626.697 Structure 2 

49 na 3 15-25cm charcoal nail na na na na 1 na 0.3 na 626.697 Structure 2 

50 1 3 25-32cm ceramic stoneware s base u na 1 na 52.2 

gray/reddish 

body/rilling 

inside base 

corner/rough/bu

rned 

626.697 Structure 2 

50 2 3 25-32cm ceramic stoneware s body salt na 1 na 18.9 

greenish 

brown/darker 

brown 

flecks/salt 

interior 

626.697 Structure 2 

50 3 3 25-32cm ceramic stoneware s body salt na 1 4.3 4.2 

greenish brown 

interior/brown 

ext 

626.697 Structure 2 

50 4 3 25-32cm metal unk nail bm na na na 3 na 6 na 626.697 Structure 2 

50 5 3 25-32cm metal u u flat na na 15 na 69 na 626.697 Structure 2 

50 6 3 25-32cm glass clear u body na na 3 na 1.8 na 626.697 Structure 2 
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50 7 3 25-32cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.21 3 na 626.697 Structure 2 

50 7 3 25-32cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.15 1.1 na 626.697 Structure 2 

50 7 3 25-32cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.54 1 na 626.697 Structure 2 

50 8 3 25-32cm glass clear u rim na na 1 na 2.7 
or evenly 

broken body 
626.697 Structure 2 

50 9 3 25-32cm glass aqua u body na na 4 na 4.1 na 626.697 Structure 2 

50 na 3 25-32cm brick na  bm na na na 3 na 35 na 626.697 Structure 2 

51 1 1 0-11cm metal wire cut bm na na na 13 na 38 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 2 1 0-11cm metal screw attach na na na 1 na 2 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 3 1 0-11cm metal machine bm na na na 20 na 48.16 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 4 1 0-11cm metal unk nail bm na na na 11 na 29.76 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 5 1 0-11cm metal u u  na na na 6 na 11.1 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 6 1 0-11cm metal snuff rim c na na na 1 na 4.92 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 7 1 0-11cm metal can u  na na na 1 na 6.78 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 8 1 0-11cm metal utensil c na na na 1 na 7.59 spoon/fork 625.091 Structure 2 

51 9 1 0-11cm glass green u body na na 10 na 7.92 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 10 1 0-11cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 9.77 
6.21mm thick 

w/seam 
625.091 Structure 2 

51 11 1 0-11cm glass clear m body tm embossed 1 na 5.37 "root" "sb" 625.091 Structure 2 

51 12 1 0-11cm glass clear u neck na na 1 na 13.55 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 13 1 0-11cm glass brown u rim na na 1 na 0.77 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 14 1 0-11cm glass clear u body na na 14 na 6.2 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 15 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.55 1.11 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 15 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.37 1.71 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 15 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.76 1.17 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 15 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.43 0.8 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 16 1 0-11cm ceramic stoneware u body alkaline na 1 na 4 
gray and 

grayish brown 
625.091 Structure 2 

51 17 1 0-11cm ceramic refined c rim lead embossed 1 na 39 
white w/raised 

design 
625.091 Structure 2 

51 18 1 0-11cm ceramic refined u rim lead na 3 na 5.74 
white /recessed 

band 
625.091 Structure 2 

51 19 1 0-11cm ceramic refined u body lead na 2 na 2.42 
white/light buff 

body 
625.091 Structure 2 
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51 20 1 0-11cm bone u u u na na 5 na 4.5 long bones/bird 625.091 Structure 2 

51 21 1 0-11cm bone pig incisor u na na 1 na 1.37 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 22 1 0-11cm bone u ulna u gnaw na 1 na 24.39 na 625.091 Structure 2 

51 23 1 0-11cm bone u u u na na 1 na 1.3  625.091 Structure 2 

51 na 1 0-11cm brick na bm na na na 4 na 108 orange 625.091 Structure 2 

51 na 1 0-11cm charcoal na na na na na 5 na 2 na 625.091 Structure 2 

52 1 2 11-20cm metal u u na na na 4 na 4.97 na 625.091 Structure 2 

52 2 2 11-20cm metal machine bm na na na 4 na 11.54 na 625.091 Structure 2 

52 3 2 11-20cm glass green s na mason na 1 na 7.33 na 625.091 Structure 2 

52 4 2 11-20cm glass clear u body na na 3 na 0.37 na 625.091 Structure 2 

52 5 2 11-20cm glass aqua u base na na 3 na 23.5 

excelsior 

base/"maybe "S 

16" 

625.091 Structure 2 

52 6 2 11-20cm glass clear u rim r na 1 na 1.45 na 625.091 Structure 2 

52 7 2 11-20cm metal utensil c na na na 1 na 10.19 

table utensil 

handle-tree 

design 

625.091 Structure 2 

52 8 2 11-20cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.207 4 clear 625.091 Structure 2 

52 9 2 11-20cm glass amber u body na na 1 na 0.63 na 625.091 Structure 2 

52 10 2 11-20cm ceramic earthenware u handle lead na 1 na 0.43 

orange/lighte 

brown 

/Solomon Loy 

625.091 Structure 2 

52 11 2 11-20cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 1.43 white 625.091 Structure 2 

52 12 2 11-20cm ceramic  milk glass u base u  na 2 na 4.03 

"NIN" and 

maybe 

"G"/number 8 

or 3 and 9 

625.091 Structure 2 

52 13 2 11-20cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 2.09 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 1 3 20-30cm metal unk nail bm na na na 6 na 15.14 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 2 3 20-30cm metal machine bm na na na 1 na 11.6 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 3 3 20-30cm metal u u na na na 9 na 53.3 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 4 3 20-30cm leather shoe clothing na na na 5 na 4.7 
grommets/upper

s 
625.091 Structure 2 

53 5 3 20-30cm glass aqua u body na na 1 na 3.8 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 6 3 20-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.587 1 na 625.091 Structure 2 
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53 6 3 20-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.27 2 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 6 3 20-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.77 0 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 7 3 20-30cm glass purple u base na na 1 na 8.3 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 8 3 20-30cm glass aqua u body na na 2 na 3.4 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 9 3 20-30cm glass clear u body na na 4 na 2.09 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 10 3 20-30cm ceramic stoneware s rim alkaline na 1 na 107.5 

23cm 

opening/30cm 

exterior 

rim/gray 

625.091 Structure 2 

53 11 3 20-30cm ceramic stoneware u base salt na 1 na 4.3 

gray 

w/brownish 

streaks ribbed 

on 

exterior?/rough 

sparkly interior 

625.091 Structure 2 

53 12 3 20-30cm ceramic refined u body u hp 1 na 1.1 

white w/purple 

fruit and green 

leaf 

625.091 Structure 2 

53 13 3 20-30cm bone pig 
metacarp

al 
u na na 1 na 4.25 na 625.091 Structure 2 

53 na 3 20-30cm brick na na na na na 2 na 5 orange 625.091 Structure 2 

53 na 3 20-30cm charcoal na na na na na na na 1 na 625.091 Structure 2 

54 1 pillar na ceramic refined c rim lead embossed 1 na 7 

pearlware/shell 

edged/even 

scalloped dot 

embossed/blue 

625.89 Structure 2 

54 2 pillar na ceramic stoneware u rim salt na 1 na 10 

brown 

streaks/greenish 

brown w/brown 

flecks/poss plate 

625.89 Structure 2 

54 3 pillar na metal unk nail bm na na na 5 na 15.3 na 625.89 Structure 2 

54 4 pillar na metal machine bm na na na 1 na 10.2 na 625.89 Structure 2 

54 5 pillar na metal u u na na  na 1 na 1.3 na 625.89 Structure 2 

54 7 pillar na glass wp bm na na na 1 1.82 1 na 625.89 Structure 2 

54 7 pillar na glass wp bm na na na 1 1.567 0 na 625.89 Structure 2 

54 7 pillar na glass wp bm na na na 1 1.957 1.1 na 625.89 Structure 2 

54 8 pillar na glass clear u body na na 1 na 6.2 
maybe part of a 

neck 
625.89 Structure 2 
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55 1 1 0-11cm metal wire cut bm na na na 21 na 60 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 2 1 0-11cm metal unk nail bm na na na 30 na 96 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 3 1 0-11cm metal u u  na na na 1 na 2.04 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 4 1 0-11cm metal u u  na na na 3 na 5.3 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 5 1 0-11cm metal buckle attach na na na 1 na 116 buckle style 627.294 Structure 2 

55 6 1 0-11cm metal horseshoe farm na na na 1 na 111 
4.5" long 

straight 
627.294 Structure 2 

55 7 1 0-11cm metal clasp attach na na na 1 na 175 

17.08 

hole/22.09 bent 

end/5" long 

627.294 Structure 2 

55 8 1 0-11cm metal grommet clothing na na na 1 na 0.5 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 9 1 0-11cm glass clear u body burned na 1 na 0.8 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 10 1 0-11cm glass green s na mason na 12 na 30 "Perfect" 627.294 Structure 2 

55 11 1 0-11cm glass clear u rim na scalloped 2 na 56 

base and 

rim/very 

shallow/even 

scalloping 

627.294 Structure 2 

55 12 1 0-11cm glass clear u body p embossed 1 na 5.38 radiating lines 627.294 Structure 2 

55 13 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.227 0 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 13 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.62 0 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 13 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.89 0 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 13 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.657 0 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 13 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.29 3 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 13 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.073 2 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 13 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.44 1 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 13 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.903 2 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 13 1 0-11cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.387 2 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 14 1 0-11cm glass brown u body na na 1 na 1.57 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 15 1 0-11cm glass aqua u body na na 1 na 6.28 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 16 1 0-11cm glass clear u body p embossed 7 na 55.44 

radiating 

different than 

above 

627.294 Structure 2 
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55 17 1 0-11cm ceramic stoneware u rim salt na 1 na 9.69 

brown upper 

side of 

rim/more 

graying on 

underside with 

incised bands 

627.294 Structure 2 

55 18 1 0-11cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 1.71 brownish green 627.294 Structure 2 

55 19 1 0-11cm ceramic stoneware u rim u na 2 na 2.48 brown rim 627.294 Structure 2 

55 20 1 0-11cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 3 
gray and gray 

w/black flecks 
627.294 Structure 2 

55 21 1 0-11cm ceramic stoneware u body alkaline na 1 na 6 
gray and gray 

w/black    
627.294 Structure 2 

55 22 1 0-11cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 4 gray 627.294 Structure 2 

55 23 1 0-11cm ceramic refined u body lead na 2 na 4 white 627.294 Structure 2 

55 24 1 0-11cm plastic button clothing na na na 1 na 0.4 white 4-hole 627.294 Structure 2 

55 25 1 0-11cm bone u  os coxa na na na 1 na 0.41 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 26 1 0-11cm bone u  u  na na na 1 na 0.12 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 27 1 0-11cm glass clear u flat na na 2 na 4.66 clear 627.294 Structure 2 

55 28 1 0-11cm glass clear u body na na 21 na 28 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 na 1 0-11cm charcoal na na na na na 4 na 2 na 627.294 Structure 2 

55 na 1 0-11cm brick brick bm na na na 2 na 4 orange 627.294 Structure 2 

56 1 2 11-17cm metal wire cut bm na na na 1 na 3.16 na 627.294 Structure 2 

56 2 2 11-17cm metal machine bm na na na 1 na 4 

beveled/split 

longways on 

narrow side 

627.294 Structure 2 

56 3 2 11-17cm metal unk nail bm na na na 8 na 19.46 na 627.294 Structure 2 

56 4 2 11-17cm metal u u na na na 6 na 29 lid? 627.294 Structure 2 

56 5 2 11-17cm metal ammunition firearm centerfire 16 ga na 1 na 2 
"Western New 

Chief No 16" 
627.294 Structure 2 

56 6 2 11-17cm glass aqua u base tm na 1 na 59.92 

two "3" 

offset/one 

embossed and 

one ghost/base 

4.4sm wide/no 

pontil scar 

627.294 Structure 2 

56 7 2 11-17cm glass aqua u body na na 6 na 30.47 ripples 627.294 Structure 2 
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56 8 2 11-17cm glass aqua u rim na na 1 na 2.45 double ring 627.294 Structure 2 

56 9 2 11-17cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.95 8 na 627.294 Structure 2 

56 10 2 11-17cm glass aqua u rim na na 5 na 5.31 threaded? 627.294 Structure 2 

56 11 2 11-17cm glass aqua u body na na 3 na 2.77 na 627.294 Structure 2 

56 12 2 11-17cm glass clear u flat burned na 1 na 1.05 na 627.294 Structure 2 

56 13 2 11-17cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 12.62 

gray w/green 

and 

brown/interior 

gray and 

sparkles 

627.294 Structure 2 

56 14 2 11-17cm ceramic refined u base lead na 2 na 13.06 whiteware/5cm  627.294 Structure 2 

56 15 2 11-17cm ceramic stoneware u body alkaline na 1 na 7.44 
gray and gray 

w/black 
627.294 Structure 2 

56 16 2 11-17cm ceramic stoneware u rim salt na 1 na 10.01 

matches rim 55-

17/brownish 

green/worn spot 

red 

body/posibly 

damaged when 

wet 

627.294 Structure 2 

56 17 2 11-17cm bone rabbit femur left na na 1 na 1 proximal 627.294 Structure 2 

56 18 2 11-17cm metal u u na na na 1 na 4.18 

broken/6.5cm 

long/5mm 

diameter/cylind

er with open 

seam 

627.294 Structure 2 

56 na 2 11-17cm charcoal nail na na na na 1 na 0.15 na 627.294 Structure 2 

57 1 1 0-9cm metal wire cut bm na na na 57 na 203.61 

1 is 13mm long 

6.09mm 

diameter/many 

are fluted 

625.702 Structure 2 

57 2 1 0-9cm metal machine bm na na na 39 na 95.24 square head 625.702 Structure 2 

57 3 1 0-9cm metal unk nail bm na na na 36 na 91.56 unknown 625.702 Structure 2 

57 4 1 0-9cm metal screw attach na na na 1 na 6.84 

head 11.02mm 

neck 5.55mm 

45.6 

long/countersun

k 

625.702 Structure 2 
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57 5 1 0-9cm metal screw attach na na na 1 na 2.61 

head 8.71mm 

neck 4.96mm 

round head 

625.702 Structure 2 

57 6 1 0-9cm metal screw attach na na na 1 na 3.38 

9.3mm head 

5.66mm neck 

countersunk 

625.702 Structure 2 

57 7 1 0-9cm metal button clothing na na na 5 na 7.65 

jeans style/1 has 

hollow outward 

center/one a 

flowered 

design/head 

17mm-16.6mm 

625.702 Structure 2 

57 8 1 0-9cm metal key c  na na na 1 na 2.17 can opener key 625.702 Structure 2 

57 9 1 0-9cm metal can c na na na 1 na 5.6 
Navy Sweet 

Snuff 
625.702 Structure 2 

57 10 1 0-9cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 17.47 

stout in 

size/fragment/6

2.65 long 

625.702 Structure 2 

57 11 1 0-9cm metal safety pin clothing na na na 1 na 0.91 na   625.702 Structure 2 

57 12 1 0-9cm metal u u na na na 6 na 9.77 flat thin 625.702 Structure 2 

57 13 1 0-9cm metal ammunition firearm rimfire na na 1 na 0.9 
9.6mm base 

diameter 
625.702 Structure 2 

57 14 1 0-9cm metal u u na na na 1 na 1.25 bent wire 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.45 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.51 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.033 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.66 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.443 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.79 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.737 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.09 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.797 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.58 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.527 0 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.993 2 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.793 1 na 625.702 Structure 2 
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57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.517 1 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass clear u flat na na 1 2.593 5 
disqualified/clea

r vision 
625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.96 6 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 15 1 0-9cm glass wp bm na na na 0 na 5 total of too lite 625.702 Structure 2 

57 16 1 0-9cm glass clear c body p embossed 1 na 30.07 

tree sprig 

motif/10-9,13-

31,19-17 

625.702 Structure 2 

57 17 1 0-9cm glass clear u body na na 3 na 10.46 slightly cloudy 625.702 Structure 2 

57 18 1 0-9cm glass clear u body na na 32 na 30.15 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 19 1 0-9cm glass clear u base na na 1 na 9.47 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 20 1 0-9cm glass purple u rim  na na 4 na 19.78 bead rim 625.702 Structure 2 

57 21 1 0-9cm glass clear u rim  na na 1 na 3.48 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 22 1 0-9cm glass green s body mason na 2 na 12.96 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 23 1 0-9cm glass green u body na na 4 na 1.36 flat   625.702 Structure 2 

57 24 1 0-9cm glass clear m body na embossed 1 na 0.6 
graduations 

"80" 
625.702 Structure 2 

57 25 1 0-9cm glass clear u body p embossed 2 na 4.67 some patterning 625.702 Structure 2 

57 26 1 0-9cm glass aqua u body na na 7 na 13.92 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 27 1 0-9cm glass clear u na na na 2 na 2.66 melted 625.702 Structure 2 

57 28 1 0-9cm leather shoe clothing sole na na 9 na 66.62 

sole 

w/grommets/18.

5 cm long/looks 

machine 

stitched no 

show underside 

625.702 Structure 2 

57 29 1 0-9cm stone flake na na na na 1 na 0.27 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 30 1 0-9cm plastic button clothing na na na 1 na 0.36 white 4 hole 625.702 Structure 2 

57 31 1 0-9cm ceramic refined c rim lead na 4 na 3.5 
whiteware/very 

light bodied 
625.702 Structure 2 

57 32 1 0-9cm ceramic refined c rim lead tu 3 na 3.2 

thin blue 

lines/door panel 

shape/66_13,41

_10,39_5 

625.702 Structure 2 
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57 33 1 0-9cm ceramic stoneware u body u  na 1 na 2.62 

gry body outer 

and reddish 

inner/unglazed 

interior 

625.702 Structure 2 

57 34 1 0-9cm ceramic stoneware u body u na 3 na 1.34 chips  625.702 Structure 2 

57 35 1 0-9cm bone chicken humerus right na na 1 na 2.7 na 625.702 Structure 2 

57 36 1 0-9cm bone pig molar u na na 1 na 1.5  625.702 Structure 2 

57 37 1 0-9cm bone u misc u na na 1 na 0.3 misc long bone 625.702 Structure 2 

57 38 1 0-9cm metal wrought bm na na na 1 na 4.1 
fibres running 

across shank 
625.702 Structure 2 

57 na 1 0-9cm brick na bm na na na 5 na 12.53 
orange and 1 

reddish 
625.702 Structure 2 

57 na 1 0-9cm charcoal na na na na na 1 na 7.9 na 625.702 Structure 2 

59 1 pillar na ceramic refined c rim lead embossed 1 na 3.2 

white dot 

embossed even 

scalloped/white

ware 

626.697 Structure 2 

59 2 pillar na ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 4.8 
brown and 

grayish green 
626.697 Structure 2 

59 3 pillar na metal plate u na na na 1 na 49 curved plate 626.697 Structure 2 

59 4 pillar na metal u u na na na 1 na 0.3 

hollow 

cylinder/diametr 

of .22 

626.697 Structure 2 

59 5 pillar na metal u u na na na 6 na 16 na 626.697 Structure 2 

59 6 pillar na metal unk nail bm na na na 12 na 42 na 626.697 Structure 2 

59 7 pillar na glass aqua u body na na 6 na 9.8 na 626.697 Structure 2 

59 8 pillar na glass clear u flat na na 1 na 1.867 
1 disqualified 

piece 
626.697 Structure 2 

59 9 pillar na glass clear u body na na 1 na 13 indented panel 626.697 Structure 2 

59 10 pillar na glass clear u body na na 2 na 1.3 na 626.697 Structure 2 

59 na pillar na brick na  bm na na na 1 na 31 na 626.697 Structure 2 

60 1 2 9-19cm metal wire cut bm na na na 2 na 2.68 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 2 2 9-19cm metal machine bm na na na 7 na 23.82 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 3 2 9-19cm metal u u na na na 35 na 135 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 4 2 9-19cm glass clear u na na na 6 na 4 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 5 2 9-19cm glass green u flat na na 8 na 5.03 na 625.702 Structure 2 
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60 6 2 9-19cm glass aqua u base na na 8 na 45.36 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 7 2 9-19cm glass clear s rim na na 1 na 2.92 threaded 625.702 Structure 2 

60 8 2 9-19cm glass clear u rim p scalloped 1 na 10.41 ornate 625.702 Structure 2 

60 9 2 9-19cm metal strap u na na na 1 na 13.31 

4.6cm 

long/2.7cm 

wide/2.29mm 

thick 

625.702 Structure 2 

60 10 2 9-19cm metal can u na tin na 2 na 8.76 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 11 2 9-19cm coal coal na na na na 1 na 2.4 anthracite 625.702 Structure 2 

60 12 2 9-19cm glass aqua u na na na 1 na 4.53 melted 625.702 Structure 2 

60 13 2 9-19cm ceramic refined c body lead tu 2 na 4.48 

white w/blue 

print maybe of a 

building/57_32,

42_10,39_5 

625.702 Structure 2 

60 14 2 9-19cm ceramic stoneware s rim alkaline na 2 na 100.26 

gray/29.52mm 

lip/18cm in 

diameter using 

chart/damage 

interior pre-

firing/sand 

grains visible 

625.702 Structure 2 

60 15 2 9-19cm ceramic earthenware c rim lead na 1 na 2 

orange 

body/orange 

glaze w/brown 

rim band maybe 

Loy/albright 

625.702 Structure 2 

60 16 2 9-19cm ceramic refined u rim lead na 4 na 8.27 
bright white 

light buff body 
625.702 Structure 2 

60 17 2 9-19cm brick na bm na na na 1 na 124.54 

2.24 inches 

high/almost 

black asphalt 

texture/white 

quartz inclusion 

625.702 Structure 2 

60 18 2 9-19cm bone pig tusk u na na 1 na 13.45 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 19 2 9-19cm bone pig mandible na na na 1 na 20.42 w/four incisors 625.702 Structure 2 

60 20 2 9-19cm bone pig rib u na na 1 na 6.36 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 21 2 9-19cm bone u  misc u gnaw na 12 na 13.56 rodent gnawed 625.702 Structure 2 
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60 22 2 9-19cm bone u os coxa u na na 1 na 4.69 fragment 625.702 Structure 2 

60 23 2 9-19cm bone u claw u na na 1 na 1.02 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 24 2 9-19cm bone u mandible u na na 1 na 0.12 w/tooth 625.702 Structure 2 

60 25 2 9-19cm bone u tooth u na na 1 na 0.46 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 26 2 9-19cm bone u humerus u na na 1 na 0.12 
unfused 

humeral head 
625.702 Structure 2 

60 27 2 9-19cm bone u scapula u na na 1 na 0.04 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 28 2 9-19cm bone u ulna u na na 1 na 0.31 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 29 2 9-19cm bone u tibia u na na 1 na 0.25 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 30 2 9-19cm bone u humerus u na na 1 na 0.79 na 625.702 Structure 2 

60 31 2 9-19cm bone u os coxa u na na 1 na 0.44 na 625.702 Structure 2 

63 1 pillar na metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 2 na 627.294 Structure 2 

63 2 pillar na metal clasp u na na na 1 na 0.95 

looks like ink 

pen pocket 

clasp/able to 

slide onto an 

object 

627.294 Structure 2 

63 3 pillar na metal u  u na na na 1 na 1 

cone shaped/flat 

top/seam down 

length 

627.294 Structure 2 

63 4 pillar na bone rabbit humerus u na na 2 na 1 

humerus, 

proximal end 

missing  

627.294 Structure 2 

63 5 pillar na ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 1 
gray/brown 

interior 
627.294 Structure 2 

63 6 pillar na glass green s body na na 1 na 14 na 627.294 Structure 2 

63 7 pillar na glass aqua u body na na 1 na 0.22 na 627.294 Structure 2 

63 na pillar na charcoal na na na na na 1 na 0.1 na 627.294 Structure 2 

64 1 wall  na metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 5.35 na 625.702 Structure 2 

64 2 wall  na ceramic stoneware s body alkaline na 1 na 12.05 

gray interior 

and 

exterior/gray 

body/ 

625.702 Structure 2 

64 3 wall  na metal staple attach na na na 1 na 1.03 
u-

shaped/fencing  
625.702 Structure 2 

64 4 wall  na glass wp bm na na na 1 2 1.53 na 625.702 Structure 2 

64 5 wall  na glass clear u body na na 1 na 0.06 na 625.702 Structure 2 
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64 6 wall na bone u tibia u na na 1 na 4.68 na 625.702 Structure 2 

64 7 wall na metal u u na lead na 1 na 6.11 

flat rolled into a 

cylinder/fishing 

weight?/missing 

625.702 Structure 2 

66 1 3 19-29cm metal horseshoe farm na na na 1 na 
213.57

6 

5" long/9.79mm 

at heel/2 1/4" 

width at heel 2 

1/5" at middle 

625.702 Structure 2 

66 2 3 19-29cm metal u u na na na 8 na 12.79 flat   625.702 Structure 2 

66 3 3 19-29cm metal machine bm na na na 2 na 9.68 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 4 3 19-29cm metal unk nail bm na na na 7 na 8.73 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 5 3 19-29cm glass green u na tm na 1 na 14 7.57mm thick 625.702 Structure 2 

66 6 3 19-29cm glass clear u rim na na 1 na 30.1 
21.33mm 

diameter 
625.702 Structure 2 

66 7 3 19-29cm glass green s rim mason na 2 na 7.66 threaded 625.702 Structure 2 

66 8 3 19-29cm glass aqua u base na na 8 na 12.15 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 9 3 19-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.033 0.8 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 9 3 19-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.53 0.5 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 9 3 19-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.79 0.4 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 9 3 19-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.563 0.8 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 9 3 19-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.537 0.3 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 9 3 19-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.957 0.7 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 9 3 19-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.56 1.1 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 9 3 19-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.427 0.8 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 10 3 19-29cm glass aqua u base na na 1 na 5.39 possible base 625.702 Structure 2 

66 11 3 19-29cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 8.51 

gray black 

speckled 

exterior/gray 

interior/gray 

body 

625.702 Structure 2 

66 12 3 19-29cm ceramic stoneware u body salt na 1 na 7.17 

gray with hints 

of green in and 

out/brownish 

gray body 

625.702 Structure 2 
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66 13 3 19-29cm ceramic refined c rim lead tu 1 na 2.92 

white with blue 

print/57_32,42_

10,39_5/60-13 

625.702 Structure 2 

66 14 3 19-29cm ceramic refined u rim lead na 1 na 8.8 

posible rim and 

base/short 

container? 

625.702 Structure 2 

66 15 3 19-29cm charcoal na na na na na na na 2.64 in foil 625.702 Structure 2 

66 16 3 19-29cm plastic button clothing na na na 1 na 0.33 white 4 hole 625.702 Structure 2 

66 17 3 19-29cm ceramic refined c rim lead na 1 na 12.07 whiteware/B-3 625.702 Structure 2 

66 18 3 19-29cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 1.22 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 19 3 19-29cm ceramic stoneware u body lead na 1 na 9.33 

off white 

uniform exterior 

glaze/interior is 

thick and 

variable 

625.702 Structure 2 

66 20 3 19-29cm glass clear u body na na 7 na 5.24 na 625.702 Structure 2 

66 21 3 19-29cm glass clear u body p embossed 1 na 3.68 

maybe leaf 

shape/bumps all 

over as 

decorative 

effect 

625.702 Structure 2 

67 1 3 17-29cm metal machine bm na na na 1 na 3.7 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 2 3 17-29cm metal unk nail bm na na na 8 na 35.1 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 3 3 17-29cm metal u u na na na 6 na 10.8 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 4 3 17-29cm metal u u na na na 1 na 18.65 razor handle? 627.294 Structure 2 

67 5 3 17-29cm metal ammunition firearm centerfire 12ga na 1 na 4 
"UMC Co NEW 

CLUB" No 12 
627.294 Structure 2 

67 6 3 17-29cm glass green s body mason na 2 na 7.39 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 7 3 17-29cm glass clear u body na na 10 na 11.93 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 8 3 17-29cm glass clear u base na na 1 na 26.89 rectangular 627.294 Structure 2 

67 9 3 17-29cm glass clear u body r na 1 na 1.5 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 10 3 17-29cm glass aqua u body na na 3 na 9.32 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 11 3 17-29cm glass clear u base na na 1 na 3.21 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 12 3 17-29cm glass green u flat na na 3 na 1.03 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 13 3 17-29cm glass amber u body na na 2 na 4.24 na 627.294 Structure 2 
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67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.6 1 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.66 0 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.67 1 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.56 1 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.797 2 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.687 2 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.653 5 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.743 2 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.62 3 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.653 4 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.62 3 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.69 3 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.127 3 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 14 3 17-29cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.707 3 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 15 3 17-29cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 2 na 22 

redware/orange 

glaze 

w/brown/solom

on loy 

627.294 Structure 2 

67 16 3 17-29cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 1.04 white w/spikes 627.294 Structure 2 

67 17 3 17-29cm ceramic refined c rim lead tu 3 na 27.83 

whiteware/emb

ossed 

designs/green 

leaves/red 

bulbs/pink 

627.294 Structure 2 

67 18 3 17-29cm ceramic stoneware u body u na 1 na 2.44 
gray 

body/burned 
627.294 Structure 2 

67 19 3 17-29cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 0.68 

yellowware/eng

ine turned 

annular 

627.294 Structure 2 

67 20 3 17-29cm ceramic refined u base lead na 3 na 10.3 

base 

4.5cm/whitewar

e 

627.294 Structure 2 

67 21 3 17-29cm ceramic porcelain u base u na 1 na 7 

"PORCELAIN 

L" base 

6.5cm/true 

example 

627.294 Structure 2 
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67 22 3 17-29cm ceramic stoneware u base salt na 1 na 32 

gray with wheel 

marks/other side 

eroded w/large 

inclusions 

627.294 Structure 2 

67 23 3 17-29cm ceramic stoneware u body alkaline na 2 na 17.77 

gray salt 

exterior/gray 

interior 

627.294 Structure 2 

67 24 3 17-29cm plastic button clothing na na na 1 na 2 
2 hole gray 

plastic 
627.294 Structure 2 

67 25 3 17-29cm plastic button clothing na na na 1 na 1 
4 hole white 

plastic 
627.294 Structure 2 

67 26 3 17-29cm wood button clothing na na na 1 na 0.83 4 hole 627.294 Structure 2 

67 27 3 17-29cm brick na bm na na na 1 na 15 corner/orange 627.294 Structure 2 

67 28 3 17-29cm bone u misc u na na 16 na 12.97 long bones 627.294 Structure 2 

67 29 3 17-29cm bone u rib u na na 1 na 0.29 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 30 3 17-29cm bone pig rib u na na 1 na 1.79 possible pig 627.294 Structure 2 

67 31 3 17-29cm bone bird u u na na 1 na 0.44 possible chicken 627.294 Structure 2 

67 32 3 17-29cm bone chicken femur u na na 1 na 4.2 possible femur 627.294 Structure 2 

67 33 3 17-29cm bone u femur u na na 1 na 1.2 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 34 3 17-29cm bone rabbit ulna u na na 1 na 0.3 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 35 3 17-29cm bone u tooth incisor na na 1 na 0.4 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 36 3 17-29cm bone pig tooth incisor na na 1 na 2.12 na 627.294 Structure 2 

67 37 3 17-29cm bone u vertebra na na na 1 na 0.93 unfused body 627.294 Structure 2 

67 38 3 17-29cm metal wrought bm na na na 1 na 4.7 

T-head/shovel 

shaped 

point/tapers 

above point and 

back out 

627.294 Structure 2 

67 na 3 17-29cm charcoal na na na na na 1 na 0.58 na 627.294 Structure 2 

68 na 1 0-10cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 2 na 612.682 Structure 4 

69 1 2 10-20cm ceramic stoneware s rim alkaline na 1 na 15 brown 612.682 Structure 4 

69 2 2 10-20cm ceramic refined c rim lead incised 1 na 1.5 

blue shell edge. 

complex 

incised/unscallo

ped 

612.682 Structure 4 

69 3 2 10-20cm metal u  u na na na 1 na 44.2 
attachment 

point 
612.682 Structure 4 
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69 4 2 10-20cm metal machine bm na na na 1 na 5 na 612.682 Structure 4 

69 5 2 10-20cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 4 na 612.682 Structure 4 

69 na 2 10-20cm brick na  bm na na na 14 na 41 na 612.682 Structure 4 

69 na 2 10-20cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 3 na 612.682 Structure 4 

70 1 3 20-23cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 3 maybe a screw 612.682 Structure 4 

70 2 3 20-23cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.3 1 na 612.682 Structure 4 

70 na 3 20-23cm brick na  bm na na na 15 na 43 na 612.682 Structure 4 

70 na 3 20-23cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 4 na 612.682 Structure 4 

71 1 3 23-30cm metal wrought bm na na na 1 na 1 
rose 

head?/corroded 
612.682 Structure 4 

71 na 3 23-30cm brick na  bm na na na 37 na 303 na 612.682 Structure 4 

71 na 3 23-30cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 27 na 612.682 Structure 4 

72 1 1 0-11cm glass clear s base na na 1 na 62 rounded square 611.888 Structure 4 

72 na 1 0-11cm brick na bm na na na 7 na 8 na 611.888 Structure 4 

72 na 1 0-11cm charcoal na na na na na na na 2 na 611.888 Structure 4 

73 1 2 11-20cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 3.6 
reddish 

brown/burned 
611.888 Structure 4 

73 2 2 11-20cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 4.4 brown glaze 611.888 Structure 4 

73 3 2 11-20cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 0.4 brown 611.888 Structure 4 

73 4 2 11-20cm ceramic earthenware u body lead hp 1 na 1 

red and blue 

flower/undergla

ze 

611.888 Structure 4 

73 5 2 11-20cm metal button clothing na na na 1 na 0.21 4 hole 611.888 Structure 4 

73 6 2 11-20cm metal blade u na na na 1 na 18 na 611.888 Structure 4 

73 7 2 11-20cm metal unk nail bm na na na 5 na 20 na 611.888 Structure 4 

73 8 2 11-20cm glass clear u body na na 6 na 8 thin 611.888 Structure 4 

73 9 2 11-20cm glass green u flat na na 2 na 2 na 611.888 Structure 4 

73 10 2 11-20cm glass clear u body na na 2 na 8 na 611.888 Structure 4 

73 na 2 11-20cm charcoal na na na na na na na 11 na 611.888 Structure 4 

73 na 2 11-20cm brick na bm na na na 29 na 56 na 611.888 Structure 4 

74 1 3 
20-

26.5cm 
ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 2.7 

waster/twisted/o

range glaze 
611.888 Structure 4 

74 2 3 
20-

26.5cm 
ceramic earthenware u body lead na 3 na 2.4 brown glaze 611.888 Structure 4 
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74 3 3 
20-

26.5cm 
metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 20 na 611.888 Structure 4 

74 4 3 
20-

26.5cm 
metal wire cut bm na na na 1 na 4 na 611.888 Structure 4 

74 na 3 
20-

26.5cm 
brick na bm na na na 32 na 101 na 611.888 Structure 4 

74 na 3 
20-

26.5cm 
charcoal na na na na na na na 5 na 611.888 Structure 4 

74 na 3 
20-

26.5cm 
brick na bm na na na 1 na 2 na 611.888 Structure 4 

75 1 1 0-11.5cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 4 na 611.125 Structure 4 

75 2 1 0-11.5cm stone flake u  na na na 1 na 0 na 611.125 Structure 4 

75 3 1 0-11.5cm ceramic earthenware u body u na 1 na 2 orange 611.125 Structure 4 

75 4 1 0-11.5cm ceramic earthenware u body u na 1 na 1 
glaze too worn 

away 
611.125 Structure 4 

75 5 1 0-11.5cm ceramic earthenware u body u na 1 na 0 brown 611.125 Structure 4 

75 6 1 0-11.5cm ceramic earthenware u body u na 1 na 0 lighter brown 611.125 Structure 4 

75 na 1 0-11.5cm charcoal na na na na na na na 0 na 611.125 Structure 4 

75 na 1 0-11.5cm brick na bm na na na 3 na 2 na 611.125 Structure 4 

76 1 floor 30cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 2 na 612.682 Structure 4 

77 1 3 30cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 12 na 611.888 Structure 4 

77 na 3 30cm brick na bm na na na 1 na 4 na 611.888 Structure 4 

78 1 2 
11.5-

20cm 
ceramic refined c rim lead 

sponge 

spattered 
1 na 1.2 whiteware 611.125 Structure 4 

78 2 2 
11.5-

20cm 
ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 1 white 611.125 Structure 4 

78 3 2 
11.5-

20cm 
metal unk nail bm na na na 2 na 10 na 611.125 Structure 4 

78 4 2 
11.5-

20cm 
glass aqua u base na na 1 na 1.4 na 611.125 Structure 4 

78 5 2 
11.5-

20cm 
glass clear u body na na 4 na 2 na 611.125 Structure 4 

78 6 2 
11.5-

20cm 
glass clear u body na na 1 na 6 na 611.125 Structure 4 

78 7 2 
11.5-

20cm 
stone tool u na na na 1 na 83 na 611.125 Structure 4 

78 na 2 
11.5-

20cm 
charcoal na na na na na na na 4 na 611.125 Structure 4 
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78 na 2 
11.5-

20cm 
brick na bm na na na 12 na 7 na 611.125 Structure 4 

79 1 3 20-24cm ceramic earthenware u body lead slip 1 na 25.5 

orange w/brown 

glaze/Solomon 

Loy 

611.125 Structure 4 

79 2 3 20-24cm ceramic refined u body u na 1 na 0.5 white 611.125 Structure 4 

79 na 3 20-24cm charcoal na na na na na na na 5 na 611.125 Structure 4 

79 na 3 20-24cm brick na bm na na na 6 na 22 na 611.125 Structure 4 

80 1 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 2 na 613.427 Structure 4 

80 2 1 0-10cm metal plate u na na na 1 na 9 

flat with 4 

mishapen 

holes/2.26mm 

thick/ 

613.427 Structure 4 

80 na 1 0-10cm brick na bm na na na 2 na 7 na 613.427 Structure 4 

80 na 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.83 0.4 missing 613.427 Structure 4 

81 1 2 10-20cm ceramic earthenware u body lead slip 1 na 10.1 

brownish/orang

e w/ 2 brown 

and 

1 yellow band.  

Burned. 

Resembles 

Henry Loy 

613.427 Structure 4 

81 2 2 10-20cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 3 na 3.5 brown 613.427 Structure 4 

81 3 2 10-20cm ceramic refined u rim lead na 1 na 2.1 
pearlware dot 

decorated 
613.427 Structure 4 

81 4 2 10-20cm ceramic refined u rim lead hp 1 na 1.1 
underglaze/gree

n leaf/pearlware 
613.427 Structure 4 

81 5 2 10-20cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 1.2 whiteware  613.427 Structure 4 

81 6 2 10-20cm metal unk nail bm na na na 5 na 20 na 613.427 Structure 4 

81 7 2 10-20cm metal wrought bm na na na 1 na 6 na 613.427 Structure 4 

81 8 2 10-20cm glass aqua u body na na 1 na 3 
pitted/could be 

side or base 
613.427 Structure 4 

81 9 2 10-20cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.513 1 na 613.427 Structure 4 

81 na 2 10-20cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 3 na 613.427 Structure 4 

81 na 2 10-20cm brick  na  bm na na na 16 na 71 na 613.427 Structure 4 
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82 1 3 20-30cm ceramic earthenware u handle lead na 1 na 7 

light brown 

interior/dark 

brown exterior 

613.427 Structure 4 

82 2 3 20-30cm ceramic refined c rim lead na 1 na 5 
pearlware/blue 

edge/84-3 
613.427 Structure 4 

82 3 3 20-30cm ceramic refined u body u na 1 na 0.9 white 613.427 Structure 4 

82 4 3 20-30cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 2 brown 613.427 Structure 4 

82 5 3 20-30cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 6 brown 613.427 Structure 4 

82 na 3 20-30cm brick na bm na na na 16 na 56 na 613.427 Structure 4 

82 na 3 20-30cm charcoal na na na na na na na 2 na 613.427 Structure 4 

83 1 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware c body lead na 1 na 1.4 brown/85-6 614.082 Structure 4 

83 2 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c rim lead edge 2 na 1.4 
blue edge 

decorated 
614.082 Structure 4 

83 3 1 0-10cm glass olive u  flat na na 1 na 0.6 olive 614.082 Structure 4 

83 4 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 2 na 18 na 614.082 Structure 4 

83 5 1 0-10cm metal machine bm na na na 2 na 16 na 614.082 Structure 4 

83 6 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.84 2 na 614.082 Structure 4 

83 7 1 0-10cm bone u u na na na 1 na 1 na 614.082 Structure 4 

83 na 1 0-10cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 0 na 614.082 Structure 4 

84 1 2 
10-

18.5cm 
ceramic refined u base lead hp 4 na 11.8 

purple flower 

w/green leaves 
614.082 Structure 4 

84 2 2 
10-

18.5cm 
ceramic stoneware u body alkaline na 1 na 5.1 brown/waster 614.082 Structure 4 

84 3 2 
10-

18.5cm 
ceramic refined c rim lead edge 3 na 3 

blue/unscallope

d/edge 

decorated/pearl

ware/82-2 

614.082 Structure 4 

84 4 2 
10-

18.5cm 
ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 0.6 pearlware 614.082 Structure 4 

84 5 2 
10-

18.5cm 
stone flake na na na na 1 na 0.3 rhyolite 614.082 Structure 4 

84 6 2 
10-

18.5cm 
metal unk nail bm na na na 5 na 20 na 614.082 Structure 4 

84 7 2 
10-

18.5cm 
metal wrought bm na na na 1 na 8 na 614.082 Structure 4 

84 8 2 
10-

18.5cm 
glass clear u body na na 3 na 12  3.6mm 614.082 Structure 4 
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84 9 2 
10-

18.5cm 
glass clear u body na na 1 na 0 na 614.082 Structure 4 

84 10 2 
10-

18.5cm 
glass green u flat na na 1 na 0.2 na 614.082 Structure 4 

84 11 2 
10-

18.5cm 
bone u u na na na 1 na 0 na 614.082 Structure 4 

84 na 2 
10-

18.5cm 
charcoal na  na na na na na na 4 na 614.082 Structure 4 

84 na 2 
10-

18.5cm 
brick na  bm na na na 17 na 17 na 614.082 Structure 4 

85 1 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware s body lead na 1 na 43.21 
brown/93-1, 86-

1 
613.313 Structure 4 

85 2 1 0-10cm ceramic refined c rim lead incised 1 na 5 

shell 

edged/even 

scalloped/ 

simple 

incised/blue 

edge1802-1832 

Miller 87 

613.313 Structure 4 

85 3 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u  body lead na 1 na 1.8 
orange 

glaze/85-4 
613.313 Structure 4 

85 4 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u  body lead slip 1 na 3.5 
orange w/brown 

slip/85-3 
613.313 Structure 4 

85 5 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u  body lead slip 1 na 4 
orange w/brown 

slip 
613.313 Structure 4 

85 6 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 8 
brown and other 

eroded/83-1 
613.313 Structure 4 

85 7 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u body u na 1 na 3 white 613.313 Structure 4 

85 8 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 1 brown 613.313 Structure 4 

85 9 1 0-10cm stone flake u na na na 1 na 0 na 613.313 Structure 4 

85 10 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 8 

shovel 

shaped/maybe 

wrought but 

maybe wire cut 

613.313 Structure 4 

85 11 1 0-10cm glass clear u body na na 1 na 0.3 na 613.313 Structure 4 

85 12 1 0-10cm glass green u flat na na 1 na 0.2 na 613.313 Structure 4 

85 na 1 0-10cm brick na  bm na na na 8 na 41 na 613.313 Structure 4 

85 na 1 0-10cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 3 na 613.313 Structure 4 
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86 1 3 
18.5-

30cm 
ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 16.7 

orange and 

brown/93-1, 85-

1 

614.082 Structure 4 

86 na 3 
18.5-

30cm 
brick na  bm na na na 58 na 212 na 614.082 Structure 4 

86 na 3 
18.5-

30cm 
charcoal na  na na na na na na 13 na 614.082 Structure 4 

87 1 2 10-18cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 1.8 
white w/blue 

markings 
613.313 Structure 4 

87 2 2 10-18cm ceramic refined u body lead hp 1 na 0.9 

pearlware 

underglaze/redd

ish dots or 

flowers/blue 

line eroded 

613.313 Structure 4 

87 3 2 10-18cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 0.9 brown/88-1 613.313 Structure 4 

87 4 2 10-18cm stone u u na na na 1 na 11 na 613.313 Structure 4 

87 5 2 10-18cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 4 na 613.313 Structure 4 

87 6 2 10-18cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.853 6 clear 613.313 Structure 4 

87 na 2 10-18cm brick na  bm na na na 19 na 65 na 613.313 Structure 4 

87 na 2 10-18cm charcoal na na na na na na na 3 na 613.313 Structure 4 

87 na 2 10-18cm stone flake na na na na 1 na 0 missing 613.313 Structure 4 

88 1 3 18-28cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 1.8 brown/87-3 613.313 Structure 4 

88 2 3 18-28cm stone flake  na na na na 1 na 0 na 613.313 Structure 4 

88 3 3 18-28cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 10 large 613.313 Structure 4 

88 na 3 18-28cm brick na bm na na na 8 na 457 na 613.313 Structure 4 

89 1 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware c rim lead banded 1 na 3.1 
brown w/raised 

band 
612.034 Structure 4 

89 2 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware c body lead na 1 na 14.5 
brown/waster/b

ent 
612.034 Structure 4 

89 3 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u  rim lead na 1 na 11.3 

brown/waster/cl

ear line glaze 

did not adhere 

612.034 Structure 4 

89 4 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 4.3 
looks like 

waster/burned 
612.034 Structure 4 

89 5 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 3 na 612.034 Structure 4 

89 na 1 0-10cm charcoal na na na na na 1 na 3 na 612.034 Structure 4 

89 na 1 0-10cm brick na bm na na na 13 na 23 na 612.034 Structure 4 
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90 1 2 10-20cm ceramic earthenware u body u na 1 na 0.7 unknown 612.034 Structure 4 

90 1 2 10-20cm brick na  bm na na na 1 na 7.9 

glaze under 

microscope/shar

p corners 

612.034 Structure 4 

90 na 2 10-20cm brick na bm na na na 77 na 184 na 612.034 Structure 4 

90 na 2 10-20cm metal unk nail bm na na na 3 na 7 missing 612.034 Structure 4 

90 na 2 10-20cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 8 na 612.034 Structure 4 

91 1 3 20-30cm ceramic refined c base lead na 1 na 1.5 
pearlware/bit of 

brown stripe 
612.034 Structure 4 

91 2 3 20-30cm ceramic earthenware u body u na 1 na 0.7 unknown 612.034 Structure 4 

91 3 3 20-30cm metal unk nail bm na na na 3 na 13 na 612.034 Structure 4 

91 4 3 20-30cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.857 1 questionable 612.034 Structure 4 

91 na 3 20-30cm brick na bm na na na 73 na 836 
some were very 

diff than most 
612.034 Structure 4 

91 na 3 20-30cm charcoal na na na na na na na 14 na 612.034 Structure 4 

92 1 1 0-10cm ceramic stoneware s body salt na 2 na 41.2 
yellowish gray 

and brown 
612.539 Structure 4 

92 2 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u  body lead na 2 na 4.1 brown/burned 612.539 Structure 4 

92 3 1 0-10cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 8.6 
whiteware/too 

soft 
612.539 Structure 4 

92 4 1 0-10cm ceramic refined u body lead na 1 na 1 white 612.539 Structure 4 

92 5 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 1.3 
brown and 

yellow 
612.539 Structure 4 

92 6 1 0-10cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 0.1 orange 612.539 Structure 4 

92 7 1 0-10cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 3 na 612.539 Structure 4 

92 8 1 0-10cm glass clear u flat na na 1 na 0.5 na 612.539 Structure 4 

92 9 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.13 1 na 612.539 Structure 4 

92 9 1 0-10cm glass wp bm na na na 1 1.677 0.4 na 612.539 Structure 4 

92 na 1 0-10cm brick na bm na na na 31 na 30 na 612.539 Structure 4 

92 na 1 0-10cm charcoal na na na na na na na 6 na 612.539 Structure 4 

93 1 2 10-20cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 7 na 37.2 

brown 

interior/brown 

exterior 

eroded/85-1, 

86-1 

612.539 Structure 4 
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93 2 2 10-20cm ceramic refined c rim lead na 3 na 3.5 
blue edge 

decorated 
612.539 Structure 4 

93 3 2 10-20cm ceramic earthenware u body lead na 1 na 2.16 
brown and 

yellow  
612.539 Structure 4 

93 4 2 10-20cm stone flake na na na na 1 na 0.1 na 612.539 Structure 4 

93 5 2 10-20cm metal unk nail bm na na na 8 na 15 na 612.539 Structure 4 

93 6 2 10-20cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.473 0.6 na 612.539 Structure 4 

93 6 2 10-20cm glass wp bm na na na 1 2.03 0.2 na 612.539 Structure 4 

93 7 2 10-20cm glass aqua u body na na 1 na 2 na 612.539 Structure 4 

93 na 2 10-20cm brick na  bm na na na 20 na 48 na 612.539 Structure 4 

93 na 2 10-20cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 20 na 612.539 Structure 4 

94 1 3 20-30cm metal unk nail bm na na na 1 na 3 na 612.539 Structure 4 

94 na 3 20-30cm brick na  bm na na na 4 na 73 na 612.539 Structure 4 

94 na 3 20-30cm charcoal na  na na na na na na 13 na 612.539 Structure 4 

95 na 3 
26.5-

30cm 
brick na bm na na na 10 na 48 na 611.888 Structure 4 

95 na 3 
26.5-

30cm 
charcoal na na na na na na na 3 na 611.888 Structure 4 

 


